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FROM THE EDITOR

These proceedings have been prepared to provide a record of the work-
shop for the participants and other Interested persons.

The proceedings are divided into two major sections.

PART I. SUMMARY, provides a detailed summary of the content of the
workshop with relatively brief sumraarizationa of all of the presentations.
In a few cases where presentations were of particular interest or where the
original presentations were relatively short, the complete text is provided.
This summary portion of the report consists of the first eight sections:
I through VIII.

PART II. TEXT OF SELECTED PAPERS, provides the complete text for the
papers presented which are unavailable in other publications. There are
eight of these, all originating in Japan.

DISCUSSION

In order to provide a record of as much of the informal Information
exchange as was feasible, we have included a considerable amount of the
discussion which took place following each paper. In many cases the actual
discussion is edited for clarity or paraphrased for brevity, or because of
shortcomings of the audio-record. Errors in the identification of partici-
pants in the discussion are likely. Nonetheless, it is hoped that this
record will prove to be useful in providing more of the content and tone of
the workshop.

There were numerous requests for copies of the text of Prof. Golay's
remarks in the morning of the second day of the workshop as well as his
account of the MIT work in the afternoon. Both of these statements are
included and may be found respectively starting on page W and page 29.

78
THE PROCEEDINGS

In the putting together of the large amount of material from the work-
shop, we concluded that to achieve more coherence we would not follow in
these proceedings the exact order of the agenda which was used at the work-
shop. Section I provides background for the purpose of the workshop and
characterizes the participants. Section II is a grouping of five presenta-
tions which were rather general and broad in character and which help to
define the concepts being discussed at the workshop. Section III provides
summaries of papers describing the work done in Japan which was somewhat the
foundation of the workshop. Section IV summarizes papers on related work in
Sweden, the United States, and Canada. Section V covers the proposal from
Wakabayashi for international cooperation in development of super safe
reactors for the future. The discussion contained in this portion of the
proceedings is perhaps the heart of the Interaction which occurred between
participants and may be found on pages 08 to 83.

72.
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PART ONE: SUMMARY



I. INTRODUCTION

DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP

AC this workshop on Intrinsically Safe and Economical Reactors organ-
ized by the Institute for Energy Analysis (ORAU) and the University of
Tokyo, about 40 participants from most of the sectors of nuclear power
development and representing the United States, Canada, Japan, Korea,
Sweden, and IAEA assembled in Oak Ridge to have two days of discussions.
This workshop, held on August 14 and 15, 1985, became the first opportunity
after the publication of iEA's book, "The Second Nuclear Era," for an inter-
national dialogue exploring possible cooperation toward an age of intrinsi-
cally safe reactor deployments. Alvin Weinberg started the workshop with a
detailed history of the Second Nuclear Era project which extended for two
years until its completion in 1984. His presentation set the tone of the
workshop through to his summary talk.

The workshop topics ranged from the policy analytical works such as
ORNL's "Nuclear Power Options Viability Study," the need and implication of
intrinsically safe and economical reactors (ISER) as well as potential
attractiveness of modular reactors in general to the strategies for possible
ISER development.

Intrinsically safe reactor (ISR), the Japanese ISER, the US's PIUS/BWR,
the recent development of PIUS and the well-known modular HTGR were all
reviewed. The United States' small light water reactors with greater
inherent safety in_ mind (GE's BWR and CE's SHPA) and Canada's SLOWPOKE were
also presented and referred in comparison with the ISRs.

International cooperation for development of ISER (steel vesseled,
barge mounted, simplified PIUS with a revised interface design) was, how-
ever, a focus of the workshop. As a reference, ISER was introduced and
described extensively including briefly the aspects of operation and main-
tenance. Though the ISER was still in a stage of formation, the purpose of
the reactor as an intrinsically safe and economical reactor was presented.

PURPOSE OF WORKSHOP

At the time of the 5th Pacific Basin Nuclear Conference in Seoul, South
Korea (May 1985), two small workshops were held, one just before the Confer-
ence, in Seoul, and one just after, in Japan, to discuss some ideas for
introducing small intrinsically safe power reactors to be part of Asia-
Pacific nuclear power development.

On each occasion, a new design taken after PIUS with greater economy in
mind, was proposed by the Japanese, the Intrinsically Safe and Economical
Reactor (ISER).



The proponents of ISER hoped that ISER could serve as a reference
nuclear power system to be used widely into the next century in the Asia-
Pacific region being released from constraints in the issues of safety, non-
proliferation, finance, and infrastructure.

ISER is differently designed from the well known PIUS of ASEA-ATOM in
several respects (e.g., steel vessel instead of PCRV), though they both
share the same safety philosophy of forgivingly intrinsic safety. ISER was
also planned to be producible even in the rapidly developing nations like
Korea. Thua it seems pertinent to have international dialogue from the
early beginnings of its development.

This workshop was a first opportunity for that. Early development
stages for ISER will probably include an experimental reactor for looking
into the transient behavior (time constants) and the long term stability as
well as the operability and maintainability of ISER. A consortium of only
Japanese and Korean industrial sectors is considered impractical because,
unfortunately (a) the cost for the development ($100-200M) will be hard to
raise for the Asian participants by themselves, since we visualize ISER as
being developed basically by the interested industry with little government
intervention. (Government participation and financing support are of course
welcome.); (b) an experimental ISER could be tested more easily In a U.S.
proving ground either at Idaho, New Mexico, or Tennessee, perhapy with the
support of DOE and NRC. Oak Ridge, Tennessee looks favorable if the Clinch
River site could be employed for that purpose.

Under these circumstances, a call has been made for participation by
the U.S. vendors, architect-engineers, and utilities for an inquiry into the
joint development of intrinsically safe reactors, probably in positive
collaboration with ASEA-ATOM.

This workshop was intended therefore to explore the possibilities for
international collaboration on intrinsically safe reactors, of which ISER is
an important example.

As to the financing for the development activities, cost sharing by the
partners may be a reasonable scheme for this kind of development. Other
ideas for financing were welcome and could be proposed at the workshop.

It is also pertinent to note that if various intrinsically safe
reactors such as ISER, PIUS and pebbie-bed reactors are developed, they may
find different markets because each has its unique advantages and disadvan-
tages but all are Important nuclear power systems to be deployed worldwide.
On the other hand, in view of the relatively small but capital-intensive
markets for the reactors, cooperation seems a better path to take than does
competition. This ISER workshop presents a good opportunity for discussion
of this special topic.

Therefore, in summary, the workshop is a place where current ideas for
passively safe reactors can be reviewed, and where their possible role in



nuclear development in the Far East as well as in the United States and
elsewhere could be discussed, reviewed, and criticized. The workshop in Oak
Ridge also provides an opportunity for discussion of ways of further
developing such reactors.



II. CONCEPTS UF INTRINSIC SAFETY

"The Idea of Inherently Safe Reactors." Alvin M. Weinberg, Institute for
Energy Analysis, ORAU, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

Although my talk was billed as "Current Issues in Nuclear Power," I
will confine my remarks to a much narrower set of issues. I will tell you,
especially some of you who have not been to our Institute before, how we got
involved in this whole issue of inherently safe reactors, and then say a few
words about where I think this issue stands, particularly in relation to the
outlook for nuclear power.

Many in this audience have already heard me talk on these matters, so I
will be brief in giving you the background of our involvement. The Insti-
tute's involvement in this matter began when several of us still were in
Washington. This was in the Nixon Administration in 1973-74 at the height
of the energy crisis. I was the head of the Office of Energy Research and
Development in the White House at the time. One of my most valued and wise
consultants was none other than H. G. MacPherson who at that time also was
the pro tempore Director of the Institute for Energy Analysis. One of our
consultants at the time was a chap whom I am sure many of you have run into,
Ed Schmitt. Ed Schmitt was for a long time the intellectual power behind
the General Electric throne.

Ed would come to our office about every two weeks—remember, this was
about eleven years ago—and he would say, "The first nuclear era is over.
We will have to figure out how to get the second nucleai era going." Now
that may seem like an odd observation, especially eleven years ago, and
particularly to those of you who came from overseas, from places like Japan
or Korea, where nuclear energy is flourishing today. But Ed was in on the
balance sheet of the Nuclear Division of the General Electric Company and he
understood in detail what the financial problems of nuclear energy were at
the time. He made no bones about the fact that what has happened today was
going to happen, at least in the United States. In the United States, we
have a de facto moratorium on nuclear energy, since there has been no new
plant ordered since 1978.

We started a small study while we were still in Washington on this
question of what might be done to get nuclear going again, despite the fact
that there were still 140-150 reactors planned to be built in the United
States at that time.

The first large task that was undertaken by the Institute for Energy
Analysis was a study called "Economic and Environmental Consequences of a
Nuclear Moratorium, 1985-2010." This was a study which was conducted in
1975-76 and examined what would happen in the United States if what has
since happened actually did happen. The conclusion that we came to was that
as far as the United States was concerned, a moratorium of the sort that we
are now experiencing would really not make all that much economic or



environmental difference Ln the period 1985-2010, largely because the United
States is so well endowed with coal. And also because we had faith that
people would work out at least the more important of the environmental prob-
lems connected with the burning of large amounts of coal.

On the other hand, we did say that we did not really consider the burn-
ing of 1000 million tons of coal in the United States by the late 1990s with
much equanimity, and that therefore we felt that it was of the essence to
try to figure out how to make nuclear energy work. These views were put
forward and discussed at two workshops that <*er<2 tiei-i in Gatliaburg. We do
have transcripts of those workshops. Present at the workshops were people
from all parts of the nuclear industry, from Congress, from the Executive
Branch, and from what was then the Energy Research and Development Adminis-
tration, In fact some of the conclusions of our study were incorporated in
the National Academy of Sciences' study on "Nuclear Energy and Alternative
Sources of Energy," the study which was headed by Harvey Brooks.

At the first Gatlinburg Conference in 1976, the statement was made
that, based on probabilistic risk assessments that were then current for
core melts, it was not unlikely that a core melt would occur within the next
10 years. The statement was further made that in this core melt no one
would be hurt, but to paraphrase the actual statement, "all hell would break
loose and the utility tha1: was involved could very possibly go bankrupt."
This statement evoked a certain amount of concern among the utility people
who were present, but many of us were surprised that it did not evoke more
concern. The conclusion that I personally had at any rate was that the
utilities at that time were suffering from what might be called a case of
cognitive dissonance—that they would look at the numbers from the Rasmussen
report; other people would multiply those numbers by the number of reactor
years and come out with a predicted frequency of core melt—but the utility
people who were the ones most involved did not seem to put those together.

Hell, after Three Mile Island we held another Gatlinburg Conference at
which we again examined the situation of nuclear energy and once more raised
the question, "Well, what do we do now?" And there was a variety of ideas
that were broached at that time. One of the ideas that was talked about
there was, really was it possible to develop technical fixes for the prob-
lems of nuclear power? This idea was not central at that conference—most
of the concern there was about how to make the regulatory apparatus work
better and how to restructure the utilities, possibly into larger entities
so as to work more efficiently.

Now this second Gatlinburg Conference came just a little bit before
David Lilienthal published a book, "Atomic Energy—A New Start." Some of
you Lay recall he was the first chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission and
had been a very distinguished chairman of the TVA for a good many years.
He, you may remember, was the one who insisted that it was a poor idea to go
ahead with the Ravenswood plant which had been proposed to be built—a 1000
MWe plant—in Queens. It was David Lilienthal upon whom a great deal of
opprobrium was heaped by the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, because he



had said it was a dumb idea to put a 1000 MW reactor In the center of
Queens. So he was perceived as being an opponent of nuclear energy. But
indeed he was not an opponent of nuclear energy. In his book published in
1980, he called on the technicians of nuclear energy to come up with a reac-
tor that could be regarded as so safe that one no longer worried about Three
Mile Island kinds of incidents. As he put it, this was both a necessary and
sufficient condition for a rebirth of nuclear energy. Well, I reviewed that
book—I have told this to many of the people in this room—and I said it was
all well and good for a lawyer like David Lilienthal to call on the techni-
cians to come up with a technical fix, but as somebody who had knocked
around the nuclear business for an awfully long time, the problem could not
be solved technically. The afterheat after all is 300 MW in a very large
reactor—you can't turn it off—and there is no way to come up with a
completely foolproof nuclear reactor. The solution I said really lay in
improvement in the organizational structure of the nuclear industry.

About that time, however, we had held a so-called "Oldtimers Meeting."
This was a meeting sponsored by the Department of Energy at which we brought
together in this room, as a matter of fact, a dozen of now mostly elderly
people—elderly physically, but not in spirit—people who had been more or
less responsible for setting the nuclear energy enterprise on the technical
course which it has followed here in the United States. Well, we had people
like Ken Davis who some of you may remember was the Director of Reactor
Development at the time the crucial decision was made in the United States
to focus entirely on pressurized water reactors. We had people like H. G.
MacPherson who some of you may not realize was responsible for developing
the graphite that went into the original Hanford reactors. We had similarly
distinguished older members of the nuclear community, one from each of the
major vendors, and a few people from Oak Ridge National Laboratory. We
raised the question, was it a good idea or was it a practical idea to embark
on an examination of the possibility of developing reactors that responded
to the call of David Lilienthal?

The conclusion of the "Gldtimers Meeting" was essentially this: that
with varying degrees of enthusiasm, all of the oldtimers said it was prob-
ably a good idea to go back to page one and see whether a completely safe
reactor could be developed. But before one does this, and I think Ken Davis
particularly voiced this view, it was of the essence to examine really how
safe are the existing reactors, particularly in view of the backfits that
were in train as a result of Three Mile Island.

We got money from the Mellon Foundation to conduct such a study and the
study profitted greatly from contributions of people from vario <<-i places
throughout the world, perhaps most notably from Kare Hannerz of aoEA-ATOM
who spent alout a month and a half with us here in Oak Ridge. Kare Hannerz
as you all know was the inventor of the PIUS reactor and indeed of the PIUS
principle. We had input from Canada, from Germany, from General Atomic, Al
Goodjohn and Peter Fortescue, and from a number of other places. The con-
clusion that we came to in our report was that LWRs with the improvements
that now have been incorporated in them are indeed very safe. They meet
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the proposed safety guideline ot the NRC of core melt having a probability
of less than 10~* per reactor year and that the advanced LWRs like the
Advanced Boiling Water Reactor and the Advanced Pressurized Water Reactor as
well as the Sizewell B Reactor in England have core melt probabilities as
determined by probabilistic risk assessment wrich are lower than 10"^ and
possibly as low as 10"^. And so we concluded that yes, LWRs are really
very safe devices, safe enough for deployment on a very wide scale. Never-
theless we said that although the people in the nuclear community believe
that LWRs are sufficiently safe, it is not clear that the public so regards
nuclear energy and that, therefore, we thought it was a good idea to develop
reactors whose safety depended not on probabilistic risk assessment, but
rather on the workings of immutable principles oi physics and chemistry as
Kare Hannerz likes to put: it.

And it was of course very appropriate and convenient that at just about
this time the people at ASEA-ATOM had been developing their ideas on PIUS
and the people at KWU, particularly Dr. Lohnert, and some of the people at
General Atomics were thinking along similar lines and had come up with
devices that indeed had large elements of inherent safety.

Well, the question is, are we doing something here, or trying to do
something here, that anybody will pay attention to, or perhaps [more appro-
priately, are we doing something her a that anybody ought to pay attention
to. That is very difficult for me f.o say. I point out that according to
the most recent survey of public opinion in the European community—9000
respondents dated October 1984—just lasf year, the fraction of people who
are for nuclear power is 43 percent (in the European community overall) and
the fraction against nuclear power is 38 percent, so it is almost a 50-50
split. The statement is made, "This is rather better than was the case in
previous surveys." I suppose my own feeling is that I do not see how
nuclear power is going to survive In the long run if as many as 35 percent
or 40 percent of the people really regard nuclear power somehow as evil or
sufficiently evil that they cannot support it. Again the statement is made
in the report that I read of this study that the thing that seems to worry
many people sr'Al iu the Three Mile Island issue. I haven't quite figured
out in my own mind which of the two issues—nuclear waste or Three Mile
Island—are the ones that concern people most. But I guess I would say that
if eae could solve really the Three Mile Island issue, then one certainly is
going in the right direction.

Another point I would mention is that Harold Denton, of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, has recently come out in his comments on the proposed
safety goals for the NRC stating that he does not think that a safety goal
of 10~* per reactor year is sufficient. He says you have to come down to
10~5 per reactor year. He arrived at that number by making a calculation
that some people object to very much, multiplying the number of reactor
years by the PRA and determining the frequency of core melt. If you take
500 as the number of reactors which will be in the world within the next ten
years and multiply by 10"^, that gives a TMI type incident frequency of
one in twenty years. Harold Denton says that is not good enough. You have
to be at least a factor of ten better. So at least one voice in the NRC is
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saying you really have to do a good deal better. Now one can turn around
and say, well the ABWR and the APWR in fact do achieve 10~5, but there are
the other group of skeptics who say, yes but you cannot depend on probabil-
istic risk assessment as a regulatory tool. You can only consider it as
sort of a guideline. That is an arguable point.

We have here at the Institute a political scientist, Jack Barkenbus,
who is much closer to how people think in a political democracy than we
technicians are and he, well, he doesn't quite scorn probabilistic risk
assessment, but he says that you ~an never make that stick, that you are
going to have to have something better than probabilistic risk assessment as
a basis for regulatory standards. Therefore, of all the staff at the IEA,
he probably is the most enthusiastic about the direction of development that
was started by Kare Hannerz—where one substitutes inherent safety for
safety determined by probabilistic risk assessment.

At the time of the "Oldtimers Meeting" in 1980, there was then a good
deal of skepticism as to whether the existence theorem could be proved,
namely that in principle one could have Intrinsically safe reactors; now we
seem to have a plethora of ideas for intrinsically safe reactors. There is
the PIUS and its derivatives, of which the ISER is a variant. You have the
Schultz-Edlund variant of the PIUS. You have the metal-fueled pool-type
fast reactor, being promoted at Argonne. Then you have a proposal being
touted by the Swiss Institute for Nuclear Studies, a reactor called Geyser,
which is somehow a combination of SLOWPOKE and PIUS and some original ideas,
which, according to the Swiss, can be built in the center of Zurich without
any difficulty whatsoever. Then you have SLOWPOKE itself which is being
worked on in Canada as a possibilxty for a heat-only reactor. You have the
other direction represented by the modular HTGR; you have in general the
idea that smaller is safer, an idea which was put on the table actually
about 25 years ago by Bill Ergen. Bill Ergen was the head of the task force
that was asked to examine the China Syndrome. The question was asked, How
small does a reactor have to be in order r.o be totally immune from the China
Syndrome? The result that Bill Ergen came out with was that a very simple
reactor that could produce not more than something like 30 megawatts of heat
was absolutely immune from the China Syndrome. Today you have ideas for
considerably larger intrinsically safe reactors that are based on dissipa-
tion of heat by natural convection, and variations that have followed in the
wake of Lohnert's ideas on the modular HTGR.

I must say, I myself am not all that enthusiastic about the fact that
the reactors are becoming smaller and smaller in order to incorporate inher-
ent safety, because I do not believe that the scaling laws are that easily
repealed. And if one looks down the line, say 50 years from now instead of
today, and one is operating oaly a large number of very small reactors, the
operating expenses for these reactors will always be higher than if you had
gone in the direction that the Soviets are going where their reactors are
getting larger and larger. Eventually, even though the capital costs may
not be all that bad, the operating costs for the small reactors probably
will always be larger than for the large reactors.
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bet rae conclude with just two other observations. The first is that,
as many probably know, the efforts that our Institute has undertaken in
promoting inherently safe reactors and, I suppose the effort that some of
the vendors have been involved in, has aot been universally appreciated by
the nuclear community. For example, there have been some highly critical
letters to the editor. One appeared in Nuclear Europe last year. Another
one came out more recently in Atom Wirtschafft in which the statements in
effect are made that there is no such thing as a truly Inherently safe
reactor because you can always conceive of some kind of incident, like a
very large bomb hitting directly on the reactor, that would cause great
difficulty. So, they say, it is wrong to make a sharp dichotomy between
inherently safe reactors and reactors that are not inherently safe. I guess
the other argument is that if you start talking about inherently safe
reactors, it may cause the public to lose whatever confidence it has rather
laboriously built up In nuclear energy. I suppose mainly the response that
many of us give to this is that we don't quite believe that inherent safety
Is in the same category as safety determined by probabilistic risk assess-
ment. However, we are entirely prepared to concede that inherent safety can
be built into existing reactors in incremental modifications that increase
the inherent safety of reactors and that this is all to be desired. In
fact, it has been clearly recognized by the Department of Energy, Inherent
safety is a word that had not been used in DOE's categories three or four
years ago, but today is used quite extensively. The kinds or arguments that
Jack Barkenbus offers are that the public does not now understand probabil-
istic risk assessment and will never understand probabilistic risk assess-
ment. He does think that it understands the laws of gravity and other simi-
lar laws, possibly the laws even of simple heat transfer. And there is
therefore an important advantage in having something that really is inher-
ently safe.

The other point is that we have airplanes of various vintages that are
flying now. DC3s are not as safe as BOEING 747s. And yet the public has
confidence in both. A piston engine Is simply not as reliable as a jet
engine. And therefore we believe that inherently safe reactors can coexist
with reactors whose safety depends much more on probabilistic risk
assessment.

If we believe that it is desirable to have inherent safety pursued
seriously, what really has to be done? The main thing I guess that most of
us feel is that we ought actually to build something. I would hope that
inherent safety could be regarded as important an issue as is the breeder.
Throughout the world there are a dozen or so projects devoted to demonstra-
tions of breeders. Why can't we have at least three projects demonstrating
inherent safety? But nowadays, I feel somewhat like a voice in the wilder-
ness crying that we ought to get enough money together to make a demonstra-
tion of inherent safety.

That brings us to the purpose of this workshop. We hope that this
workshop, which is being organized by Prof. Wakabayashi, will be largely but
not entirely, concerned with his particular ideas for inherently safe
reactors. I would hope that this could start a dialogue out of which might
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come perhaps a spontaneously formed consortium, then possibly more formal
consortla, finally consortia that are spontaneous, formal and most impor-
tantly, somehow rich. They then can get together a not inconsiderable sum
of money that would be required to build, I would hope, more than one inher-
ently safe reactor.

As you know, one of the places in the world where nuclear energy is
growing steadily is, of course, the Far East, Japan. I was just looking at
the record of their reactor performance and I think that in the last year,
the entire fleet of Japanese reactors has been averaging something like
70 percent capacity factor, which is quite remarkable. As a result, Japan
undoubtedly is going to continue to build reactors and it is therefore not
unnatural that if one casts about for places that might be most Interested
in the relatively short run in new ideas for reactors, then a place where
nuclear energy is going very well, a place also which is afflicted by earth-
quakes, seems to me to be a very natural place in which great interest could
be generated in Inherently safe reactors. So I hope that out of this meet-
ing we will be taking the very first step In trying to get groups together
that will keep the ball rolling and that we might look forward, I hope with-
in my lifetime, to the actual construction of a truly inherently safe
reactor.

Di cussion of "The Idea of Inherently Safe Reactors" - Weinberg

Howard Braun: Wouldn't it be difficult for the public to perceive from
a demonstration at one or a few sites, that an inherently safe reactor is
different from a current reactor?

Weinberg: Monty Schultz' answer was that what you do is you build a
demonstration reactor either in Oak Ridge or in Idaho. You hire Jane Fonda
to pull out all of the control rods and have the TV people there to see what
happens.

Budnitz: I think the answer to the question has to do with sense of
the technical community. Right now there are people who have public reputa-
tions, Nobel Prize winners, whose judgment is that our present reactors
aren't safe enough. And that has enormous weight. Now just to give you an
example of the opposite, take the Triga, which of course isn't a power
reactor. But is apparently inherently safe. In Berkeley the students are
only 100 meters away and it is only 100 meters from a large earthquake
fault, and yet there is no objection to its safety. Why? Because there is
no technical person who challenges its safety. And It Is that technical
concensus which an inherently safe reactor would bring. We don't have to
build one to demonstrate to Jane Fonda; we have to build one to assure our-
selves that the concept works. There are still technical questions about
all of these that ought to be solved In our minds as engineers. And I think
that if there was no argument by any competent technical person, it '-rould be
accepted.
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much to the point. In face I should say that at the beginning of our study
I did get in touch with the Union of Concerned Scientists and I tried to
enlist their help, saying, "Well, if we get an inherently safe reactor, then
the Union of Concerned Scientists would change its mind about nuclear
reactors." We didn't get very far with it.

Erb: You know I think there is an aspect of this that is to me at
least helpful in thinking about how the next generation of reactors reaches
maturity. If you subscribe to the notion that we are in an era of lower
electrical load growth than we have been in the past, and moreover are will-
ing to accept the idea that users of nuclear reactors will develop condi-
tions that have to be satisfied to commit the next increment of capacity,
which conditions will include, but not be limited to, the need for new
designs. Presumably, those new designs could incorporate any and all new
technology and new design concepts. And we don't have to, in that context,
imply or suggest that the new designs are inherently more safe thai the
existing ones.

Weinberg: I understand what you are saying. I guess I myself, and
this ls just a personal view, am somewhat unhappy with the notion of modu-
larity and the notion of inherent safety being confounded. I remember talk-
ing to Hodel when he was Secretary of Energy and I said for goodness sakes
all you are willing to talk about is small. Why don't you talk about inher-
ently safe? Well, it seemed to me in his response what he was saying was
that it is too dangerous to talk about "inherently safe," because that calls
into question the safety of existing reactors; so, I'm not a great believer
in modularity per 3e. If that is the only way to get inherent safety, fine.
But I think that somehow I'm just unhappy that we seem to be trying to
repeal what I believe is more or less a law of nature, that eventually there
is a scaling effect.

Snyder: Were we to continue to build what we believe technically are
inherently safe reactors and continue to have the same high frequency of
forced outages . . . we still would not get public acceptability. And we
may be in fact solving the wrong problem. Perhaps the real problem is the
lack of reliability.

Weinberg: I think you are speaking of the poorest operating utilities
in the United States, but if you go to Sweden or Switzerland or Japan, it is
really very much better.
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Summary* of "Small Intrinsically Safe Reactor Implications."
Hiroaki Wakabayashi, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan.

Reviewing the history of nuclear power, it was found that peaceful uses
of nuclear power are children of the war-like atom. The importance of
special nurturing in a shielded environment is emphasized to exploit fully
the advantage of nuclear power. Nuclear power reactors must be safe for
their assimilation into society from the viewpoints of both technology and
social psychology. ISR/lSER is identified as a missing link in the develop-
ment of nuclear power reactors from this perspective and is advocated for
international development and utilization, being unleashed from the concerns
of politicization, safety, proliferation, and the like.

A. newly introduced Japanese reactor concept, ISER (Intrinsically Safe
and Economical Reactor), Is intended to be a reference intrinsically safe
light water reactor. ISER is designed similarly to PIUS but with greater
economy in mind such that any utility in any country can choose it for its
power system.

Social assimilation and acceptability in the Asia Pacific Region
including the United States are the keys to the ISER with the hope of
dramatic reductions of social costs due to safeguards, reliability, finan-
ciability, and infrastructure building, particularly in the third world, as
well as reactor safety itself.

In this respect and others, the ISER proposal i9 different from other
vendor-proposed reactor concepts and is unique. The design philosophy ISER
depends on, In summary, is the following.

I) Safety through
1) core safety through the PIUS principle;
2) radiological safety through virtually zero release of

radioactivity and radiation: the shrinking safety envelope (SSE)
principle as well as remote maintenance and control.

II) Safeguardability through
1) long-term spent fuel storage at the site followed by "take back"
by the supplier;
2) IAEA international safeguards.

Ill) Security through
1) system hardening;
2) satellite monitoring.

IV) Stability of performance through
ISER operability and maintainability due to simple and compact design.

*For full text, see PART TWO: TEXT OF SELECTED PAPERS.
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All these will contribute to the social acceptability of ISER. A
200 MWe barge-mounted module NSSS is a reference design of ISER.

One of the issues may be the reliability of the steel vessel compared
to the PIUS PCRV (Prestressed Concrete Reactor Vessel) in light of the
current uncertainty over pressure vessel integrity.

Some may see the unavailability factor of the SV (steel vessel) of
10~7/RY is insufficient in view of the virtually zero unavailability of
PCRV. A water containing concrete vault surrounding the ISER vessel could
work for pressure suppression. Need was identified, however, for further
safety analysis of the specific case of the development of a small leak at
the bottom of the vessel.

ISER as well as other intrinsically safe reactors in the same line are
expected to be developed by the turn of the century and to be introduced
into the market worldwide.

Discussion of "Small Intrinsically Safe Reactor Implications" - Wakabayashi

Howard Braun: I hate to be the guy who starts this discussion time
first, but here I am with a question. You know I hate to be challenging,
buc I really can't avoid it. I have been a reactor designer from day one
and I've worked really 35 years at this stuff effectively both with General
Electric and Westinghouse. And I had the general and specific design
responsibility for many years. The notion of a one pot design has always
been available to us—to put everything in one vessel. And the loop alter-
native has also been present; there were certain reasons for the choice that
was made. One of the raasons always seemed to be that it was highly desir-
able to locate within the reactor core only those things that have to be
located within the reactor core, for reasons of service, contamination,
activation and all the rest. Very frankly, as I look at this, when you
express your design oriented goals, fine, the goals are easy to express.
But from a practical design viewpoint, it seems to me that the impediments
to operation and from the perspective of maintainability, for example, will
be very, very large. This issue is a very good reason for having these two
components, one pot, one container. One vessel which has the reactor and
its absolutely related parts and another vessel perhaps with a steam genera-
tor and so forth. I cannot get over the notion that at least two vessels
are required from the perspective that I am now addressing. I would like to
feel that you have addressed that concern when in fact what you have here is
an expression from the single perspective which relates to your goals.

Wakabayashi: Yes, I share your opinion and probably we will have to
think about that in more detail.
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Weinberg: Let me interject, however, that somehow it seems to me that
the General Electric philosophy and the Westinghouse philosophy are rather
different.

Braun: That is correct, and in fact . . . .

Weinberg: ASEA-ATOM has the pumps inside their reactor vessel.

Braun: 1 have to say it was a lovely success . . . .

Bender: I was struck by the kinds of criteria described in the discus-
sion of the Japanese concepts. It occurred to me that we have not really
developed a good set of criteria. The things that 9tand out most are the
problems associated with local maintenance, and for operating organizations.
The concepts that are being proposed may avoid these problems. However, in
trying to encourage the development of systems and facilities, it seems to
me that we have to start setting out a more complete description of what
really is inherent safety. It may be that we can make the case for less
containment capability by saying that it is so reliable that core damage
can't happen. The problem of convincing those who are responsible for the
safety in all cases, is a more difficult problem than I think many realize.
And I believe that it would be worthwhile to try to have some kind of regu-
latory perspective on this kind of thing. That is, get a few people to sit
as regulatory judges and see what kinds of thought they could develop from
the standpoint of the concept. There is a wide open criteria now in front
of several designers. Interaction with regulatory, I think, would expose
the potential of these concepts a lot better.

Wakabayashi: I think it is quite important to have now some kind of
demonstration first. I think it is somewhat meaningless to have very
detailed discussions without having experience. As a matter of fact in the
University of Tokyo, I designed and constructed a reactor some 15 years ago.
The reactor itself is an inherently safe reactor. I did an experiment stop-
ping the coolant and giving it reactivity quite close to the criticality
point, and later we exceeded the criticality point. But we didn't see any
problems at all, and for the past 12 or 14 years it has been working quite
stably. I think it is quite important that we see things through experi-
ence. Of course, we need calculations and analysis, but at the same time we
need real experience before getting into too detailed discussions about the
program, as you just raised.

Tom Cole: I would ask one question regarding the ISER design. It is
not clear to me, from reading the paper that I received earlier, how you
handle the problem of loss of water due to the failure of the pressure
vessel at or below the core level. I have thought of several solutions, but
it was not stated in the paper and in this particular concept if one com-
pares it with PIUS, which depends heavily on the integrity of the pre-
stressed concrete vessel, the ISER does not have it. I would like to hear
your comments.
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Wakabayashi: Okay. In the due course of this workshop we will present
more information. The pressure vessel is inside a concrete vault where you
can supply water. And it can also contain water Ir.mue. That is a kind of
backup container for the coolant.

Uri Gat: You have picked *:r ? long term solution based on the existing
technology and structure. But we won't have the fuel. Does the nuclear
option stand a chance- without the breeder? Where will the fuel come from?

Wakabayashi: Well, probably from my judgement, it will be deep into
the next century when we will need plutonium. For the time being we can
store the spent fuel indefinitely. That i9 an immediate solution for
plutonium management. I agree with you, probably in the 22nd century, we
may need plutonium but not in the 21st century.
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Summary* of "Potential Attractiveness of Modular Reactors." Kenj i Yama.ji,
Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry, Tokyo, Japan.

During the period oi: the high economic growth, the electric utilities,
through the pursuit of economies of scale, developed to form a typical heavy
and huge industry. Nuclear power has been the symbol of such heaviness and
hugeness. In the future, however, the electric utilities will be required
to make a switchover to a more flexible and dynamic form of supply, due to
slowing tempo of the demand growth, increasing uncertainty, stagnating econ-
omies of scale, bottlenecks of transmission, etc.

Generally speaking, power sources of small capacity units are desirable
to the electric utilities for the following reasons:

• The flexibility of power source expansion plan can be enhanced.
• Required supply reliability can be accomplished with a smaller

reserve margin.
• Dispersed deployment of power stations increases the stability of

the electric power system.
• Smaller Investment and shorter construction periods decrease risks

of financing.

In addition, power reactors of smaller capacities also have the follow-
ing merits in theii. research and development.

• As research and development can be conducted with an apparatus of
which scale is the same as the commercial reactors, significant
reductions in R&D risks can be expected.

• Small scale R&D can be managed more efficiently and learning costs
such as a first-of-a-kind cost can be limited reasonably.

• As the period from the development up to the practical application
is short, the tempo of the technical innovations can be accelerated
by applying the state-of-the-art technologies of other fields to the
reactor without delay.

• By taking the advantage of the inherent safety of small reactors, it
is possible to pursue simplification of the design and higher
improved economies.

Then, is it possible to realize an economical reactor of a small
capacity? Modular reactors have the possibility to meet such an
expectation.

*For full text, see PART TWO: TEXT OF SELECTED PAPERS.



The economies of modular reactors will be gained by the learning effect
resulting from repeated production of the modules, and efficiency achieved
by continuous production and installation. Such economies are new ones
differing from the scale merits which were pursued by conventional large
reactors. A preliminary study was made to see whether these new economies
mainly due to learning affect can overcome the diseconomies of scale and
achieve a production unit cost comparable to those of large-scale reactors.
The conclusion was that the modular reactors could be competitive with
large-scale reactors because of the advantages of tbe small capacity power
sources mentioned above.

Generally speaking, smaller capacities of the modular reactors are
advantageous to inherent safety. The concept of the intrinsically safe
modular reactor, therefore, is worthy of serious consideration, as a concept
of a reactor having two features of economies and safety. By realizing such
innovative reactor concepts, the nature of the nuclear power technology,
which has been a synonym for heaviness and hugeness, would be drastically
changed. This would brighten the future of the nuclear industry which had
to face successive downward revisions of the nuclear power market
projection.

Discussion of "Potential Attractiveness of Modular Reactors" - Yamaji

Weinberg: I understand what you said, that your emphasis was on modu-
lar more strongly than on inherently safe reactors. There is one aspect of
the modularization that suggests to me that it is very important to maintain
the focus on inherently safe along with modularizing, and it goes like this.
You will have in the modularized system for the same total output perhaps
five or ten times as many reactors, e.g., if the large reactors are 1500
megawatts and the modular are 150. 'Tow if the coremelt probability is inde-
pendent of the size of the reactor, and unless the modular is also inher-
ently safe, the coremelt probability will be of the same order, whether it
is 1500 megawatts or 150. Then I think one would worry a bit about increas-
ing the number of total reactors because then the coremelt frequency might
become too high. Now one can argue about this, because, of course, there
are learning curves for coremelt probability and so on, but it is an argu-
ment that suggests to me the kind of considerations we heard from the MIT
people. Strategy must at least be tempered by the consideration for a given
PRA, of the average coremelt probability, how many reactors society as a
whole is willing to accept.

Phung: I would like to ask a practical question. What is the
construction time of the Takahama, 900 megawatts, reactor?

Yamaji: 55 months. I am not against large reactors. Large reactors
can be built very efficiently, I believe. But we must explore, not rigidly
go to larger and larger reactors such as 1500 or 1800 megawatts.
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Budnicz: I have seen some studies claiming Chat they can build a modu-
larized reactor in two years. Do you believe it?

Yamaji: Probably yes.

Budnitz: I have seen a study done for EPRI saying that. Yes, because
they changed the building codes.

Weinberg: Hanford was built in a year and a half.

???: But that was wartime.

???: But that was before we got smart.

???: How-big is the largest modular reactor? We've heard talk of
about 500 megawatts.

Yamaji: But I'd like to suggest to you that with the size of the
market that we have, if you are going with the large reactors, you can
produce only one reactor in one year. Then the reactor must be improved, so
every time, you change the design. It is not good for the line. I see the
line . . . .

Duncan: I think I understood your comments to say that your view was
the minority view in this study, that the general opinion in Japan is coun-
ter to your paper?

Yamaji: I missed the last part of your comment.

Duncan: Your view is that there is a certain set of circumstances
where smaller plants, modular plants would be the better choice but I
thought I understood you to say chit was not the view adopted for your
country as of now.

Yamaji: Right.

Duncan: Again you are trying to change that because of your study?

Yamaji: Not to change it, but to modify, just to modify it. But I am
against the 1800 megawatt reactors. I don't like them.

Phung: Would you mind going back to the figure of problem 1. Do you
ignore the inflation factor?

Yamaji: Yes, I ignored it. I calculated on a real time cash flow
basis.

Phung: But if you have real time cash flow, how can you have better
than 16 percent real?
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Yamaji: Maybe it's coo high. But I showed this figure just for the
purpose of illustration.

Duncan: You present a pretty reasonable argument here. Has this not
been debated in Japan?

Yamaji: It hasn't been debated very much, but in some groups we are
debating now and probably some results may come within a year.
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Summary of "Nuclear Power Options Viability Study."* Don Trauger, Oak. Ridge
National Laboratory, Oak. Ridge, Tennessee.

The Nuclear Power Options Viability Study (NPOVS) has described and
assessed several selected innovative reactor designs in accordance with
criteria established in the study. These criteria are as follows:

• The calculated risk to the public due to accidents is less than or
equal to the calculated risk associated with the best modern Light
Water Reactors (LWRs).

• The probability of events leading to loss of investment is less than or
equal to 10"^ per year (based on plant cost).

• The economic performance of the nuclear plant is at least equivalent to
that for coal-fired plants.

• The design of each plant is complete enough for analysis to show that
the probability of significant cost/schedule overruns is acceptably
low.

• Official approval of a plant design must be given by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) to assure the investor and the public of a
high probability that the plant will be licensed on a timely basis if
constructed in accordance with the approved design.

• For a new concept to become attractive in the marketplace, a demonstra-
tion plant must be designed, built, and licensee and must have begun
operations on time and at projected cost.

• The design should include only those nuclear technologies for which the
prospective owner/operator has demonstrated competence or can acquire
competent managers and operators.

The criteria are supplemented by essential characteristics that both
amplify the criteria and suggest additional qualities that have a bearing on
viability.

*Volume II, Reactor Concepts, Descriptions, and Assessments (ORNL/TM-
9780/2). This report is to be published by Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
The reader may also be interested in Nuclear Power Options Viability Study:
Volume I, Executive Summary, (ORNL/TM-9780/1) also to be published by Oak
Ridge National Laboratory.



In selecting the concepts to be studied, the following three ground

rules were used:

• The nuclear plant design option should be developed sufficiently that
an order could be placed in the time period 2000 through 2010.

• The design option should be economically competitive with coal-fired
planes.

• The design option should possess a high degree of passive safety to
protect the public health and property and the owner's investment.

This study led to the choice of the following concepts:

1. Light Water Reactors (LWRs)

• PIUS (Process Inherent Ultimate Safety) - Promoted by ASEA-AT0M of
Sweden

• Small BWR (Boiling Water Reactor) - Promoted by General Electric
(GE)

2. Liquid Metal Reactors (LMRs)

• PRISM (Power Reactor Intrinsically Safe Module) - The advanced
concept supported by DOE

SAFR (Sodium Advanced Fast Reactor) - The Rockwell International
(RI) advanced concept supported by DOE

• LSPB (Large-Scale Prototype Breeder) - The Electric Power Research
Institute-Consolidated Management Office (EPRI-CoMO) concept
supported by DOE

3. High Temperature Reactor (HTR)

• Side-by-Side Modular - The core and steam generator in separate
steel vessels in a side-by-side configuration. The concept is
supported by DOE and promoted by Gas-Cooled Reactor Associates
(GCRA) and industrial firms.

These concepts are judged to be potentially available in the chosen
time period, are estimated by their promoters to be economically competitive
with coal-fired power plants, and have varying degrees of passive safety
attributes. In all cases, the designs are too preliminary for a complete
and definitive assessment, but each is believed to have potential for a
significant future role. The Advanced Pressurized-Water Reactor
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(A.PWR), the Advanced Boiling-Water Reactor (ABWR), and the large HTR are
recognized as viable systems which would meet electric power generating
needs prior to or following the year 2000. They are not included in this
study except for reference because they do not fully meet the third ground
rule and because tbay already have been the subject of extensive study by
industry.

Discussion of "Nuclear Power Options Viability Study" - Trauger

Erb: Don, could we go back to the list of the criteria.

Trauger: Yes.

Erb: It seems to me that the first criteria ought to be consistent
with your statement that the risk would be equal to or less than current
LWRs. And consistent also with information presented in the report itself.
I think that is very, very Important.

Trauger: Yes, the report says that. Unfortunately the figure was
taken off of an earlier version, but you are quite right. It should be less
than or equal to.

Duncan: One of the criteria was "low effect of rate of construction."
Can you explain what that means?

Trauger: It really has to do with including the cost of construction
during construction. And that is a considerable problem. It has been a
very serious problem for many utilities where they were not allowed to put
cost into the rate base, and as a result, you have rate shock coming at the
end of construction. That is a very important institutional problem that
needs to be addressed in a very thoughtful, very careful way.

Erb: Is that perceived to be a consequence for a plant design? It
seems to me what you are describing is a regulatory or an institutional
problem.

Trauger: Well, it is a function of the plant size, for example. If
you are introducing a series of small plants, the rate shock is going to be
different than if you are introducing a 1000 megawatt plant, and especially
if you only need 500 megawatts of power, the rate shock is going to be very
great for a few years after introducing that plant. So it is a very impor-
tant factor in making a judgement as to what size plants should be pursued.
And also it is an institutional problem as to how the public utility commis-
sions handle the matter.

Erb: I guess I had the sense that it is a stronger function of how
PUCs deal with construction work in progress.
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Trauger: I agree. As you say it is primarily an institution--1 prob-
lem, but It is a problem that can be alleviated by the proper choice of size
of plant.

Budnitz: Gould you go to the figure where you had a half doz«n items
for regulatory? The reason I want to raise this is because one of the bad
experiences that we had with the present push has been the inability to
analyze some of these coremelt in-core safety features. So I'll just give
you an example, seismic. Unfortunately, it is harder than you think to
analyze the seismic response for some of these snubber installations. The
designers were led to solutions that could be analyzed. For example, a lot
of the snubber stuff is there not because it is better, but because you can
analyze them. And this whole history leads to the notion that perhaps
analyzability ought to be a key design criteria.

Trauger: That is a good point.

Budnitz: That may lead you to different technical solutions and those
that you are led to from other criteria without it.

Trauger: In other words you have to do what you can do and not what
you think you would like to do. It is a good point.

Budnitz: And I would like to insist that that thought be a key part of
anything you are doing with regulation. It is something the NRC is strug-
gling with too. Nobody at the NRC is thinking long and hard about how to
rewrite water reactor regulations, but I can tell you that most of the
people at NRC are thinking about how they would restructure the regulatory
framework for a new kind of reactor. I'd like the structure along with its
design exercises and associated regulations to have a match, not a mismatch
of analyzability.

Moses:

Budnitz: The fact is that until not very many years ago nobody could
analyze the seismic parts of those plants acceptably. NRC put up with
snubbers anyway. Those snubbers are now thought by most people to be a poor
solution. If one knew more than you did you might have come up with a good
design. I think that therefore you have to be part of the ingrained design,
thinking about how regulation will support it.

Braun: Robert, you must be a very smart guy. You are really talking
about something of very considerable importance and I can give a hundred
examples. Our ice condenser package was put in with overhead injection, for
example, as a result of the analyzability issue.

Budnitz: As opposed to whether it is a good idea.

Braun: That is right. And now it has been taken out. In fact I
believe perhaps it did not contribute to the plant In any useful way. In
any case I can give you other examples of that. I really don't know how to
take care of it.
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Budnltz: On the other hand I think. I know how it should be approached.
I was in the regulatory staff for a while, a very unfortunate and terrible
experience for me, Hit regulatory wants to be involved in and would like to
have a way of formulating these criteria, not all of them, but some of them.

MacPherson: To what use will this study be put? And who will use it?

Trauger: That is one of the tough questions. We hope that it will be
useful. We set out to develop a set of infocaiation to document the data
that comes from the industry and we tried to make it as much a distillation
of the industries' ideas and requirements as we could. So I hope that,
first off, it is of interest to the industry I think it could be
very useful in the next year as the DOE restructures its programs.

Erb: You know one of the things that might have been interesting—
maybe you have already done it or intend to do it—would be a present worth
analysis of each of these concepts, deployed as you suggest they be
deployed. Now I know the difficulty of doing that with much accuracy; it is
sort of equivalent to a PRA but . . . .

Trauger: We try to do a little of that, but its way beyond the scope
of our program. We do not have the resources to do that. If you can make
them available we would be glad to look at it.

Braun: You address a use period of 2000 or 2010 or something like that
and it is all keyed to projected growth rates. Maybe you would like to
survey the industry and find out from the marketing viewpoint what to expect
. . . . Lots of people have expectations that we will really need power
before then, a lot before then. I think that if we get going once again our
present design will be the one available. How will that situation—which I
think will prevail—be affected by all this talk of new designs?

Trauger: That is a good point and I should have said that we think
that if there is a large increase in demand before the time period that we
have set, it would probably be filled with current light water reactors.
These concepts are not likely to be available and if there is a large
demand, it probably would favor the large reactors. If the demand is as we
project it, then these new concepts certainly have a better chance.

Duncan: This list that is on the screen I think characterizes the
several concepts that you studied. Could you explain the term non-safety
grade in emergency AC power? That appears to me to be a contradiction.

Trauger: Well, we think you will want emergency AC power to protect
the investment and to maintain the availability. You don't want the plant
to be down unnecessarily. But it is not to be a safety requirement.

Snyder: What Don indicated would be a little loose about the term
requirement . . . . Much of the cost of emergency power is a hell of a lot
of safety switches and secondary requirements . . . .
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Golay: I just want to follow up on this question of the non-safetv
grade AC power. The idea is employed to try to restrict the NRC scope in a
very literal way to public safety protection which has been interpreted as
saying in face, keep an eye on the game until you get core damage, and go on
and make their scope protection of the public, given such accidents. That
seems to be embedded in the response that you gave to Jack Duncan on the
emergency AC. If that is correct, it is a very important change in the way
we approach safety regulations, so I would like to have that spelled out.

Trauger: Yes. It is indeed an important consideration but if the
design is such that the passive safety features will take care of the acci-
dents then you don't need emergency power for that purpose.

Golay: It is a separate issue, though. That is regardless of how you
protect the core, the argument goes, and I'm not necessarily espousing it,
but the argument goes that protecting the core is the utilities' business.
It is not any proposed safety protection. The responsibility of the NRC
arises once you have actually damaged the core and released fission products
from it. If you look at the function of the emergency AC power syste™, it
is to prevent core damage. When you are striving for a non-safety grade
category, it seems implicit that you are striving to guard that which is not
the part of the NRC scope, or should not be.

Trauger: I think that the emergency power is certainly a requirement
for protection of the core for those reactors which depend on engineered
safety features for the protection of the core, but if the Inherent or
passive safety features are such that the core is protected, then emergency
power requirement is only there to keep the plant on line or for other
purposes which you may very well want . . . . So it would be for things
like that loss of outside power, things that affect the availability but not
the safety of the plant. That is the rationale.
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"MIT Reactor Innovation Program." Michael W. Golay, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

What I am going to do is to give you very briefly an introduction to
what we are doing at MIT in the Reactor Innovation Project. Basically, we
began in 1983 with an effort asking three questions which are: What Is the
state of nuclear power? What are the problems in the United States and what
ought to be done about them? What role is appropriate for MIT? Part of the
reason for this is to revitalize outselves and make sure that we are focused
on problems which are of actual importance within the context of the United
States. From that we have organized ourselves into three projects under the
umbrella heading of Innovative Projects. I've listed them in order of
ascending size. We have a relatively small effort focused on what I call
the policy context in which technology development would be pursued, led by
Richard Lester. The second project is focused on modular high temperature
gas reactors with the rationale being that it is appropriate to be working
on improved concepts generally. This concept is one where the people
involved felt it had the proper combination of promise for future payoff and
the ability to improve the development and make a contribution to the under-
standing. Otherwise problems in the technology and the focus on the light
water effort is really to say that fundamentally the technology is sound
because of very large investments in it, and you have to have fairly compel-
ling reasons not to try to Improve on the problems which have shown up with
it, to be able simply to match the best performance which has already been
achieved with the technology. In effect we have an existence demonstration
that you can do very well with it. What you want to do is to make the prob-
ability of success using the technology sufficiently high that utilities
will continue to have incentives to work with it. I spoke some this morning
concerning our view of the priorities in pursuing technology development and
here I am focusing on light water innovation of what sometimes is called an
evolutionary sort. I tend to resist that label somewhat, but it Is essen-
tially trying to take the technology we have and perfecting it. I have
listed the priorities in order that we feel they must be satisfied.

To address the question which Dr. Weinberg had a little bit earlier
regarding the probability of core melt, we do recognize that Improvements
are possible and worth pursuing. In the example of 10~5 per reactor year,
I think this is an achievable goal for Improvements on current technology,
but it Is not an easily achievable one. In going much beyond that, at least
if we can believe PRAs as currently listed, it is probably going to be
pretty difficult. And at that point if you have made a firm decision that
you have to have a lower frequency of core melt, you probably have to go to
a qualitatively different machine. But this evolutionary technology devel-
opment would be a substantial improvement on what we have with the current
generation of power stations. And so now I would say we have recognized the
point and feel we ought to be serious about it, but the motivation here is
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one of investment protection and not one of reassuring the public, although
presumably in some minor way it might help to reassure the public.

And finally we feel that the area of source term utilization in the
form which it was formerly has been unexplored in the current generation of
reactors. There should be some opportunities at relatively modest cost to
make the plants less threatening: reliance on pool storage, for example,
has already come up and is one promising avenue.

So these are the goals which we have identified and of course it should
be fairly clear the forms that they could take. We are not trying to come
up with necessarily a new machine and we have been seeing many examples of
such in the last couple of days, but rather saying that there are a number
of efforts that you can undertake for technology improvements and what we
have listed are the categories I have mentioned. And what we are trying to
do is to have an effort under way on each of these cases. At this point on
a scale of projects of a professor and student's level, what we tried to do
was to work on various examples here to try to illustrate some directions
for thinking, and subsequently for action, in which we would like to stimu-
late others to move in as well.

More recently, with funding from EPRI we are about to start activities
in the design integration effort in the form of the GE small reactors tiiich
has already been discussed and with some independent projects in the context
of the EPRI program focused on requirements. So I think we ara getting to
the position where we will have a balanced program and where right now what
we are wanting to do is also the same as what we are doing now under the
heading of technology improvement, that is improvement which is justified
regardless of what else you do. That is as much as I have time for.

Discussion of "MIT Reactor Innovation Program" - Golay

Budnitz: How many people are involved?

Golay: Well, this is a fuzzy answer. We have roughly a dozen faculty
whc are involved in nuclear fission. Of those for the things I have men-
tioned here, we will have involved about 6. As the number of faculty that
we have a funding base for increases, that could go up.

Weinberg: Another way of asking is how much money do you have?

Golay: At the moment we can count on something in the neighborhood of
$350 thousand.

Goodjohn: What about the HTGR package? I know you are on that.
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Golay: Two, that is, 2 people are really making it focus. There are
other people, I would say perhaps another 3, who are potentially involved;
to some degree there is overlap, people talking to each other. That effort
is somewhat smaller.

Weinberg: Are you getting some support from DOE?

Golay: At the moment, no. EPRI and the NRC are our primary sources
with also some support from Stone & Webster. But it is relatively modest.

Goodjohn: Do you have any from NSF?

Golay: For the effort at Western that is primarily financed by NSF and
more recently by the Mellon Foundation. So essentially it is the usual
academics game. We try to find support wherever you can and is much broader
when you are successful. We have tried to have a consistent view of what we
think ought to be done and we have tried to work acros the board.

Hllborn: Some utilities seem to have done much better with the same
plants than other utilities. Has there been any thought to contracting out
operation in the same sense that you contract out refueling? Refueling is
done by vendors and not necessarily done by the utilities.

Golay: Yea, I think this issue should be left to organizations which
are being addressed primarily by Richard Lester for EFRI. It is not exclu-
sively by him; there are other people and he is the leader of it. And ques-
tions of this kind are being asked. I don't recall any specific examples
but, for example, we have a power wholesaling marketing effort. The appro-
priate design depends very much on the organizational ties. And that was
behind what I brought up this morning about the single vs. modular market
and the merits of small reactors for certain utilities. That is all I have
time for. I apologize for meeting and running.

Phung: You brought the best known name on PRA up there. Do you put
much effort on PRA?

Golay: Yes, actually PRA is turning out to be a fairly intersting
topic. Because as a discipline it is turning out to be an area that is very
difficult to advance. In fact we have had faculty slots for PRA that we
haven't been able to fill for ten years due to the difficulty of finding the
right candidate. But as a tool in understanding how you ought to change the
reactor design, it is turning out to play a central role. And in fact I
think these enrichments we ara going to eventually contribute in that field
are going to come directly through this activity.
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III. REACTOR CONCEPTS FROM JAPAN

Summary* of "A Conceptual Design of ISER." Junro Oda, Ishikawajima-Harima
Heavy Industries Co., Ltd, Tokyo, Japan.

The reference conceptual designs of the ISER which were prepared by the
ISER development forum in Japan during the period of 1984 and 1985 are
described.

A notable feature of the ISER which is different from the original PIUS
is its use of a steel reactor pressure vessel for reducing plant construc-
tion coats and improving plant performance.

The main features which are different from the original PIUS are:

• Steel Reactor Pressure Vessel (SRPV)
The size of this vessel is similar to that of the reactor pressure
vessel for the conventional 1100-1300 MWe BWR.

• The location of the main circulation pumps
The main circulation pumps are located at the upper part of the
vessel and the motors of the pumps are placed outside of the vessel
for easier maintenance.

The most advanced 200 MWe ISER MK-II is another version of the PIUS.
The main features again which are different from the original PIUS are:

• High thermal efficiency (32.5 percent)
This thermal efficiency is competitive with that of a conventional
LWR and higher than the 30.9 percent of the original PIUS.

The design pressure of this SRPV is 125 kg/cm2a (93.9 kg/cm2a for
Steel reactor pressure vessel
The design pressure of this SE
PCRV of the original PIUS, and SRPV of the ISER MK-I).

• Simplification of primary cooling water circuit

• New density lock mechanism "float check" at upper and/or lower
interface. Thus the gas lock arrangement at the lower interface
for startup is eliminated.

*The complete text of this paper is provided in Part II of this report.



The new components of ISER MK-II, which require further investigation
and verification through mock-up tests, are the density lock mechanism and
the water-filled thermal insulation (material and method of placing and
replacing).

Discussion of "A Conceptual Design of ISER" - Oda

Weinberg: I would like to hear at some stage about this new float
check device.

Oda: This is the idea of the float check. One ball is slightly
lighter than the water and the other slightly heavier. Do you understand?

Trauger: They respond to pressure but not....

Braun: I tried to do that once. It is difficult to make a steel ball
slightly lighter or slightly heavier (than water); the shell is very thin.
You have the problem that it can't stand very much pressure drop. Have you
evaluated the thickness of that ball?

Oda: Not exactly. I...

Braun: It has to be pressurized on the inside to make it work. There
are a number of issues there. The only reason I raised this is that some-
body during intermission said that Admiral Rickover once said that "the
devil is in the details."

Oda; I understand your comment. Another suggestion of the Forum in
Japan is the idea that you can always spring load the body...

Cole: I have much the same questions that I had earlier. Nowhere in
this paper does i£ touch on the relative safety aspects of the ASEA pre-
stressed concrete reactor vessel versus the steel pressure vessel, whether
or not it is in a concrete silo. It seems to me that many of the bases of
the criteria originally set forth regarding safety, freedom from dependence
on operators, etc., are compromised in this design as compared with the
original ASEA design. I wonder if you, either now or sometime later, could
provide some discussion of these differences.

Oda: I am afraid that I cannot understand your question correctly, but
I will answer it later.
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Summary* of "Barge Mounted ISER. Shin-ichi Kuwahara, Hitachi Zosen Corpora-
tion, Tokyo, Japan.

ISER employs a conventional steel pressure vessel instead of the PCRV
used in the PIUS, thus allowing the barge mounted plant.

The steel vessel will employ considerably less weight than the PIUS and
thus allows the concept of a barge mounted nlant.

Barge mounting of the plant brings about the following advantages.

• Constructing the plant in shipyard can utilize an experienced,
skilled labor force under expert supervision with fully equipped
supporting machinery, resulting in high quality and reliability of
the plant, and making possible in series production and widespread
standardization of the plant.

• Construction work on the plant in the shipyard and for site prepa-
ration can proceed in parallel, resulting in shorter construction
and delivery time compared with an onland plant because of the
large reduction in onsite work.

• Attractiveness of the nuclear option in developing countries may
increase by reducing or eliminating much of the most complex and
difficult parts of the nuclear plant construction works on the
plant site.

• Decommissioning works become easier by towing out the barge mounted
plant from the Installation site and disassembling it at a proper
decommissioning shipyard where necessary tools and machines are
fully equipped.

Construction of the barge mounted plant itself is feasible using the
present state of technology, and existing shipyard facilities. Installation
systems must be carefully selected considering the final site, conditions.

*The complete text of this paper is provided in Part II of this report.
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Discussion of "Barge Mounted ISER" - Kuwahara

Duncan: I understand that the vessel is smaller than PIUS and there-
fore you would have a smaller heat removal capability which you compensate
for by introducing water to the outside of the pressure vessel. Is that
right?

Kuwahara: Yes, that is right.

Duncan: Where does the water come from?

Kuwahara: From the sea, us ins; a pump.

Duncan: That seems similar to a conventional core cooling system,
where you pump water from some source into where you want it to be.

Kuwahara: You will have three days to do the pumping of the water.

Duncan: I understood that the basic principle of PIUS was to avoid
engineered safety devices.

Hannerz: It is such a long time after you arrive after the alarm, you
have enough time to put the water in the vessel.

Weinberg: There is enough water in the vessel itself to handle the
first three days. I guess that does raise another somewhat basic point that
by going to the steel vessel you are sacrificing some of the inherent safety
of the system, and you do have this perhaps inconceivable problem of a frac-
ture of the vessel at a low level; that would be awkward if that happened.
What probability do you assign to that event? 10~b per reactor year? I
guess perhaps we ought to ask the Westinghouse or the GE people, What is
that probability?

Duncan: Vessel rupture? It's between 10~b and 10~/.

Braun: It. is of the order of 10~/.

Weinberg: Is that the dominant active sequence in your reactors, Dr.
Wakabayashi? If you made a PRA for your system would that be the most
likely accident?

Wakabayashi" I would say, yes. But, ...

Matzie: Where do steam breaks go?

Wakabayashi: We don't think seriously about that.

Matzie: You don't think seriously about that?

Wakabayashi: No.
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Matzie: I gather from all the presentations this morning there is no
issue of contaiment; that is we have eliminated the containment in all of
these designs. Is that correct?

Wakabayashi: We have a series of provisions of containments.

Weinberg: I understand what you are saying. You believe that you have
reduced the probability of an accident to the order of 10~7. Is that
correct?

Wakabayashi: Yes.

Weinberg: And nov what you seem to be saying is that at that level you
do not believe containment is necessary.

Wak&t'&yashi: No.

Weinberg: Now that is, I suppose, an arguable point. You see, the
ABWR is a couple of times 10~b and they believe that they still need
containment. Do you think an additional factor of 10 will convince the
hard-hearted regulators of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission? We don't have
any present here; nor their counterpart from Japan, who are every bit as
hard-hearted as the U.S. regulators. How would you answer that, Dr.
Wakabayashi?

Wakabayashi: W^ll, it is difficult to say at this time but we have to
analyze the PRA...

Weinberg: Well, you see that fracture if it is that severe will also
push the vessel that is supposed to hold some of the water in.

Hannerz: I think you will get the water in, the outer water into cool
the core...

Weinberg: As I understand it, when Tom Cole first asked the question,
what do you do about fractures? he said that you have an outer envelope
which would catch the water. But now Dr. Hannerz points out that the frac-
ture might be so severe that it would push away tha outer envelope, and you
don't have an outer envelope any more.

Hannerz: You have brittle fracture and then you have a leak in the
bottom and the water won't be there. Then you could have a dry core. Then
you would have to depressurize the vessel. That's another engineering
operation. We can only take the course that you give us as acceptable.

Weicberg: That is such a basic point we have been talking about,
intrinsic safety, that I don't think one can avoid it. And one cay say,
well, the ISER is almost intrinsically safe but not as intrinsically safe as
the PIUS, and the question is whether almost Intrinsically safe is safe
enough. As long as we are just talking, and not building anything, I guess
it Is appropriate to discuss such theological questions.
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Cole: I would have to comment that I have not seen a prepared discus-
sion of the safety of the USER. I think that it would be appropriate that
we discuss it somewhere during the conference; I believe that it is funda-
mental to the entire discussion of the reactors. Vae ISER seems very simi-
lar to the ASEA proposal except for the steel pressure vessel. 1 think, the
comment about looking at such things in terms of PRA, having been involved
in this, I really don't believe these numbers for complex systems; I'll
exclude the pressure vessel, it's not a complex system by my definition. I
really don't believe PRA numbers much below 10"^ and there is no way of
proving it. So I think when you talk about advanced BWRs or advanced PWRs
with PRAs of 10~6 I really don't believe these numbers.

Weinberg: You mean they are five orders of magnitude lower. Is that
what you are saying?

Cole: I think it's -tore like 10"^ and even that number has a factor of
10 error possibility in it, so though I worked on the original PRA work, I
still don't believe these small numbers. I do believe in the improvements
of the ASEA. They're very convincing but when you start to make significant
changes, these must be only estimates.

Sugnet: Why are you inclined to believe a single component at 10"^ but
not a multiple redundant diverse system?

Cole: Because most of the problems that one encounters are common mode
type failures. They are failures which you do not include in your calcula-
tions. If you could include them you might be able to take them into
account, but if you don't even know they are there, until after they occur,
then you can neither include them nor fix them, and I am quite convinced of
that in a complex system.

Spiewak: The idea was introduced that there would be a brittle failure
of this pressure vessel. Well, I think the probability of that is almost
nil. I could conceive of some kind of a crack opening up somewhere although
that would be very unlikely. A taassive failure of this pressure vessel with
present day steel technology, I think, is just almost inconceivable. And I
don't know that that really would constitute a design basis accident. If it
is just a slow failure of the pressure vessel, if there is a crack, then a
concrete enclosure could hold water around the vessel.

Uri Gat: Questioning the effect of 10" 7 on containment, particularly
when you talk about missiles, does that have an effecc on the probability,
particularly when you are talking about outside missiles and saboteurs which
might attack them?

Braun: I was very interested on page 9 of your paper; it made refer-
ence to a specially designed shield material to protect it from outer
attack. That is a new criteria. Are you considering that as a criteria?

Kuwahara: ...we are not able to control it to the developing
countries.
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Braun: You chink that it would be a criteria for most places?

Kuwahara: Yes.

Cole: As you ara quite well aware, we recently had a spectacular fail-
ure on the Mojave fossil fired steam plant, where a 30 inch steam line
ruptured for a length of 18 or 20 feet. You can argue that the pressure
vessel is much better built, much better inspected than that steam line, but
I'm sure that those engineers on the Mojave plant who designed it would have
said that it really was incredible for that steam line to break. But it
did.

Budnitz: I have a question about the prestressed concrete vessel that
is part of the PIUS design. I have never even seen any numbers as to the
likelihood of a spontaneous failure of that. I have a gut feeling that it
has got to be smaller than a steel vessel. But has anybody ever done any
paper analysis to attach a very low number to that, just to make me feel
better.

Goodjohn: Is this for a leak or a rupture, Bob?

Budnitz: The sort of rupture that we are worried about here is below
the core that would really be a non-f ixable thing. You would be in trouble
if it happened, but the thing we're talking about here is containment.

Goodjohn: I think the probability of a catastrophic failure of a PCRV
itself is nil because of the redundancy of the strength members which are
suspended outside. You can break one at a time, but not all of them. There
is a higher probability however if there is a penetration through the vessel
which is a steel vessel type of penetration. And you would attach to that
steel vessel penetration the same type of probability that you attach to any
other vessel.

Budnitz: So in that design you would want to be sure that the penetra-
tions that would trouble you are not below the core.

Goodjohn: That's right, in the water reactor case, you put the pene-
trations above.

Budnitz: In that sense when you say nil, you really mean that the sort
of trouble you run into, with a one-at-a-time thing, couldn't lead to a
catastrophic problem.

Goodjohn: Yes, that's right. That has been tested here and in Europe.
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Summary* of "Nuclear Design of ISER." Naoki Yamano and Takasht Yokoyama,
Nuclear Fuel Industries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan.

One of the ISER features is that the reactor core is very simple com-
pared with the commercial LWR which has a number of control rods and a
complicated drive mechanism. The core active height is about half of LWR,
so that the fuel rod design will satisfy various conditions under the
thermal-hydraulic restrictions. The reactivity of the reactor core is
controlled only by borated water.

In this paper, some of the nuclear designs of ISER were checked by one-
dimensional neutron diffusion code and problems to be considered on the
nuclear design were presented. Several burnup calculations up to 15 EFPM
(Effective Full Power Month) were performed to estimate relations between
the fuel specification and the cycle length. The fuel assembly contains
gadolinia burnable absorber for preventing the increase of radwaste 'ad to
reduce the radial power peaking.

The fuel rod contains 6 w/o (M2O3. A gray rod was used as a mechanical
spectrum shift. A typical refueling scheme is that of 4.5 batches.

The design concept of ISER is very unique not only for the thermal-
hydraulic engineer, but also for the nuclear engineer. One important point
is that the problem of three-dimensional neutron kinetics is necessary, to
evaluate nuclear safety when the high-concentration borated water is
injected Into the reactor core.

A. combined effort will be desired between those working on thermal-
hydraulic dynamics and nuclear kinetics. Another point is that though the
ISER design can be achieved by using the state-of-the-art, the most advanced
and suitable techniques should be applied to the ISER design, and its evalu-
ation should be experimentally performed for the ISER development. Experi-
mental items on the development of an experimental reactor are also
discussed.

Discussion of "Nuclear Design of ISER" - Yokoyama

Braun: What is the enrichment compared to APWR?

Yokoyama: I don't know about APWR. But the enrichment is about the
same as conventional PWR. There's higher leakage but lower power density,
etc.

Hannerz: What is radial peaking factor? One should keep it low.

*The complete text of this paper is provided in Part II of this report.
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Yokoyama: I haven't done it yet. I agree it's important.

Hannerz: One should avoid boiling.

Spiewak: Do you provide in-core power monitors?

Yokoyama: We should have at least fixed monitors/detectors and also
movable.

Hannerz: I believe in-core probes should be used. The system becomes
too complex.



Summary of "Thermal Hydraulics of Density Lock.." N. Inal, Toshiba Corpora-
tion, Kawasaki City, Japan.

The density lock is a key factor in the PIUS or ISER (Intrinsically
Safe and Economical Reactor) development, because the basic PIUS principle
rests on it. It is supposed that density lock functioning has upper and
lower limits, in the outside of which the lock is released. To know quanti-
tative limiting bounds is very important in the reactor design itself.
Thermal hydraulic treatment and experimental verification by way of a
thermal hydraulic test loop are needed.

In this note, a very fundamental treatment is made of the density lock
mechanism, and parameters that affect density lock functioning are pointed
out.

Hydrostatic treatment of the density lock mechanism is made and some of
the fundamental characteristics are described. The density lock functions
between (H - H2) and (H + H^) where H is core plus riser height and H} and
H 2 are height of lower and upper density locks. For stable normal opera-
tion, H} should be longer. But, H2 should be determined in accordance with
the rapidity in necessary ingress at emergency. There must be a specific
combination between HL and H 2.

AP corresponds to core flow velocity cr core flow itself and therefore
is bounded such as

(YQ - Y X ) (H - H2) £ AP normal operation _< (Y Q - YL> (H + H ^

where Yo and Yi are pool water density and reactor water density
respectively.

Comparison of calculation with experimental data is also of concern.'
The items to be studied in the loop experiment are:

(1) The above mentioned density lock function range

(2) Transient behavior

(3) Heat release and boron diffusion through the density lock.

Supposing HL =» 1 m, To = 50°C, Tx = 263°C and supposing a linear
temperature profile along height, heat conduction is calculated as
Q • 0.13 kW/m , which is small enough to a =• 10 kW/m2 through thermal
insulation between core and pool. But, rechecking is needed.
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(4) "Strength" of Che densicy lock, against disturbance.

All credible disturbances should be generated and stability of the
density lock should be checked. This is a very important task in the
experimental phase of study, because analytical treatment does not seem to
be easy, though perhaps not impossible, for this task.

Discussion of "Thermal Hydraulics of Density Lock" Inai

Hannerz: The MIT work is theoretical, only. There is a third loop to
be considered, i.e., Chat going to Che pressurizer.
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Summary* of "Pump Trip Response of PIUS. Yoshiro Asahi, Japan Atomic Energy
Research Institute, Tokyo, Jafin. Kazuo Yamanaka, Nippon Kokan K.K.,
Yokohama, Japan. Hiroaki Wakabayashi, The University of Tokyo, Tokyo,
Japan.

In the present work, a secondary system was included in the calculation
in order to compare the calculated results with and without the secondary
system simulation. Due to the PGLP (phase change at low pressure) problems,
e.g., the famous "water packing" problem in LOCA, it is not an easy task to
include the secondary system in the analysis, since its steady state is
already two-phase at low pressure. In view of the fact that THYDE-W is
capable of the through analysis of LOCA, there will be a reasonable hope for
our trial to be successful.

In conclusion, it is found that safety of PIUS is not influenced by the
secondary system. For example, ingress of pool water with a high boron
content to the primary loop takes place in much the same manner, leading to
the natural circulation. The response of the secondary system itself was
found very interesting. It should be noted that the present work is one of
the very few examples of the transient calculation of a secondary system.

Discussion of "Pump Trip Response of PIUS" - Asahi

Hannerz: What was the boron content? PIUS has 2000 ppm.

Yamanaka: 2150 ppm.

Hannerz: Oscillation should have less oomph. Should use steam-driven
feedwater pumps.

Yamanaka: The model uses an electric pump.

Braun: You should use diverse pumps.

Hannerz: Electric pumps could drive undersirable transients.

Mulligan: Using Mark I design.

*The complete text of this paper is provided in Part II of this report.
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Summary* of "Water Treatment for the ISER Plant. Dr. Ichiro Sugawara, JGC
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan.

This report clarifies the passive safety concept of possible waste
treatment and management systems, and the ways to construct such facilities
economically.

Areas related to water treatment are: (1) primary coolant system;
(2) pool watsr; (3) spent fuel storage pool water; (4) fuel exchange water;
(5) waste management system; (6) secondary system; (7) pure water production
system.

Problems of the pool water and primary coolant, and waste management
systems are treated in this paper since they involve higher concentrations
of radioactivity than do other systems, thereby increasing environmental
Impact.

As to the safety in the water treatment system, a fundamental principle
for protection against radioactivity release for the system, is to verify
the path of radionuclide migration and assure proper barriers along those
paths at positions as close as possible to the sources.

The protection function is enhanced by increasing the number of
barriers, through what is known as the multi-barrier concept.

Passive safety in these water treatment waste management systems can be
accomplished in the following ways.

• setting up multi-barriers around the radioactive processing equip-
ment , and

• simplifying and shortening the piping between systems.

Costs can be reduced by:

• adopting standardized, mobile modular type processing equipment,

• using more cost-efficient materials such as glass or carbon fiber
reinforced plastics,

• carrying out maintenance of processing equipment in a location
provided for the exclusive use of maintenance, with special remote
handling devices.

Looking at the ISER waste management generally, the ISER plant
generates larger amounts of spent resins, but lesser amounts of liquid waste
than in PWRs. The amounts of waste as a total, therefore, is not expected
to be more than that in conventional PWRs.

*The complete text of this paper is provided in Part II of this report.
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In conclusion, it is evident that superior quality of coolant water and
etfect radwaste reduction can De attained without the need for developing
new technology, despite the fact that the auantity of water in the ISER is
much larger than in conventional PWRs.

Discussion of "Water Treatment for the ISER Plant" - Sugawara

Weinberg: How reliable are boron treatment systems?

Lemon: They work reliably but create a lot of waste. They need
maintenance.
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Summary of "Operation and Control System of ISER." N. Inai, Toshiba Corpo-
ration, Kawasaki City, Japan.

The ISER alms at operator-free control and therefore, design efforts
will be directed along this line. In the present-day LWR design, the
efforts have already been pointed in this direction and is the trend taken
from the lessons learned at TMI. Toshiba's recently developed advanced
control panel PODIA (Plant Operation by Displayed Information and Automa-
tion) is one example born in this effort to be used widely in the BWR
technology.

In the development of operation and control aspects of the intrinsi-
cally safe reactors such as PIUS or ISER, design considerations may be an
extension of a control system such as PODIA.

Considering the current level In the automation and instruction system
development in BWRs, the implementation of intrinsical safety and forgive-
ness of ISER operation may be met through the direct application of this
system. In the ISER, boron control at start-up and also at normal operation
and density lock stability monitoring by way of temperature measurement at
normal operation are to be added to the above system. These functions are
within easy reach of the techniques presently available.

Since ISER has self-sustalnabllity in safety and there is no control
rod drive mechanism, the related instrumentation and control systems are
reduced accordingly. Instead, the above functions are to be added. For the
fulfillment of them, the accumulation of operational data are necessary as
well as the refinement of the system. This is, in fact, a similar effort to
the A-BWR automation system development. Hand-in-hand efforts should be
possible.

Discussion of "Operation and Control System of ISER" - Inai

Braun: Where are the in-core and ex-core flux monitors?

Wakabayashi: In-core comes in from top; ex-core comes through two
meters of water, etc.

Erb: Is power level control by boron concentration?

Oda: Yes.

Hilborn: How will the vessel be inspected after service?

Oda: Same as BWR. Can be inspected with internals in place.



Summary of "Study on ISER Maintenance Method." Yasuhiro Konno, Hitachi,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan.

In general, access to the ISER components in maintenance during period-
ical inspection is not easy, and the peculiarity of underwater work will be
a steady requirement. This paper discusses maintenance methods of major
components in the ISER comparing them with a current light water reactor.

Visual inspection is to be performed as in-service inspection of the
core internal structure of light water reactor and the same inspection may
be conducted for the ISER without any large problem.

Maintenance Methods of Major Components are as follows:

Reactor Vessel

The reactor vessel contains a barrel, riser and downcomer surrounding
the core.

Visual inspection is to be performed as in-service inspection of the
core internal structure of light water reactor and the same inspection may
be conducted for the ISER reactor.

In Figure 2, the downcomer pipes are combined with steam generators,
and in this case the maintenance method is more complicated.

For the visual inspection of the core barrel, some special structure to
disassemble the downcomer pipe from the core barrel will be necessary.

Steam Generator

Visual inspection of the shell side with a fiber scope, leak test with
pressurizing from the outside of the tube, tube eddy current test and so on
are considered as the base specific method.

It is necessary to pay enough attention to occupational radiation
exposure in the tube eddy current test and tube plugging work with
structural considerations in advance. Moreover, feasibility of withdrawal
and exchange of the steam generator should be considered for the worst
case. In addition, for the steam generator tubes, tests to demonstrate
thermal and flow characteristics will be required.

Coolant Recirculation Pump

For the pump motor unit, only the motor is located outside the steel
pressure vessel as shown in Figure 1 rather than installing the whole, unit
underwater.
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Such design has been applied in conventional light water reactor
plants, thus designing and manufacturing of a pump motor unit with suffi-
cient reliability are considered to be Dossible.

The detailed contents of the periodical inspection can be found in
JEAL-4605 (Inservice Inspection of Light Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plant
Components) which is the utility regulation. They are similar to that shown
in ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Sec. Ill and XI and specific
methods of the inspection are provided as follows.

• Visual Examination

• Surface Examination
Magnetic Particle Test
Liquid Penetrant Test

• Volumetric Examination
Radiographic Test
Ultra Sonic Test
Eddy Current Test

Conformity to Regulation

The design of ISER major components was examined to determine whether
they can conform to the inspection requirements discussed above. Current
technology appears to be sufficient basically, but such efforts as develop-
ing a special robot for the exclusive use of maintenance works will be
required according to circumstances.

For the maintenance of major components, methods such as an eddy
current test of the steam generator tube and withdrawal of the pump unit
from pool water seem to be the key points. Since components of interest are
installed In pool water, these methods are significantly restricted.

The periodic inspection is provided to be carried out once every period
in the Enforcement Regulations of Electric Utility Industry Law. This
should be considered when the maintenance is attempted every two years dur-
ing two-year cycle operation such as in the ISER.

Discussion of "Study on ISER Maintenance Method" - Konno

Hannerz: Steam generator maintenance. Much lower radiation dose on
tubesheet. Lower dose makes direct maintenance possible.

Weinberg: Multipurpose robots. Are they useful for reactor
maintenance?

Wakabayashi: Tes.
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Braun: Westinghouse has supplied robots (ROSA) for various equipment,
including especially steam generators. Inspects, plugs, sleeves, etc.
tubes. Expensive, especially for small jobs. It is used for for $250,000
jobs. It can do several hundred tubes a day.

Cole: Study of robot application. Good progress on special robots.
Plants not designed for general-purpose robots. Next generation could be
designed.

Welnberg: jo APWR and ABWR use robots?

Duncan/Braun: Yes. Robots are most useful if their application is
designed into the plant.
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IV. REACTOR CONCEPTS FROM OTHERS

Summary of "Recent Progress on PIUS." Kare Hannerz, ASEA-ATOM, Vasteras,

Sweden.

When designing PUT., the basic intent has been to make safety against
large releases of radioactivity completely independent of the function of
active engineered safety devices and operator action. This, we believe, is
the only way of achieving a nonsafety grade balance of plant, which is a
prerequisite for being economically competitive. There are four basic
challenges to safety:

1. Equipment failures
2. Operator errors (or absence, e.g. in ca3e of civil unrest)
3. Outer events (such as earthauak.es)
4. Malicious human intervention

Of these the last-mentioned one has noc been adequately considered in
safety analysis up to date.

It may involve both sabotage by insiders and outright military attack.
(Although these considerations may net apply to U.S. conditions, reactor
development must be seen in a worldwide context. Systems developed and
applied in the advanced countries wiM be those that are emulated by the
developing countries, and these systems must therefore be compatible with
the much more adverse societal conditions that must be assumed sometimes to
occur in the LDCs.)

The practical implications of this is that all those functions and
systems that are essential for ultimate safety (i.e., preservation of fuel
integrity) must be located in an enclosure that (during operation) is
practically invulnerable to events on the outside and that is protected even
against extreme attempt at destructive interference (except nuclear
weapons). Thus we see the thick-walled concrete vessel as a necessity for
reaching our safety goals and the use of a steel vessel, as proDosed by our
Japanese friends, as involving a degree of compromise that may be
debatable.

I would like to add another comment. When designing a primary system
where the pressure is carried by an outside envelope rather than by the
components themselves, a much greater freedom in choice of mechanical
configuration exists. There are myriads of different possible alternatives
and it is very difficult to determine which is the best. However, rather
than making sketches covering dozens of alternatives, ASEA-ATOM has selected
to work out one specific design into rather great detail, and to cost
evaluate this design, without guarantee that it is indeed the optimum.
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Having given these general comments, 1 can say a few words about the
design we have been working at since last fall, and which underlies the
Preliminary Safety Informations Document (PSID) which will hopefully be
submitted to the USNRC at the end of 1985.

Figure 1 is a vertical section through the concrete vessel showing 2 of
the 3 modules it houses. The figure is relatively self-explanatory. A
detailed description of the internals is not possible within the time
allotted.

Something should be said about refueling. To do this the two toroid
seals at the upper and lower faces of the annular closure head are discon-
nected and the uppermost parts of the modules are moved upwards into the
pressurizer cavity, whereupon the closure slab can be slid out and there is
free access to the pool and its internals from above,

May it be sufficient to conclude that the original purpose of creating
a reactor design fully resistant (in terms of environmental protection) to
all the above-mentioned challenges on the basis of passive safety alone,
seems to be possible to fulfill without endangering the requirement of
economic viability.

Discussion of "Recent Progress on PIUS" - Hannerz

Braun: What's the enrichment penalty?

Hannerz: About 0.05 percent to 0.1 percent.

Wakabayashi: What happened to siphon breaker?

Hannerz: It isn't necessary with the present arrangement.



1 Core
2 Core instrumentation leads

3 Riser pipe
k Recirculation pump with motor

5 "- outlet plenum
6 Steam generator tube bundle
7 Bellows section
2 Lower density lock (open connection to pool)

9 Upper "- ("- )
10 Borated water pool

11 Pressurizer steam volume

12 Steam line
13 Feed water line
14 Secondary steam plenum chamber
15 Rotatable platform carrying reactors and spent fuel
16 Stainless steel liner
17 Embedded steel membrane
18 Pool coolers
19 Toroid seals
20 Concrete vessel monolith
21 "- annular closure slab (wire wound)

(removed sidewise for refueling)
22 Seismic supports
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Summary o£ "A Process-Inherent, Ultimate-Safety (PIUS) floilins?-Water
Reactor." Charles W. Forsberg, Oak Ridge National Laboracory,* Oalc Ridge,
Tennessee.

A new type of boiling-water reactor (BWR) with passive safety systems
has been conceived—the Process-Inherent, Ultimate-Safety, Boiling-Water
Reactor (PIUS BWR). The reactor core and nonnuclear portion of the plant
are similar to current BWR designs, but a special, prestressed concrete
reactor vessel (PCRV) with unique internal design replaces most of the
nuclear island. The reactor pressure, temperature, and thermal efficiencies
match current BWRs.

With a PIUS/BWR, the reactor and all safety systems are located inside
and protected by the PCRV. The PCRV also contains sufficient borated water
to remove core-decay heat by boiling for a period of one week. The borated
water is at the same pressure as the reactor coolant to avoid the need for
emergency core cooling pumps. For a 750-MW(e) PIUS BWR, the required PCRV
internal volume is smaller than that of existing 620 MW(e) British Advanced
Gas-Cooled Reactors3 (4350 m3 versus 7043 m3) but the operating pressure is
somewhat greater (6.9 MPa versus 4.6 MPa). The interior of the PCRV for a
natural circulation PIUS BWR is shown in Figure 1.

The PCRV cavity is divided into two zones: A reactor zone (core,
riser, downcomer, and steam separator) and a cool, borated-water zone. The
two zones are separated by an Insulated wall that is not a pressure
boundary. The two water zones are in contact near the top of the PCRV
cavity through a hot/cold water interface zone, which is stable because hot
reactor water is on top of the cool, borated water. This is similar to the
PIUS PWR.1'2 Near the bottom of the PCRV cavity, the two zones are sepa-
rated by a fiuidic valve. If the valve opens, the borated water enters the
reactor core and shuts the reactor down.

Reactor safety is assured if (1) the cool, borated water enters the
reactor when there is insufficient reactor water, and if (2) reactor power
levels are limited to match the available coolant. The first condition is
met with a Fluidlc In-Vessel Emergency Core-Cooling System (FIVES) which
consists of: (1) a water pump (<100 kW), (2) a fiuidic valve** separating
the cool, borated water from the reactor coolant, and (3) a hot/cold inter-
face zone below the fiuidic valve. The fiuidic valve remains closed if it
receives a steady flow of high-pressure water from the water pump.

Protection against a low water level in the reactor vessel is provided
by positioning the water pump above the reactor core in the downcomwr
(Fig. 1). If there is a loss of feedwater, the pump will go dry before the
reactor core is uncovered; thus, no water will be sent to the vartex fiuidic
valve, and the valve opens—flooding the reactor with cool, borated water.
During normal operations, the water from the pump in the downcomer is
injected tangentially at high velocities into the vortex valve casing
(Fig. 2), causing the water to move in a circular path. The centrifugal

•Operated by Martla Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. under Contract
No. DE-AC05-84OR21400 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
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forces create higher pressures near the outside surface of the device and
lower pressures near the inside. The outside surface has short pieces of
pipe connected to a zone of clean, higher-pressure, reactor water which, in
turn, is in contact with the borated water zone at the bottom hot/cold
interface. The inside is connected to the downcomer water. By adjusting
water pump input based on the location of the bottom hot/cold borated watar
interface, these pressures can be made to match the pressures of the two
water zones with no water flow through the valve. The fluidic valve has no
moving parts; hence it cannot fail in a closed condition, for hydraulic
forces, not pieces of metal, block water flow through the valve.

In the PIUS BWR, power is limited to safe levels by use of a low-excess
reactivity core^ and the negative void coefficient.

The PGRV adds to plant costs, but eliminates the steel pressure vessel,
containment dome, emergency core-cooling systems, emergency diesel genera-
tors, and spent-fuel storage ponds. The PCRV contains about 60 m^ of con-
crete per MW(e) of plant capacity and represents more than half the require-
ments for plant construction materials. Current BWRs require 135 m^ of
concrete per MW(e). The PIUS BWR may have lower capital costs than existing
LWRs.

Discussion of "A Process-Inherent, Ultimate-Safety (PIUS) Boiling Water
Reactor" - Forsberg

Matzie: What happens after boron gets into the core?

Forsberg: It takes a coule of days for boron removal.

Weinberg: Why is PIUS-BWR immune from ATWS?

Hannerz: Concerned about water chemistry. PIUS/BWR must have clean
water; PIUS can operate with low boron. Needs control rods (disadvantage).

Duncan: Have you modeled small flow variations?

Forsberg: Fluldics valve needs experimental development.

Hoses: How much boron will transport through the upper interface?

Hilborn: Xe is not so much of a problem.

Duncan: Improved fuel can accommodate control changes.
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Summary of "Modular High Temperacure Cas-Cooled Reactors." A. J. Goodjohn,
GA Technologies Inc., San Diego, California.

Over the oast two years the participants in the joint industry-
government U.S. HTGR program have been evaluating various small HTGR con-
cepts in an effort to select a single concept which best meets the criteria
believed necessary for the introduction of a safe, economic and reliable
advanced nuclear power plant. The concept selection phase has now been
completed and, from aa initial total of 16 different concepts, the rigorous
process has narrowed to the choice of a modular HTGR of the steel vessel,
side-by-side configuration, with block-type fuel elements of the type used
in the Fort St. Vrain reactor and arranged in an annular core arrangement.
The program is now scheduled to enter the next phase which involves the sub-
mission of a Preliminary Safety Information Document on a four module plant
to the NRC for their review and the continuing design and design support
program aimed at a single module demonstration of the overall performance of
the concept.

The basic modular concept consists of an HTGR nuclear system with an
annular core arrangement capable of generating 350 MW(t). Each module of a
multimodule plant would be Installed in a below ground level concrete-lined
reactor cavity and the steam outlet and feedwater inlet lines to the steam
generator for each module would be coupled to either single or twin turbine
generators for electricity production. A four module plant would typically
produce 540 MW(e) with a net thermal efficiency of 38.6 percent.

Each module has been designed to make maximum use of the inherent high
temperature characteristics of the graphite moderated, helium cooled nuclear
system and the ceramically-coated fuel to prevent fission product release to
the environment under most severe, highly improbable accident sequences.
Specifically, the fission product afterheat can be removed under pressurized
or depressurized conditions by either the normal steam generator/circulator
heat transport system or the heat exchanger/circulator of the shutdown cool-
ing system. However, even under the severe situation of the loss of both of
these systems coupled with a depressurization (an event similar in concept
to a complete LOCA for a water reactor), the afterheat would be removed by
radiation and conduction from the core to the reactor cavity cooling
system. The reactor cavity cooling system can be a completely passive
naturally-convecting system. Probabilistic risk analysis Indicates that
this severe accident has a probability of occurrence of less than 10~& per
reactor year. The maximum temperatures reached in the core are below the
degradation temperature of the coated fuel particles and fission product
releases are below the limits requiring public evacuation beyond the site
boundary.
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These extraordinary Inherent safety features coupled with the potential
for minimizing costs and construction schedules by the elimination of sev-
eral other engineered safety features, by clearly separating the nuclear
equipment from the non-safety grade balance of plant and by factory-
fabricating and preassembling most of the nuclear eauipment can lead to
competitive economics for the commercial four module plant.

Discussion of "Modular High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactors" - GoodJohn

Cole: Air ingress accident.

White: Cost.

Weinberg: How many transients can it take:

MacPherson: Importance of internal convection? Steam ingress?

Erb: Coal plant economics?
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Summary of "The Minimum Attention Plant." Regis Matzie, Combustion
Engineering, Windsor, Connecticut.

The design described is of a unique small LWR, the Minimum Attention
Plant, which achieves greater safety, reduced costs, Improved availability
and reduced operator requirements through design simplification. The Mini-
mum Attention Plant, a self-pressurized, natural circulation, indirect cycle
light water reactor offers the potential of overcoming the economies of
scale which h.ive generally made small size nuclear power plants economically
unattractive. Since no significant departures from conventional LWR tech-
nology are required and only limited development work is necessary, the
Minimum Attention Plant would be well suited for potential deployment of
small plants by the year 2000.

The evolution of the Minimum Attention Plant concept can be traced back
to the late 1950s, when Combustion Engineering developed an advanced NSSS
design for central station power plants.1- This unit was a forced circula-
tion PWR featuring self-pressurization and- superheated turbine steam.
Subsequently, similar advanced PWR designs were evaluated for maritime
applications. These studies culminated in an advanced, compact design
featuring once-through steam generators located within the reactor vessel
and demand-controlled operation without the need for control rods.2 This
design also utilized forced circulation. Shortly afterwards, natural circu-
lation versions of this design were developed to Improve safety and avail-
ability, reduce costs and provide a simpler, Minimum Attention Plant.

Because this concept offered so many unique and attractive features,
many different applications have been investigated involving sizes ranging
from 1 to 600 MWe with significant recent development work directed towards
noncommercial applications in the lower end of this range. This work is
currently being extended for the development of a commercial offering in the
250 to 400 MWe range.

General Description

The Minimum Attention Plant utilizes a self-pressurized, natural circu-
lation, indirect cycle light water reactor with once-through steam generator
modules located within the reactor vessel, as shown in Figure 1. Primary
water flows up from the core and through the riser to the steam dome region.
It then passes radially outward to the top of the annular steam generator
segments, from where it makes a downward turn, passing over the steam gene-
rator tubes and into the lower plenum and core inlet. The secondary coolant
flows inside the steam generator tubing. Power changes throughout lifetime
are accommodated through primary system pressure and temperature changes
without recourse to control rod motion or boric acid. Figure 2 illustrates
the type of lifetime pressure savings for various core power and xenon
conditions. Reactor power is determined solely by steam demand for all
operating conditions.

The key to this unique behavior is the much greater change of coolant
water density with temperature in the temperature range employed in this
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concept (600-660°F) compared with that normally encountered in present day
PWRs and BWRs. This large density change permits large amounts of reactiv-
ity to be compensated with relatively small pressure changes. The large
density variation also provides unusually high natural circulation driving
heads without requiring significant boiling, with its concomitant high
pressure drop.

Summary and Conclusions

The unique design of the Minimum Attention Plant holds great promise
for substantially reducing the economies of scale penalty associated with
small nuclear units. The simplified design is amenable to factory prefabri-
cation and testing which can greatly reduce construction time and improve
quality control. The unitized design of the Minimum Attention Plant also
results in a balance of plant design that is less costly than that associ-
ated with a conventional LWR.

The other major aspect of the Minimum Attention Plant that distin-
guishes it from all other potentially viable concepts that can be deployed
by the year 2000 is its inherent safety. The large inventory of primary
coolant, the inherent demand control characteristic, the natural circulation
heat removal, and the unitized design with the entire primary coolant system
within the reactor pressure vessel, essentially eliminate most, of the major
postulated reactor accidents which dictate many of today's most costly
design features. Because of this inherent safety, the financial risk to the
utility investor due to regulatory indecision, prescriptive design changes
and backfits is reduced substantially, thereby providing a plant of unusual
simplicity and reliability for supplying the nation's demand for electrical
energy.

Additional information on the minimum attention plant is contained in
Reference 3.

Discussion of "The Minimum Attention Plant" - Matzie

Spiewak: Do you need a prototype?

Matzie: No.

Moses: Is the large boration/deboration system used rarely?

Matzie: Yes.

Phung: Will the rise collapse?

Matzie: It needs to be looked at.

MacPherson: Will you have chugging?

Budnitz: If a steam generator is isolated, does it create undesirable
assymetry?
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Summary of "Capitalizing on BWR Simplicity at Lower Power Ratings." J. D.
Dun n General Electric Company, San Jose, California.

A small BWR maximizes the use of design, technology and operating
experience. Modest innovations are included to simplify safety performance.
Total costs are reduced and construction is speeded. An isolation condenser
improves transient response. Control rods driven by pressure or electric
motors and pressure/gravity driven borated water injection simplify and add
diversity to the shutdown function. Core cooling and decay heat removal are
provided by depressurizing the reactor to an elevated suppression pool. The
drywell and pool gas spaces are inert. Steam is produced in a manner simi-
lar to that of current BWRs. Internal pumps circulate water through the
core.

Some testing is needed, but substantially less than that needed for
concepts which depart more drastically from current technology. This
approach increases the chances that the new product would perform without
the need to resolve new issues.

Discussion of "Capitalizing on BWR Simplicity at Lower Power Ratings" -
Duncan

Weinberg: You can't use this for a large ABWR?

Duncan: It may be limited by capacity of depressurizing valves.

Cole: Why did GE abandon natural circulation and top-mounted drives?

Erb: Power density compared to present BWR"

Phung: Details of ABWR"

Bannerz: Come to Sweden.

Duncan: It has some proprietary features.

Budnitz: Fision product removal capability of pool?

Duncan: We can use Mark 3 technology.

MacPherson: How long does it take to depressurize?

Duncan: 2-3 minutes.

Phung: Reactor below grade:

Duncan: Yes, probably.

Braun: Control rod drive type?
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Summary of "Status Report on the Canadian SLOWPOKE Heating Reactor." John
Hilborn, Atomic Energy of Canada, Limited, Chalk. River, Ontario, Canada.

SLOWPOKE stands for Safe Low Power Critical Experiment (if you spell
critical with a "k"). It dates back to the late 1960s when we were looking
for a research reactor for Canadian Universities. The driving force was
economy, since our universities are not very heavily funded and we couldn't
afford larger installations. So from the outset we attempted to design a
reactor that did not require a nuclear engineer or a reactor engineer for
operations. In fact it would be unattended in the sense that we wouldn't
need a person in the reactor room while the reactor was operating. So
perhaps the most significant message that I can bring is that, since 1970 we
have been operating such a reactor, and now seven of them, six in Canada and
one in Jamaica, which are in fact unattended. They are remotely monitored.
We have remote radiation monitors so they will be monitored for intrusion
and for radiation. But they are licensed for operation for 24 hours with
the door locked and the reactor operating at its full power of 20 kilowatts,
which makes a flux of 1012 neutrons.

So it was on this basis that we tried to upgrade or uprate the design
concept to make useful heat. The next step that will occur is a SLOWPOKE
heating reactor which is uprated 100 times to two megawatts. This will be a
prototype to demonstrate the heating level range, two to ten megawatts. The
most significant features on the research reactor are shown in some slides.
I thought that this was in the spirit of this meeting which says on a bill-
board, "To Be Built on This Site: A Perfectly Safe Nuclear Power Plant."
In the minds of the public I believe "inherently safe" probably means
"perfectly safe." The next slide shows the research reactor. It is a small
pool type reactor. What distinguishes it from other pool type reactors is a
separate module. This is sealed and not accessible to the owner. It is
this idea that we are carrying over to the larger heating reactor so that we
very carefully define the role of the owner operator and distinguish it from
the maintainer. Our company is the maintainer. We have one engineer
located in Ottawa who maintains all seven reactors in Canada and one in
Jamaica. He has the spare parts and has all the records in front of him; he
operates on the telephone and takes trips. He has to visit each
installation about once every six months to a year to replenish the
reactivity losses from burnup. The owner operator is not permitted behind
the control console. He is only allowed by his license to turn the reactor
on and off and radiate specimens and use the facility as a neutron source.
Once a week the operator will purge the gases and run the ion exchanger to
clean the water. We have a separate water system for the module and a
second water purification system for the pool. The idea of keeping very
clean water and separating it from pool water is an important feature. The
reactor has a single moving part, one control rod. It does not have an
automatic shut down system; the only way it can be shut down is manually.
This means it has virtually a hundred percent availability. It has one
control rod and one neutron flux detector. It has one thermocouple for
display only. There are no ion chambers or start up channels. Thus
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every start up is what could be called a blind start up. The control rod
comes full out. And it is because we have such a low built-in excess
reactivity that we can justify this operation. Thus it is the negative
temperature and void coefficients which enable us to have an unattended
reactor and to avoid having an automatic shutdown system.

It was from this basis that we tried to scale up and build in more
excess reactivity but still attempting to maintain the same kind of simplic-
ity. We haven't achieved Inherent safety in the two megawatt prototype, but
we have incorporated a large degree of passive safety and passive devices.

But if we go to the next slide I can show you very quickly what it
looks like. This is the same kind of pool environment that we had before.
This is an artist's conception of what it looks like in an arctic environ-
ment, because we expect this first to be used in the far north in Canada.
The core uses CANDU reacfor fuel elements enriched to five percent, that is,
uranium oxide ceramic pellets in zircalloy. We have a number of control
schemes. This one is shown as a movable berylium reflector which surrounds
the core. The original research reactor used 820 grams of U-235. This one
uses 100 kilograms of uranium in the form of uranium oxide for the two-
megawatt prototype. The next slide is a section schematic. The core down
here, the same kind of pool configuration, and a closed gas space above. We
do need an automatic shutdown system because of the excess reactivity pro-
vided to compensate for xenon. The shutdown is released by a self-actuating
temperature sensor. We have conceded that we do need a shutdown system and
we have now a single scram parameter; that is, the trip or scram occurs only
from high temperature of the coolant and it is released over a period of
five minutes. So the concession is we do have an automatic system, but it
is a slow system which is relatively easy to engineer and to test because we
can actually test it for a few seconds without releasing it at all.

The status of the program is that the prototype for this 2-10 megawatt
concept is currently under construction at the Whiteshell Laboratory and we
expect to have construction completed by abbut next August (1986). So
perhaps that is the best news I can bring this assembly, since most of us
have been hearing about plans and designs since about 1975 or earlier and I
believe that at last we have the first tentative step towards actually
demonstrating one of these small—I won't say inherently safe—reactors, but
a reactor with a high degree of inherent safety, and which should be rela-
tively inexpensive and highly reliable.

Discussion of "Status Report on Canadian SLOWPOKE Heating Reactor" - Hilborn

Erb: John, did I understand you to say that construction at Whiteshell
will be completed this year or next year?

Hilborn: Next year. (Summer 1986)
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Budnitz: What about higher oower?

Hilborn: The idea of using a beryllium reflector is to improve the
economy and everything fades out at about 20 megawatts. So we would
dispense with the beryllium reflector from then on. The next marker is when
our regulatory authorities say we must have round the clock, security staff.
There might be a big gap between when we can get away without people and
when they insist on having around the clock guards for security. The fuel
module looks like it will be a short BWR fuel element, 7 by 7, fuel bundle,
half a meter or about 2 feet high.

Weinberg: Square bundles?

Hilborn: Square bundles. We can replicate those: in a 16 bundle
core, a 25 bundle core, a 36 bundle core and so on. We don't know what the
limit is, but I think it will be regulatory rather than technical.

Matzie: Is the reflector part of the control system in terms of
rotation?

Hilborn: No, the current one, I think, on the first try will be a
fixed reflector and we will use blades between the square bundles. It will
be a little more conventional. Our strategy on the first SLOWPOKE was to
put in a conventional fast neutronic safety system. Then we did transient
tests. We proved that our computer models were alright. Then we removed
the safety system. We will start exactly the same way with this; with a
conventional fast neutronic system. Assuming our computer models are okay,
we will remove them and we will rely on temperature only. There will be no
neutronic Instrumentation whatsoever, just temperature. It will all be in
the realm, we hope, of conventional chemical plant instrumentation. Again,
this implies startups only in the thermal region, so it implies very slow
startups. But if you are just making heat you are only going to start up
once a year, you can afford to spend a day to start up.

Erb: What core outlet temperatures do you anticipate having?

Hilborn: We are setting at atmospheric boiling. We can't afford a
pressure vessel and the cost has been the driving element here.

Weinberg: Are you in touch at all with the Swiss?

Hilborn: Oh, yes.

Weinberg: Who are trying to have an inherently safe version of
SLOWPOKE?

Hilborn: Yes, I am hoping to meet them shortly and discuss this. I
think the important thing is just that we are taking a first step to
actually building it, trying it, and demonstrating it. That first year will
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be a terrific learning experience; we went through this before with the
first SLOWPOKE and we found that we could just get rid of systems one after
another.

Forsberg: I would assume that for your application that your customers
will demand extremely high reliability because the failure of that reactor
being the air freighting of an incredible number of gallons of kerosene, the
customer will really demand that they do not go down.

Hiiborn: You can't have a community depending on a single power source
at any time. There is always back-up. We need back-up for economic reasons
because the capacity factor, the annual load factor for any heating plant,
is below 30 percent. So you can't make money at that. We have to have
conventional peaking to get our capacity factor up to 40 or 50 percent. We
are going to pay for a back-up plant so we might as well use it. It is a
compromise and we will find out by running this thing for a couple of
seasons just how feasible the whole system is.

Budnitz: You didn't say anything about the cost.

Hiiborn: I guess, I think we're very marginal at two megawatts. That
is why we chose that number. I knew that was rock bottom. We are not going
to put our utility out of business at two megawatts. But at 10 it is start-
ing to be competitive in the northern towns; 10 megawatts thermal is a
better bet than oil where you have to use oil that costs a couple of dollars
a gallon. So at 10 megawatts we are in pretty good shape.

We have recently done some work with Haienda in Korea. After the first
round they are sufficiently interested for heating apartments in Seoul that
we are continuing with this study. We are still in the running at 10 mega-
watts t so we are exploring this region 2 to 10. We would like to push it up
to 20 but we are worried about our own regulatory authority and the institu-
tional problem of physical security, with around the clock guards.
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V. TOWARD INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Summary* of "Strategies for Development of Intrinsically Safe and Economical
Reactors. Dr. Hiroaki Wakabayashi, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan.

In our efforts to develop in general inherently safe reactors (ISR) and
the ISER in particular, it is very important to examine our strategies for
reaching our ultimate goals. There is actually a tendency toward a vicious
circle in the development and marketing of any new and/or "historically
missed" power reactors, in terms of difficulties of development and purchase
investment, testing, tentative use and slow approach to full employment.

The best strategy from the author's perspective is to collaborate
broadly with the public. Since any nuclear activity seems to have a
proclivity for being associated with nuclear weapons, public acceptance is
essential. The advantages of ISR, however, are less regulation, and the
opportunity to prove, once and for all, that nuclear power is safe. In
fact, as Dr. Keinberg suggests, it would be dramatically convincing if
actress Jane Fonda spent an afternoon indiscriminately pushing ISER buttons
with no adverse effect.

In this paper, the author advocates a non-governmental effort for
development among industries drawn widely from the Asia-Pacific region. Its
success will promise a new world in the next century that is more mutually
interdependent for energy and other resources in a peaceful atmosphere of
trade and cooperation.

It is widely recognized that nuclear power system developments have
been gradually moving towards the resources and leadership of industry:
this is an indication that nuclear technology could become a conventional
technology after a certain amount of experience has been obtained. LWR
technology is certainly more or less such a technology. The au*hor believes
ISER could be designed and tested with leadership coining through private
industry.

Since a nuclear power plant is, however, too large a project for a
single vendor or single utility to develop, an international forum and/or
consortium is necessary. An example of the general description of e forum
in Tokyo is provided. Emphasis is that such a forum is not just an assembly
for discussion of theory; rather it is an action group dedicated to building
a first experimental ISER power reactor, to be followed by the ISER itself.

Eventually, an international cooperative body or enterprise is expected
to be formed for vending economic electricity worldwide. This venture is to
be controlled along the lines of INTERSAT and other similar systems of
international cooperatives. Actual ISER operation will be on a LEASE basis
which includes operational and maintenance personnel. The customer will be
charged on a rate base which includes a fixed fee for the power. The leased

*The complete text of this paper is provided in Part II of this report.
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system, however, may be purchased by a customer country or utility after
several years use, perhaps for the sake of security against interruption by
the supplier, if so desired.

An intrinsically safe and economical reactor (1SER) is envisioned as a
standard reactor for international use. Its basic design is to be shared by
all the parties gathered in a consortium specifically formed for this pur-
pose. These parties would consist of vendors, architect engineers, util-
ities, and government agencies from all interested countries.

Discussion of "Strategies for Development of Intrinsically Safe and Econom-
ical Reactors" - Wakabayashi

Weinberg: I will be very interested in hearing from the representa-
tives of some of the organizations that wera mentioned in this very forward
looking, optimistic assessment by Dr. Wakabayashi, what their views are.
For example, we have the representative of IAEA here. I wonder if he would
like to comment on these ideas.

Char: I am here on behalf of IAEA and I feel obliged that I should
make some response to the rather pointed suggestions made by Professor
Wakabayashi, but I don't think that I am the right person to do so. In fact
it would have been more appropriate if a policy decision of the type that's
expected was to come from the Director General himself who could not attend.
So I am only a functionary. I'll try to make some clarifications rather
than to make any statements which can be taken as official.

The role of IAEA in this development cannot be seen as anything direct,
as I see it, because one has to understand the basic statute of IAEA. As
you know, IAEA is an organ of the United Nations. It is supported by funds
from all the member states. Its policies on the political side are con-
trolled and approved by a special Scientific Advisory Committee. In other
words IAEA is not free to take any program or any activity without the con-
sent of the Board of Governors and the scientific advisory body. That is
one point that I would like to make clear.

The second is that of the formality of everything—the organization is
very formal. Any proposals have to come through the governing bodies basi-
cally. Now, one of the principal interests of IAEA is that it responds to
the needs of the member states, particularly to the developing countries
needs. In this respect IAEA has been promoting the use of nuclear energy
for peaceful purposes including production of electricity. We are trying to
make it easy for the developing member states to acquire the necessary
infrastructural ability to handle these projects. In that sense the con-
cept, like ISER, would certainly be of interest. But so far IAEA has not
really participated in any basic concept or the development of a concept.
What IAEA has been doing is to have technical meetings on various types of
systems, hav» experts and specialists invited in a forum whereby we can
discuss what are the programs that can be useful to member states.
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Now Prof. Wakabayashl has mentioned that IAEA should have a role of
licensing and regulating reactors of this type, but I would like to clarify
that the role of IAEA is not, at the moment, of a regulatory or licensing
nature. IAEA is basically a promotional organ. It certainly does look into
the technical aspects and safety aspects in helping us to lay down certain
criteria which can be accepted by all. But it has no regulatory functions
or licensing functions. This is to be borne in mind. This is where I would
like to differ from the proposal made by Prof. Wakabayashi. Now, while this
is the position of the status of IAEA, any concept that is likely to provide
a way for answering the needs of developing countries, assuming that it
ultimately gives rise to an acceptable design which will involve safety,
economy, and acceptance by the public, will be of interest to us.

We have a small program in the division of nuclear power. We are try-
ing to promote the small and medium power reactors for developing countries,
trying to get the vendors and the buyers together in a forum. A number of
meetings have taken pxace. In the month of September there is going to be
one more such meeting. We have invited EPRI to send a member to speak on
their work and from other developing countries, so we hope that during this
meeting we would learn about the response of the buyer countries for small
reactors. Again, in the month of December, we are planning a small advisory
group meeting inviting specialists who can look at the future and suggest
ways and means of developing systems, of future programs which will lay
accent on high realization fuel resources and capital intensive systems and
any other advanced concepts which would be useful. Now, if any members of
this group would like to participate in this meeting in December, certainly
we would welcome them, provided we get the nominations from the concerned
missions. This is the normal approach to dealing with things of this type.

As far as money is concerned, IAEA has no funds for participating in
any such program. We have a very small budget, a very tight one too,
approved by the Board of Governors for specific programs. So I don't think
that, other than for organizing meetings, seminars, and symposia, there is
any possibility for IAEA directly getting involved. But purely from a
technical and scientific side, the development would be of interest to us.
Certainly we will be keeping a close watch on developments and that is one
of the reasons that when the invitations came from Dr. Weinberg ind Dr.
Wakabayashi to Dr. Blix, he responded by sending a representative to this
meeting. But it 3hould be understood that at the moment, I am attending
purely as an observer. I hope this sufficiently clarifies the situation.

Weinberg: I would like to raise the following point. At the 30th
anniversary meeting of Atoms for Peace that was held in Washington, D.C.,
Sigberg Ecklund gave the luncheon address. He had already stepped down as
the Secretary General of IAEA, but he expressed a view he felt the role of
the developing countries in nuclear energy had somehow been exaggerated, and
that as he looked at it after his 30 years as Secretary General, he would no
longer be so enthusiastic about the developing countries—I think the words
he used—"Having the capability" for dealing with nuclear energy.
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It would seem to rae then that IAEA perhaps ought to be particularly
interested in reactor systems, not primarily because they're as economic,
not primarily because they fit the size of developing country's grid, but
because they make fewer demands on the proficiency of the utility. Now, as
I understand it when you organize meetings under IAEA auspices, the topic
for the meeting is decided by the IAEA staff, I suppose. I therefore wonder
whether in view of your respocisibilty toward the developing countries, it
might not be a good idea for IAEA to organize a topical meeting on specifi-
cally the issue of reactors chat make fewer demands on the proficiency of
the utilities. I wonder if you could express a view on that question, that
represents a lesser, but not unimportant involvement of IAEA.

Char: That is a good point, really. Certainly the staff on the tech-
nical side have responsibility for proposing any programs or any meetings on
any interesting topic. We are very acutely aware that ona of the main con-
straints impeding the development or promotion of the introduction of
reactors in developing countries is the inability to develop their own
infrastructure to the level that is required, although we know from studies
that electricity demand is growing and the nuclear power would certainly be
the answer. But today's reactors have much complexity and require so much
infrastructure and development that many countries cannot come to this
level. In this context a concept like ISER definitely will be of long-term
interest. But I see from the discussions of yesterday and today that the
concept is still in a very preliminary state. It will certainly take at
least 10 years to really come to a stage where it can have a demo plant.
Unless it comes to this maturity level, I do not see any immediate need for
a topical meeting of the type that you perhaps have in mind. From what I
see, even in this meeting I am not sure that all the questions have been
answered or that there has been a concensus on the direction to be taken.
Now in the meeting which we are planning in December, we can certainly
suggest that if there are people who wish, they can come and speak on this.
Other than this, I can't see any other possibilties at this stage.

Braun: I think Dr. Weinberg actually made the point that I would like
to emphasize, that is that penetration has not been techically limited; that
is, the presumption that nuclear power was going to be exploited extensively
in the developing countries, Sigberg Ecklund said, wasn't limited by tech-
nology. Other factors were superseding and introducing ISER or anything
else, or having had it available all along, I don't think would have been
crucial. I think we are making a mistake if we key ISER and this approach
to that type of market. In the real world there is an active market which
includes many factors. If you want to make any realistic progress you ought
to key it to those people who will and can take action. I think saying the
LDCs are going to be effective sponsors is unrealistic.

Wakabayashi: As far as infrastructure in developing countries, I
support it. What we need is a good system for vending...

Budnitz: By that you imply then that the consortium would actually
operate the reactor at least for an initial step. There is a logical
connection that may not be necessary here between the two different ideas
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you proposed. ISR is a new reactor and It's obvious advantages if it could
be developed are that it would promise a level of safety and simplicity that
is an improvement over what we have now. The second thing that you are
addressing in this paper is the question about why developing countries
can't or aren't purchasing the reactors we have now; it is a different
question. It could be that the ISR or something like it is a vehicle that
could do better than we are doing now, if that is a technological issue. It
is clear that if that market is going to develop soon, in 5 or 10 years,
that is more likely to develop within the larger countries. We are talking
about a decade before the ISR has been proven, whereas it could be a shorter
time before you could knock on that same door with a reactor that is more
adept technically, because it is either similar to something that has been
built or has actually already been built.

Therefore, It is clear to me that those issues are disconnected unless,
and this is a crucial unless, the true barrier is the barrier that ISR
addresses. That is, if it is truly the barrier that intrinsic safety is
what is holding it up. Therefore, I think it might be wise to disconnect
those issues. Any new beginning offers promises for doing things differ-
ently or better. Just because it is a new beginning, even if it is not
necessarily better intrinsically, just the fact that it is a new beginning
allows certain institutional inertia, certain regulatory procedures to be
reexamined, and it is that attraction which is separate from the issues of
safety. If that issue could bring about reactor penetration in areas where
it hasn't yet or more use where it is just being used in a limited way.
That, by itself, could be an enormous promotional factor. On the other hand
you don't need an ISR for that; there are a lot of other things that could
provide that factor, including smaller versions of what everybody in the
developing world is now running which are the reactors that we all know
about.

Hannerz: I understand that there is an ongoing work in Japan at this
time. How many men are on your committee for this work?

Wakabayashi: ...it depends on how much enthusiasm there is in each
company. Actually, I don't know; it depends on the company, and only each
company knows.

Dunc?n: Is the commitment from this collection of companies, whatever
it takes, to get to this demonstration plant?

Wakabayashi: There is no commitment, as of yet.

Duncan: Can I ask another question? Have you made any assessments
that it can be met?

Wakabayashi: No.

Weinberg: Let me go back to the point that I made earlier with respect
to the interest of Japanese utilities. You mention in your paper that TEPCO
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at least and perhaps all the utilities are aiuch interested in a very safe
plant. Could you say a little bit more now about Kansai Electric or the
other utilities? Are they equally interested? Could you perhaps enlarge a
bit on just what the degree of interest on the part of the utilities is in
Japan?

Wakabayashi: Well, ...it depends on the future situation of nuclear
power in Japan....

Welnberg: Are the utilities satisfied with the degree of safety of
existing reactors?

" v \baya : Yes, they are satisfied with the safety of current
rea< >. ... •>

Duncan: There is a major program underway in Japan that we ought to
investigate on underground siting. And they have never made clear what the
objective of that is, but CRIEPI ought to be able to tell us about that.

Yamaji: ...I will have time to talk this afternoon.... Utilities have
much interest in reactors, I agree. They're interested but not in a
specific reactor. They are interested in general concepts of super safe
reactors and also in small types.

Taylor: I agree with Howard (Braun) that the third world is not really
the target we ought to be looking at in deciding whether or not a concept
such as ISR can be developed, because I feel like the third world would only
adopt it if the industrialized countries approved it and put it out as a
package off the shelf. So the question then becomes, what will motivate the
industrialized countries to adopt it or develop it? What I perceive to be
the case with the U.S. utilities is that inherent safety or enhanced safety
in and of itself is not a sufficient incentive. There has to be a coupling
which primarily is economics. If we can demonstrate that the inherent
safety leads to capital cost reduction or operating cost reduction or to
more reliable operations and hence a higher capacity factor, if those
things can be demonstrated, then maybe U.S. utilities will get into this and
buy such a plant.

TVA has put some effort into investigating PIUS and it has been kind of
interesting to see what kind of reaction we got from elsewhere in the indus-
try. And for the most part the kind of reacton we got was, what kind of a
crazy business are you guys up to? what are you doing this for? what is it
going to do for you? that's too expensive, those kind of things. So my
thought is the target for ISER or for other super safe reactors somewhere
along the line needs to be not only cost competitiveness with steam coal but
really a cost advantage over coal. And that cost advantage could come about
from either lower predicted costs or by greater assurance that those costs
won't escalate out of sight, or maybe from some other source. But for ISER,
I don't have a feel for how much the cost benefit is by avoiding the con-
crete vessel of ASEA-ATOM and going to the steel vessel. Is that a good
tradeoff to make or not? I don't know.
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White: Not only are the economic figures that are being put out by the
designers of these concepts kind of fuzzy, looking like maybe something that
they pulled out of the air, but even having done so, those numbers are just
barely competitive with coal. And if you ascribe uncertainties to the cost
numbers, any prudent decision maker is likely to assume that the uncertainty
is very large. It seems to be a first principle that if you are going to
design a reactor to be competitive that it should show a decided cost
advantage.

I don't see much of that in the designs that we looked at in the NPOVS
study. And when a designer would try to answer the question, "how much will
it cost?" the pat answer is, well, we think, it will be about competitive
with coal. I would agree with Mr. Taylor, that it is just not going to be
good enough. And I would encourage those of you who are designing these
reactors to bring to the designs the same level of creativity that ASEA-ATOM
brought to the safety issue.

Budnitz: ...I don't agree with it, the issue of the fresh start. The
way I see the regulatory system evolving is GE or Westinghouse comes along
with an advanced water reactor that doesn't look very different from water
reactors that I know and love already. I can't see that the regulatory
system's approach to one of these will be very different from the approach
that is already written down and used and with which we have had a lot of
experience. Just to cite an obvious example, watching the concept that Jack
Duncan proposed yesterday, makes one think they don't look very different
from a large BWR that they have been reviewing for years and the NRC is not
going to abandon their regulatory programs for that reactor either.

On the other hand, take a totally new idea; by the way, in that sense
the HTGR. is a totally new idea. They don't have a body of regulations for
that because they never accepted the one case at Fort St. Vrain. They
haven't established an infrastructure, 900 inspectors and whatever else goes
on.There is a chance that a new look based on a new concept would do what
you can't do with what the NRC has already got.

I don't know if that chance is a major chance but it is a chor.ce. That
could be an opening for a linkage between regulatory motivated design issues
and economic design issues. The linkage has to be established if any of
these things are going to work. Part of the problem with the reactors we've
got is they're not designed efficiently. They're designed with all this
cockeyed stuff to beat the regulations which a lot of people wish we could
change, but which we can't change. That is the advantage.

Goodjohn: That is one of the key elements of our program—to really
open up the door in the regulatory framework to look at this thing almost
from scratch, because the precedent is not there. A reactor like we heard
about yesterday has those three facets; it has the licensing, restart, it
has reliability oriented around it; and in fact I agree entirely that you
can't really say the cost. How do you really know until you do it?
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Budnitz: I feel sorry for the GEs and the Westinghouses because they
can't make that new departure as easily because of the history, and the
regulatory apparatus will work against ths-i.

Hannerz: We have our conversations with the NRC about the PIUS. They
all are turning around. They want to go in a new way.

Golay: I want to reflect some things which came out of the MIT innova-
tion projects that's been going on for about two and a half years which has
considered some of these questions, and I will try to summarize it. First
off, on this question of potential markets, the points made previously con-
cerning focussing on the industrialized world, I would say that we, in fact,
agree with them because of the lack of technical people in the third world,
and also the financial weakness. The idea of developing a reactor concept
focussed on that market is something which very quickly became dismissed.

However, the question is what is tha appropriate reactor for the indus-
trialized countries, and our thinking really is in terms of the United
States, ended up being inconclusive in that the parallel markets of large
and small reactors seemed to be a pretty likely possibility in this country.
It is possible to put together some scenarios where you could see the emer-
gence of both types of markets, probably led by the large reactors first and
later by the smaller reactors.

The other qualitatively important thing is that we ended by rejecting
the devoting of our efforts to the inherently safe reactors, whatever that
may mean. We felt that focussing technology development on what I would
call institutional misalignments was an incorrect basis for defining goals
for technology development. That rather, as has already been said, the
primary function has to be economical production of electric power in a way
which is attractive to the organizations which will be using it, with the
constraint that the requirements of safety have to be met.

For that reason we have been very distrustful of concepts which have as
their primary or first attraction "inherent safety." One reason is that the
question of economics comes only second, and further we remain unconvinced
in fact that the implicit problems of inherent safety can be met in a prac-
tical system. With any system as you learn enough about it, eventually you
come up against something where you have to say, oh well, yes that's right
but—and there is a little fine print in which you will define inherent
safety.

Rather, we have recognized the need for greater incorporation for what
we are calling passive safety features on many systems, the HTGR. as an
example reflects this kind of thing. And also that the emphasis of priori-
ties that has come up in our discussions today, for example, is contrary to
the way that we have concluded things ought to be ordered.

The third attraction which has come up has been this question of
whether a new concept, for example, something other than an LWR, offers th&
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opportunity for a fresh start in the regulatory arena. Again we see as one
of these issues, which is driven by a technical fix of an institutional
problem, the experience so far with the United States regulatory author-
ities, where I think these dislocations are probably most accute in the
world, hasn't been reassuring. The HTGR for example, through the GCRA is
coming in for some preliminary discussion and whether or not things will be
treated in any different war or whether the NRC staff even recognizes the
need for an alternative approach, is? at this point, open to question.
Rather I think that it is a little bit of "the grass beiftg greener on the
other side of the fence," being the attraction of alternative concepts from
the point of view of regulatory freedom. It is a potential benefit but it
is one which I think that you have to be very very cautious about assuming
we can capture.

And so we've ended up concluding that we have a demonstration that
current technology, the present LWR, can be made to work in a successful and
attractive way. We also have clear information that it can be improved and
we've ended up putting our efforts into trying to make such improvements;
secondly, we've recognized there may be alternative concepts, which can be
more attractive as concerned with safety and economics, which deserve atten-
tion; but, at tills point it is premature Co close out a lot of options or to
substantially change the goals that we are trying to pursue in technology
development.

As far as the particular example we have this morning I think we will
basically end up on most of the criteria we've established saying it doesn't
meet our tests as an enterprise which ought to be pursued with vigor. That
is all I have to say,

Erb: I guess I would like, first of all, to subscribe to what Hike has
said with regard to where the priorities might come down and whut could be
pursued first. It seems to me too, with regard to the idea that was
expressed earlier here, that a new reactor affords a fresh regulatory start,
so to speak. Mike proved to be uncertain, and perhaps perceptively so,
because it seems to me that the first order of business ought to be to try
to fix the regulatory impediments for existing systems. Unless and until
those impediments are fixed to the satisfaction of the plant's suppliers and
plant owners, the prospects of getting serious consideration of an advanced
system are, in my judgment, almost ail.. The downside of pursuing the new
start is that it might be burdened with the same kind of problems that have
arisen in the light water 3ide. So we ought to try to fix the regulatory
and maybe the institutional problems associated with the existing light
water reactors. Because until you clear the landscape of this debris, be it
abandoned unfinished plants or be it plants that are making zero progress in
construction. Those things need to be done as a part of any introductory
effort to consider more advanced systeris and I would just implore that you
not lose sight of that.

Sugnet: I would like to comment for EPRI on Dr. Wakabayashi's remarks
and also to second some of the things that I just- heard in the recent
comments around the table. In December of last year the EPRI Board of
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the next five years. The direction that was given alonf; with the funding to
support that program was to base our effort primarily on proven technology
with evolutionary improvements to what we have now. The thrusts were to be
to simplify the plant to ease construction and to provide a certainty that
the plant can be constructed in a reasonable time frame, to ease the large
operation and maintenance burden that some of the plants have seen, and to
improve the protection of the plants investment both from large scale acci-
dents and also from smaller scale accidents. All of these factors were
intended to improve the economic picture for the next generation of light
water reactors, to make them markedly cheaper than coal. Otherwise we don't
think that there is going to be any attraction for future light water
reactors.

We realize that there are attractive features in intrinsically safe
designs but as several of the speakers have already mentioned to go that
route seems to be a commitment to about 10 years worth of development with a
price tag of something on the order of $200 million with the possibility,
but no promise, that it will give us a new fresh look from a regulatory
standpoint. And that prospect was a violation of our ground rules.

So, our program is structured around evolutionary improvements to
current generation light water reactors. While I can't speak formally for
the Institute, Board of Directors, or President Culler, I will be happy to
relay to him what has taken place here at the workshop. My own personal
opinion is that EPRI in the near term would not be in a position to support
the ISER development financially because of the fact that our resources are
directed at a nearer term generation of future light water reactors.

I might add that our five-year program is already under way. About
three-quarters of the effort is devoted to developing a set of utilities
requirements documents which is basically a functional specification for the
next generation of light water reactors with very heavy emphasis on meeting
economic targets, improving accessability, improving maintainability, (some-
one mentioned earlier that you can hardly use robotics and remote tools in
current plants because you can't get to the equipment). Well, that is some-
thing we hope to sort out in the next generation.

We also have a small reactor program which is going to take place in
two phases; the first phase is underway right now and we have three con-
tracts with a Westinghouse-Burns and Roe-team, a General Electric-Bechtel-
MIT team and Babcock Wilcox—United Engineers and Constructors team. Those
projects are going to proceed in a first stage which will be about 9 months
of initial conceptual design effort to see what we can do to make the small
reactors reasonably economical and perhaps to provide advantages that can't
be provided in the larger plants. I hope that will be followed by a second
phase of further design development if the first stage Iook3 promising.

So we are moving forward but I think in more conservative directions
than going to the more advanced intrinsically safe concept.
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Weinberg: What if. the relation between your program and the Westing-
house APWR and the GE AJJWR?

Sugnet: Westinghouse and GE are both contractors to us in our advanced
reactor program and through those contractural relationships we will have
certain access to the APWR and ABWR.

Weinberg: I don't regard those developments as fulfilling the require-
ments endorsed by your Board.

Sugnet: Not entirely.

Weinberg: Why?

Sugnet: Well, it is not clear to us, although it may become clear as
our requirements develop, that the ease of construction and the operability
and maintainability desired by our utility sponsors have been entirely met
in those designs.

Weinberg: Well, have you slipped a list of your criteria to Westing-
house to Howard Braun, or to Jack Duncan from GE, because I would think, if
they are going to have a whole new reactor which is acceptable in Japan,
they certainly would also like to have it acceptable to the American
utilities.

Sugnet: You are exactly right and I think EPRI has general criteria
but the program itself is to develop these criteria. So I think that it is
premature to judge. I think the unfortunate fact i s —

Dur a: Because the criteria are not written down so one can check
them against the plant.

Sugnet: —that the Japanese effort is leading our effort; that's one
of the facts of life that we have to live with.

Mulligan: I would like co subscribe to Mr. Golay's statement. I think
probably it is the most realistic statement of the situation out there, on
Che supersafe, modular, and other advanced reactors. I would like to
comment on one aspect of this business of a new start, changes in regulatory
process. If anybody read Mr. Terbolock's testimony on how the NRC works,
the problems at Beaver Valley and what have you, it would be very difficult
to believe that there is going to be any change in what goes on in the NRC
in the future, based 01. any Inherent safety concepts. It is going to be the
same old people doing the same old things. They are going to pull the
branch technical positions out of the drawer and apply them to the new
concepts unless something changes radically in the way the NRC is managed.
And I don't think that is going to happen.

One thing everybody ought to recognize is that all these small concepts
are relying very heavily on making regulatory gains and factoring those into
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the economics. They may not be evident when you Look at cost estimates for
these designs, but they are assuming, for example, that you can get rid of
all the separation criteria. And that you don't have to worry about it
because these are so safe; you don't have to worry about this; you don't
have to worry about that; and therefore, those are now reflected in the cost
estimates.

There are other things that are not reflected, for example in operating
costs or, in the viability of the concepts; for example, if the NRC decides
that for the modulars you are going to have one operator per reactor, I
don't believe that you will ever have any large scale deployment of modular
reactors. Now you take an 800 megawatt reactor and try to replace them with
8-100 megawatt, reactors and you have to have 8 times as many operators.
Where are they going to come from?

So, there are a lot of things inherent in the whole business that
really need to be considered. I am not sure that those things are really
coming to the surface as they should. There is an awful lot of reliance on
the fact that you are going to get a new start and you are going to get
significant regulatory relief for the inherently or super safe concept.

Duncan: Relative to the regulatory change issue I agree with most of
the comments and that's guided our design. We are not looking for any
change in general design criteria in our approach. We would apply them in
different ways and I can see it is conceivable that you could get regulatory
guides that grant technical positions resolved and changed because you only
have to work with the staff.

If, for example, you don't have a containment, there is a general
design criteria, number something, that says that you have to have one. It
doesn't say that it is ok not to have one if you have these particular
characteristics. That requires a federal law change. It is out of the
NRC's hands. They can't do it all by themselves. So we have shied away
from that.

Spiewak: You say that is in the law actually?

Duncan: Yes, as a matter of fact it is in 10 CFR 50.

Spiewak: Oh, that sounds more like a regulation than a law.

Duncan: You remember the effort it was to change the decay heat uncer-
tainties back in the late 70s and early 80s. There was virtually complete
technical agreement on that issue and it took almost forever to get that
relatively simple change employed. So we don't fight the regulations. And
we don't take cost credit for that. We take credit when we assume we don't
need diesel generators of safety grade and we have reduced the cost of our
diesel generators when we make the costs because they are not safety grade.
But we are trying to meet all the regulations. So I don't share Mr.
Budnitz* view of being sorry for the vendor in that position. We placed
ourselves there on purpose. I probably shouldn't have ended that way.
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Budnitz: You recognize chat many design controversies to meet those
regulations are called into question...and I think, it's really important if
that is the true cause that some of those regulations are goals.

Duncan: Yes, but you take on what you think you can handle. We don't
think we can handle the NRC.

Trauger: I would just like to endorse the points that have been made
concerning the importance of economics that really has to meet the market
place. But I would like to add a word of caution because we have been opti-
mizing reactors for economics and price all the way through from the very
beginning and still we are in bad trouole.

The maintenance, particularly preventive maintenance as I mentioned
yesterday, is a very important thing to be designed for. It takes some
education on the part of the utilities to understand what they are buying
and why it might be worth paying a little bit more right now to have a
higher availability, for example. So I'd just say we're talking about the
need to make sure we have all the factors that enter into economics designed
when we do that.

Wakabayashi: Thank you very much. I believe that they are talking
with responsibility, those tempted to object to me. We ought to think about
how people are thinking about what nuclear power should appear to be. And
so, as I indicated before, we have to be collaborating in our efforts to
create new systems for the nations, new concepts for safety and technology.
Those are all parts of our responsibility in our effort to create the future
of nuclear power in the developing world and in this country.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS OF WORKSHOP

"Concluding Remarks." Alvin Weinberg, institute for Energy Analysis, Oak
Ridge Associated Universities, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

First, I would like to also express my very great thanks to those who
made the long journey here, and to Professor Wakabayashi for his initiative
in making this historic workshop possible. We appreciate the contributions
of Professor Wakabayashi and his colleagues from Japan who of course were
the central focus for the workshop.

I would simply make the following observation that it is clear to all
of us that the role of the inherently safe reactors, the importance of
inherently safe reactors, is by no means clear to all who are involved in
the nuclear enterprise. Some would regard them as simply one point on a
continuum that starts with ordinary pressurized water reactors and maybe
goes out to something like SLOWPOKE, or possibly to Bill Ergen's small
reactor that could not possibly melt under any circumstances. Others regard
them as being somehow magical talismen; their waves possibly will cause the
whole nuclear enterprise to change its character, including the NRC by the
way. I don't know what the proper answer is. I think Professor Wakabayashi
has hopes, but I think, deep down, belongs to that second school that
believes that inherently safe reactors will somehow magically change every-
thing, but more importantly, that everybody in the nuclear enterprise recog-
nizes that and is prepared to raise the 200 million dollars that you hoped
that you would get from this conference. Now, unfortunately, I don't think
the $200 million is quite forthcoming.

On the other hand, let me say my own personal view about it. I, deep
down, really believe that inherently safe reactors are qualitatively differ-
ent from the other reactors. I happen to be among the older people here and
I remember how we got started on our existing reactors. Although safety was
always a consideration, the conception that one could have a reactor which
would stay as inherently safe as some of the ideas that we are talking about
now, simply did not occur to any of the people who were involved in setting
the business on its course 40 years ago.

And so I guess I would simply conclude by saying that, whether or not
this particular workshop results in the $200 million that you want perhaps
by some devious method that you can't quite explicate at this point, I
repeat what I said in some of niy previous speeches mainly that the idea of
inherent safety is so attractive in principle that it will continue to haunt
the business forever or at least until several reactors that have real
inherently safe features are built. Now I cannot do any more than state
this is as an existence theorem. I cannot demonstrate how that is going to
happen. But you must remember that nuclear energy is going to be with us
long after I am gone, I fear long after everyone else in this room is gore.
The idea is that you can now conceivably have a reactor in which the prob-
ability of melting is no greater than the probability that we will have
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another cretaceous tertiary meteor .^at strikes and wipes us all out, which
happens apparently, some people say, every 20 million years. This is such a
powerful idea that I cannot believe that it will be forgotten despite the
fact that looking at it from a narrow and short term point of view doesn't
look like it is going to happen any time soon.

So all I can say, Professor Wakabayashi, is don't be discouraged if you
haven't got your $200 million. I wish you all the luck in the world in
continuing to pursue these ideas. I hope that I will be around when you
finally build a couple of these. Even if I'm not, my spirit will be helping
you along.
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I X . SMALL INTRINSICALLY SAFE REACTOR IMPLICATIONS

Dr. Hiroaki Wakabayashi
Nuclear Ecigineering Research Laboratory

Facul ty of Engineering
U n i v e r s i t y of Tokyo

ABSTRACT

Reviewing the history of nuclear power, it was found that peaceful uses
of nuclear power are children of the war-like atom. Importance of special
growth in a shielded environment is emphasized to exploit fully the advan-
tages of nuclear power. Nuclear power reactors must be safe for their
assimilation into society from the points of view of both technology and
social psychology. ISR/ISER is identified as a missing link in the develop-
ment of nuclear power reactors from this perspective and advocated for
international development and utilization, being unleashed from the concerns
of politiclzation, safety, and proliferation.
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INTRODUCTION

Small intrinsically safe reactors (ISRs) (together with the present day
large plants [1000 HWe]) are essential in the next century to provide
central station power which is environmentally clean and acceptable and more
economical and safer than any other alternative power source such as coal,
oil and gas. Large nuclear stations are reasonably safe and economical only
when free from the constraints beyond the reach of utilities1 executives,
such as politicization of licensing and regulation procedures. Heavy
criteria for quality assurances and quality controls could be met only with
full diligence and vigilance in all phases of activities including the basic
system design, fabrication, installation, commissioning, operation, mainte-
nance, testing, waste management, and more. Other conditions leading to
public acceptance (based on a minuscule radiation effect to the public),
security, safeguardability, safety, stability and economy are all vital
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prerequisites for social assimilation of nuclear systems into the

international arena.

I do not intend to explain in this paper the advanced reactor descrip-
tion such as ASEA-ATOM's PIUS^ the small modular high-temperature gas-
cooled reactor (HTGR) of the United States or the F.R.G. design, or the
modular liquid metal reactor (LMR) of the U.S. design,4 except to provide a
brief description of ISER.1 This is the specific focus today, to expose
ISER for international joint development, and for your consideration to
create a specific forum or consortium during or after the workshop, with
appropriate arrangements. I think that ISER is one concept which is amen-
able to such an internationalized collaborative development.

The purpose of this paper is to share with you the necessary conditions
for ISR/ISER. Strategies for ISER development wili be given in a companion
paper in this workshop by the same author.

NUCLEAR POWER IN RETROSPECT

As a nuclear engineering professor at the University of Tokyo, I have
recently found myself shifting dramatically in my graduate and undergraduate
teaching on the future of the nuclear power development.

Fifteen years ago, I believed that the then-called proven LWRs would
become an established power source in terms of economy and safety. The LWR
was believed to be followed by the FBR in our hope to create an indefinite
supply of and use for nuclear fuel and power for mankind. Reprocessing of
spent fuel as well as the related waste managements were also anticipated.
Basically, this is still alive today. However, the implication and timing
for each goal has been altered more dramatically than I envisioned. This
evolution is, of course, due to the responses to the two oil crises of 1973
and 1979, the first Indian explosion of a nuclear device in 1974 and the
TMI-2 reactor accident in 1979.

I think, however, that we are lucky we have not experienced another
nuclear war since WW-II 1945, with the exception of several horrifying
crises typically including the Cuban missile crises of 1962. The legacies
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, which still linger in the minds of people world-
wide, have very effectively made us all exert effort to evade any more use
of nuclear weapons. (The next nuclear war is predicted if at all, to happen
most likely by accident or by international conduct of war by a subnational
group.)

Nuclear power can thus either offer total destructioa, or an almost
unlimited supply of electricity. Unfortunately, Che average person does not
necessarily understand the difference between the two. This seems to me
particularly true of people in the United States, because it is difficult
for almost all Americans, without having been victims of nuclear attack, to
realize this difference. (In fact, however, it is reported that some Ameri-
can hostages then in Japan and Korean and Chinese residents in Hiroshima
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and Nagasaki suffered the bombs at those moments. All those nationals
including Che now famous atomic soldier's cases in the United States in
addition to the Japanese were the victims of the nuclear war. There were no
winners and no losers.)

I think, however, that in their prudence, only Japanese who have expe-
rienced both nuclear realities can differentiate between the warlike atom
and the peaceful atom. (On the other hand, new generation Japanese who were
born after the war may lack this sensitivity just as is the case with almost
all Americans.)

Historically, Japanese involvement in nuclear research and development
basically began on the day of President Dwight D. Eisenhower's speech on
"Atoms for Peace" in 1953. The Japanese have since placed fullest confi-
dence in the U.S. power and strength as part of a mutual security element,
and are able to abandon themselves to research and development of peaceful
nuclear power, remembering little about the warlike atom but the legacies of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. But I think the Japanese were naive.

In fact, some scientists in the United States who had committed them-
selves heavily to development of the atomic bomb, during the war or later,
disclosed their concerns about nuclear proliferation, the difficulty of
economical nuclear power, and depoliticization of nuclear developments. »

The risk of nuclear proliferation seems inevitable with uranium and
plutonium technology and use in any form. However, the peaceful uses of
them should be maintained. I am convinced that complete denial of their use
is much more likely to invite development of alternative nuclear devices by
a nonweapon state and is, therefore, equally dangerous.

It is, then, very difficult to separate the two atoms, as it is to
separate two sides of a coin. It seems possible to me, however, to tackle
this through our vigorous efforts developing ISRs Internationally, thereby
gradually establishing plowshares. We can now take advantage of this situa-
tion in our effort to create a new ideal world order where all nations would
submit all nuclear activities to international control similar to the
Acheson-Lilienthal'a Atomic Developing Authority idea in 1946.

NUCLEAR POWER REACTOR IN RETROSPECT

From a safety perspective, a nuclear poner reactor has been developed
somewhat in preoccupation. The historical dream of an almost nil probabil-
ity of coremelt, backed by the principle of negative power feedback,
endorsed the seemingly economical reactor design. Reactivity-wise, a large
safety margin was allowed in the design. But less attention was focused on
coolant lose or loss of cooling capability of the core for the LWR. This
reflects its origin as a propulsion reactor in which engineered safety
features were appendices, LWR core coolant water is indispensable to the
core, either on-power or off-power or in a steady or transient state. The
core should have been naturally immersed in a big water pool used as a heat
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sink, instead of in a part of a water Loop. The concept of PIUS is thus, to
me, one of the original natural LWRs.

We have historically lacked advanced concepts of passively safe power
reactors, such as a small modular HTGR (pebble bed type) and a modular
liquid metal reactor, which are capable of passive cooling, either through
conduction or through natural air convection. (I rather prefer to live, as
If a reactor in a water pool, in this atmospheric world, rather than in the
vacuum outer space with limited artificial air or oxygen, because air is
vitally important to me; the industry and the regulatory body as well as
academic also may need confession.) It seems to me that nuclear1s future
was partially doomed by the delayed start of the passively safe reactor
development.

Since we hope to make use of nuclear power well into the next century,
it is therefore, mandatory to design the future reactor with such intrinsic
safety. Otherwise I don't think consumers will be convinced of the safety
of present day nuclear power reactor designs, however, incrementally
Improved they might be. It is useless, therefore, to continue focusing on
further introduction of the presently designed reactors. Many Americans,
for example, will not be convinced of the need for new nuclear power plants
til they are threatened with the emission effects of coal burning (sulphur
oxides and carbon odixes), particularly acid rain. The nuclear option could
be lost indefinitely in the United States.

The situation seems to be somewhat different on the other side of the
Pacific; the Japanese realize the problems associated with the present LWRs
as well. But they are confident about their capability for vigilance
through application of their own diligence and technology. In fact,
Japanese are vulnerable and even hostage from this perspective and they can
never leave home for the sake of vigilance. Koreans and Chinese who also
share the same social ethics (civility, faithfulness, trust) of Buddhism and
Confucianism can also endure this. The success of nuclear power depends on
the human factor, or more correctly, the social factor as well as technology
Itself. Western nuclear power availability in the future, including in the
United States, depends on how well the element of human factors can be
transferred and built Into a machine and a plant itself, in all the phases
of development: a simple system with conventional technologies and with
little human intervention. Is this possible? I think the answer is yes and
will show you next the design criteria of such plants.

DESIGN CRITERIA OF NUCLEAR PLANTS

Social Acceptance

Radiation is frightening since it is Invisible. To make nuclear power
acceptable to society, radiation and radioactivity release to the environ-
ment must be controlled, hopefully through a system of virtually zero
release, including for maintenance personnel. The concept of the so-called
SSE (Shrinking Safety Envelope), which physically limits the radiation
environment within the reactor pressure boundary, is important.
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Security

A vital criteria is security, backed by global, regional, state, and
plant site stability and security measures. Security of the tuture power
plant will be satisfied by physical hardening with less vulnerable compo-
nents; a reliable control and command system; and by the local security
force which must be effective against a subnational group.

A nuclear power system, of course, includes possible attack by missiles
and other arsenals of warfare; all nuclear operating countries acknowledge
the ramifications of such attacks. Every state operating nuclear power
plants is then, in a sense, a hostage of the rest of the world, because it
is also a possible target of conventional attacks.

Therefore, if all nations were to operate nuclear power plants, it may
be a more secure world, as in the case of a proverb: a man living in a
glass house does not throw a stone at another's. If this is true?

Safeguardability

Plutonium (Pu-239) in spent fuel is a nuisance: it is toxic, and bomb
material, yielding high level wastes when reprocessed. The social cost can
hardly be covered by the uncertain plutonium credit to which no value is
currently attributed.

It is true, of course, that plutonium is also potentially valuable fuel
which can sustain nuclear electricity several tens of times longer than mere
utilization of uranium (U-235). Either once-through use of fuel, or indef-
inite storage of spent fuel seems a wise strategy to take for the time
being, facilitating the wide use of nuclear power in the 21st century. In
addition to the well-tested system of IAEA, safeguarding plutonium can be
accomplished through a new safeguard res,line for non-proliferation, based on
the takeback policy of supplier nations combined with international manage-
ment of spent fuel. »

Stability

Long term stability of the system can be accomplished through maintain-
ability of the system which depends on the capability of remote handling,
inspection, repair, and other maintenance procedures. Recommlssioning can
also be easily enacted for resurrecting a reactor through modularization, or
use of a cassette system. The most simple reactor system designs, equipped
with few key components requiring maintenance, will enhance stability.

Decommissioning is also an important part of the integral operation
needed for the reactor. But the image of decommissioning suffers that of
aircraft and cars abandoned for hundreds of years. Nevertheless, it is a
reality for nuclear power. (Of course, control of radiation and radio-
activity must be provided.)
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Occasionally, a salvaging operation may be needed, as was performed
recently at the TMI-2 site. The reactor can be abandoned safely if its
continued operation is unwarranted. However, an insurance pool is necessary
for economic protection.

Economy and advantages of ISR/ISERs

Nuclear power economy, including external social costs and internal
costs for electricity generation, is difficult to assess appropriately.

The first costs—external social costs—can be minimized through fewer
and easier licensing procedures mandated to the plant. Versatile siting
capability either next to a city, or a load center, or off-shore is one of
the unique advantages of ISR/ISER.

The second costs can be minimized through the Shrinking Safety Envelope
(SSE) principle: the confinement of almost all radioactivity within the
fuel element, followed by the primary system as a backup whose radioactivity
can be controlled f;o the level needed for easy maintenance and checking.
Beyond this, basically a conventional secondary system can be employed,
making the nuclear power system economically competitive.

Without such special engineered safety components as conventional ECCS,
the ISR/ISER operation and maintenance system ensures easy stable reactor
operation with minimum human intervention. This means possibly less costly
operation and maintenance for an ISR/ISER reactor than for a conventional
one. Though it is still difficult to determine how the ISR/ISERs compare
economically to other options, there are many other advantages.

One of the considerations for ISR/ISER development is the cost for
accompanying regulatory reforms in addition to the development cost. These
are balanced, however, by the anticipated gain of having eliminated old
regulations.

FUTURE OF ISR/ISER

It is difficult to evaluate which of the small intrinsically safe reac-
tors will survive and penetrate into society. It depends on many factors
such as development schemes, deployment strategy, the development itself and
market demand. But I am fully confident in the advantages of ISR/ISER as a
conservatively developed nuclear power option over coal and other alterna-
tives; I believe that all ISR options can be employed, depending on the
conditions of introduction, such as financing, and the social and inter-
national conditions.

Nevertheless, in view of the relatively small but capital-intensive
market of reactors, cooperation seems wiser than competition. This kind of
special workshop will present an ideal opportunity for discussion on this
special topic of financing.
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As to Che development of a specific reactor, basically financing from
the industrial sector is essential for the healthy development of nuclear
power in today's democratic society. More efforts in this arena are
expected for the successful future of ISR/ISER.

DESIGN FEATURES OF ISER

Given the present analysis, it seems pertinent to identify goals and
objectives for ISER to fulfill the criteria listed previously. These are:

(1) Preservation of core integrity through an Intrinsic safety
principle including that of PIUS.

(2) Confinement of radioactivity through the SSE principle.

(3) Reliability through the principle of built-in designs for
maintenance, recommissioning, decommissioning and salvaging for
clean-up and recovery, with simultaneous development of particular
tools, robots and modular cassette type components.

(4) Economical steel pressure vessel -
Shop fabrication of parts based on experienced manufacturing
practices, compactness and lightness enabling a barge mounting, but
sacrificing the walk-away, walk back grace period of 7 days down to
2-3 days.

(5) Absolution of human factors -
Operator-free design; international satellite surveillance of ISER
operating status, and international safeguards to be performed by
IAEA.

(6) Aseismic design -
Earthquake free design both facilitating and exploiting such
schemes as soft land, offshore, and underground siting.

(7) Simple design concept -
As seen in one of the ISER drawings. (See Figure 1.)
In this specific design,
a. Float check is used instead of density lock with an expec

tation of shorter interfaces and more stabilized operation of
the primary loop;

b. Siphon breaking device is eliminated; the secondary circuit
should be placed higher than Che primary circuit with a drain;

c. Refueling is done vertically with a small number of internal
components taken outside.
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CONCLUSION

ISR is a kind of missing link, the existence of which needs to be
examined and clarified.

In addition to the intrinsic safety, a passively safe confinement of
all radioactivity, safeguardability, and stability, as well as economic
advantages over other alternatives, are the keys for any ISR to be developed
and deployed internationally.

I am convinced that ISR should depend on the already matured technol-
ogies in the U.S. and elsewhere, and that the market will be abundant in the
next century for a well-tested system. Demonstration is, however, crucially
important to satisfy public scrutiny of ISR introductions.

International cooperation in the Asia-Pacific region among the indus-
trial sectors will be advantageous from the viewpoint of social assimilation
of nuclear power Into regions being unleashed from the constraints or issues
of safety, nonproliferation, finance, infrastructure, and other such
restrictions.

To this end ISER, as an ISR, was proposed as a reference nuclear power
system to be used in the next century extensively and in the Asia-Pacific
region in particular. International cooperation for ISER or other ISRs is
expected to be promoted vigorously in the industrial sectors in that region.
This will benefit regional alliances and, thereby, stabilize the region as
well.
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X. POTENTIAL ATTRACTIVENESS OF MODULAR REACTORS

Dr. Kenji Yamaji, Senior Research Engineer
Economic Research Cencer

Central Research Insticute of ELectiic Power Industry
1-6-1 Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100

BACKGROUND

During the period of the high economic growth, the electric utilities
developed, through the pursuit of economies of scale, to form a typical
heavy and huge industry. In the future, however, the electric utilities
will be required to make a switchover to a more flexible and dynamic form of
supply, due to slowing tempo of the demand growth, increasing uncertainty,
stagnating economies of scale, bottlenecks of transmission, etc.

In the light of such requirements of the times, there seems to be a
need for a change in the development philosophy of the nuclear power genera-
tion, which field is the symbol of heaviness and hugeness. In other words,
we need a second look at the present situation where a single unit capacity
of a reactor exceeds 1000 MWe and economies are being pursued only by
increasing the size of the reactor to, for example, 1300 MWe and then to
1500 MWe, and the sites of such huge nuclear power stations are limited to
distant places.

This paper examines possibilities for altering the image of the conven-
tional nuclear power technology by developing modular reactors which are
economical even at small capacities and can be sited in urban areas just
like the conventional thermal power plants. (See notes [1], [2], [3].)

DEVELOPMENT OF ECONOMICAL REACTORS EVEN AT SMALL CAPACITIES

Generally speaking, power sources of small capacity units are desirable
for the electric utilities because of the following reasons:

• The flexibility of a power source expansion plan can be enhanced,
and the capability to cope with the uncertainty in demand growth
can be strengthened.

• Required supply reliability can be accomplished with 3 smaller
reserve margin. (See note [4].)

Dispersed deployment of power stations increases the stability of
the electric power system.

• A smaller investment and shorter construction period decrease risks
of financing. (See note [5].)
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In other words, smaller power sources are more desirable Chan larger
ones provided they can produce electricity at the same level of costs.

Power reactors of smaller capacities also have the following merits in
their research and development:

• As research and development can be conducted with an apparatus of
which scale is the same as the commercial reactors, significant
reductions in R&D risks can be expected.

• Smell scale R&D can be managed more efficiently and learning costs
such as a first-of-a-kind cost can be limited to a reasonable
amount.

• As the period from the development up to the practical application
is short, the tempo of the technical innovations can be accelerated
by applying the state-of-the-art technologies of other fields to
the reactor without delay.

• By talcing the advantage of the inherent safety of small reactors,
it is possible to pursue simplification of the design and higher
economies.

Then, is it possible to realize an economical reactor of a small capac-
ity? Modular reactors have the possibility to meet such an expectation.

The concept of modular reactors is such that small capacity reactors
(for example, 80 MWe to 400 MWe) are produced in factories, and a power
plant is built by arranging these modular reactors to form a power plant of
any capacity and economies are sought In the system's flexibility.

Design studies of modular reactors are being pursued in the development
of high temperature gas-cooled reactors and liquid metal cooled fast reac-
tors in the United States of America and the Federal Republic of Germany.
Modularization is also under investigation for light water reactors in the
U.S.A. and Sweden. (See note [6].)

The economies of modular reactors will be gained by the learning effect
resulting from repeated production of the modules, and efficiency achieved
by continuous production and installation. Such economies are new ones
differing from the scale merits which were pursued by conventional large
reactors. A preliminary study was made to see whether these new economies
mainly due to learning effect can overcome the diseconomies of scale and
achieve a production unit cost comparable to those of large-scale reactors.
The conclusion was that the modular reactors could be competitive with
large-scale reactors because of the advantages of the small capacity power
sources mentioned above. (See note [7].)

Modular reactors, which pursue economies other than those of ccale, is
an important target of development, which could radically alter the
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conventional image of nuclear power tjeneracion technology or heaviness and

hugeness.

DEVELOPMENT OF REACTORS FOR URBAN SITING LIKE THERMAL POWER PLANTS

If reactors could be located in urban areas like conventional thermal
power plants, very long transmission lines would not be required, and the
nuclear energy could be used in a comprehensive manner to achieve direct
nuclear heat application as well as power generation, ~ns rsf tors would b
felt as more familiar beings capable of meeting varied needs rather than
unfamiliar ones in remote areas.

What factors hinder the urban siting of reactors lilo? thermal power
plants? There are two direct obstacles which have been inhibiting urban
siting of the existing light water reactors.

One obstacle is the requirement of the reactor siting regulation guide-
line, which requires a nuclear power station to have a very large site and
to be isolated from densely populated areas to protect the public against
potential radiological hazards in case of assumed reactor accidents. The
other one is the requirement of the aseismic design guideline, which
prescribes that important structures such as a reactor building be supported
on bedrock to give the structures ample aseismicity enough to prevent earth-
quakes from causing a large accident. The large cities in Japan are mostly
built on soft ground and do not have appropriate bedrock.

As for the second obstacle or requirement of bedrock siting, there is a
good prospect that it will be technically overcome in the very near future
by the verification of new aseismic design technology. The accumulation of
findings on the ground properties and development of seismic analysis
methods have been remarkable in recent 7ears. On the basis of them, we are
beginning to have a good prospect of securing sufficient aseismicity without
bedrock support.

As for the first obstacle, it would be necessary to develop a reactor
with a different kind of safety other than the conventional multiple engi-
neered safety features. This new kind of reactor safety should be assured
by simple, indisputable principles without relying on complex analyses which
the safety of the conventional multiple engineered safety features requires.

Some radically new concepts of reactor designs have been proposed in
recent years and are now in the developmental stage. Such reactors have
inherent safety based on natural laws, and will release no or almost nil
radioactivity under accidental conditions. Medium- and small-scale pressur-
ized water reactors called the PIUS reactor, and small-scale modular high
temperature gas-cooled reactor are examples of these. Such reactors have a
special feature unique to them. Their design precludes fuel damage which
may result in release of radioactivity, by providing an ample residual heat
removal capability based on natural laws such as gravity during or after
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shutdown under accidental conditions. If these reactors were put to prac-
tical use, urban siting of nuclear power plants like thermal power plants
would become quite promising.

A CONCEPT OF URBAN-SITABLE MODULAR REACTOR

The small but still economical modular reactors and the urban-sitable
intrinsically safe reactors have many factors common to them. In fact,
several designs of the modular reactors were developed to materialize inher-
ent safety in the sense that the ultimate heat removal is effected by
natural cooling through reactor vessel to maintain the reactor temperature
be.lov. i certain level and assure the core integrity. On the other hand,
modular designs are also under consideration for the PIUS reactor, which
primarily seeks inherent safety by placing the core in a large water pool.

Generally speaking, smaller capacities of the modular reactors are
advantageous to inherent safety. The concept of urban-sitable modular reac-
tor, therefore, is worthy of serious consideration, as a concept of a reac-
tor having two features of economies and saiety.

If the concepts of urban-sitable modular reactors were realized, the
nature of the nuclear power technology, which has been a synonym for heavi-
ness and hugeness, would be drastically changed. This would brighten the
future of the nuclear industry which had to face successive downward revi-
sions of the nuclear power market projection.

However, what has been established so far is limited to the basic
matters such as general advantages of small power sources, economies due to
learning effect, and theoretical possibility of inherent safety. As for the
practical assessment of the urban-sitable modular reactor, detailed analysis
such as the evaluation of cost savings by design simplification due to
intrinsic safety should be made assuming a specific reactor design.

The Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry will step
into detailed analyses from this fiscal year, of some specific modular
reactor design concepts. We will also conduct a survey of siting possibil-
ities for urban nuclear power plants.

The modular concept is being considered as one possible direction of
future development of the fast breeder reactor which Is still the only
viable option to ensure long-term energy security for a country like Japan
with scarce energy resources. It is also a concept which 1 be able to
develop a new nuclear power market as a reactor for develop >, countries.

We believe the path of nuclear power development should not be a rigid
straight line. The pursuit of larger capacities of the past must be recon-
sidered. We must recognize the significance of developing small capacity
modular reactors and pursue its possibilities.
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Notes

[1J Long-range Energy Prospects and Downward Revisions of Nuclear Power
Projections

Long-range energy prospects changed drastically in the 1970s.
Figure 1-1 shows he latest long-range energy projection made by the Central
Research Institute of Electric Power Industry. According to the projection,
the total energy consumption will remain less than twice the amount of
current level even in the year 2030. While the nuclear share in the primary
energy supply is assumed to increase, the prospective amount of nuclear
energy supply has decreased significantly during the past decade.
Figures 1-2 and 1-3 show the downward revisions of governmental nuclear
power prospects. This significant shrinkage of future nuclear power
requires reconsideration of the policy for nrclear power development.

[2] Evolution of Commercial Reactors in Japan

Figure 2-1 shows schematic view of the evolution of commercial reactors
In Japan. Having passed through the age of learning, by Importing LWRs from
the U.S., an improvement and standardization project'started in 1975 under
the guidance of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITT).
The third phase of the project has nearly completed with the designs of
1300 MWe advanced LWRs. Exploratory studies are now under way on the next
generation reactors which will follow the advanced LWRs in the 21st century.
While majority opinion seems to be directed towards ultra-large LWRs (1500 -
1800 MWe), modular reactors are among viable candidates for the next genera-
tion reactors.

[3] Unit Capacity of Power Source

Figure 3-1 shows the trends toward larger unit size both for thermal
power plants and for nuclear power plants in a Japanese utility. The tempo
of seeking a large unit is more rapid in case of nuclear power than that of
thermal power. Figure 3-2 shows unit capacity distributions of power reac-
tors in five countries: Japan, France, U.S.A., F.R. Germany, and U.S.S.R.
Compared with world trends to large reactors, Japan's tempo seems rather
modestc

[4] Supply Reliability and Size of Unit Capacity

Relative advantage of small power sources to achieve supply reliability
can be illustrated by a simplified analysis. Consider the two 1000 MWe
supply systems: one is composed of a 1000 MWe unit and other of two 500 MWe
units. Same forced outage rate of 10 percent is assumed for all units.
Discrete probability distribution of demand with an average of 500 MWe is
assumed. Then, as shown In Table 4-1, the probability of supply shortage Is
smaller in the two-unit system than in the one-unit system.
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Figure 3-2 Unit Capacity Distribution of Power Reactors
(Data source: Nuelear Power Plants in the World, Japan Atomic Industrial Forum, June 1984)



Table 4-1 Simple Illustration of Advantage of Small Units
to Achieve Supply Reliability

1) Probability distribution of supply capacity

Supply Capacity

0

5 0 0 MWe

1 0 0 0 MWe

One-unit system Two-unit system

0.10

0.90

0.01
0.18
0.81

2) Supply-demand matching for one-unit system

Probabil ity of
demand leve l

0 0

500 MWe 0

1000 MWe 0

.05

.9

.05

Supply

0
0.1

0.005

0.09

0.005

Supply

capacity

500 MWe

-

-

-

shortage

distribution

1000 MWe
0.9

0.045

0.81

0.045

(probability

Sufficient supply
(probability = 0.905]

- 0.095)

3) Supply-demand matching for two-unit system

Probabi l i ty of
demand level

0 0

500 MWe 0

1000 MWe 0

.05

.9

.05

Supply

0

0.01

0.0005

0.009

0.0005

Supply

capacity

500 MWe

0.18

0.009

0.162

0.009

shortage

distribution

1000 MWe
0.81

0.0405

0.729

0.0405

(probability

Sufficient supply
(probability = 0.9815

- 0.0185)
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[5] Financial Risks

By installing smaller power plants, financial riles could ê reduced in
two ways. One is brought about by the possible shortening of construction
period which would reduce the amount of interest payments or allowance fund
during construction. The other is smooths financial burdens being spread
over longer time horizon. Figure 5-1 illustrates the relationship among
total construction cost, construceion period, and interest rate. At higher
interest rates, saving i» financial cost gained by short construction period
could be quite a significant amount. Even if shortening of construction
period doe? not occur, financial burden can be mitigated by employing
smaller plants as C. E. Behrens showed in his study comparing 1200 MWe
plants with 400 MWe plants.

[6] Design Studies of Modular Reactors

Following8 are examples of the modular reactors:

Reactor Type

HTGR
(side-by-side)

HTGR r

(vertical-in-line)

Integrated PWR
(CNSS)

Modularized
PIUS

Pool-type FBR
(PRISM)

Unit Capacity of
Reactor Module

200 MWt
(80 MWe)

t 250 MWt
r (100 MWe)

1255 MWt
(400 MWe)

670 MWt
(200 MWe)

425 MWt
(134 MWe)

Example of
Power Plant
Configuration

4-module
320 MWe plant

2-module
200 MWe plant

3-module
1200 MWe plant

3-module
600 MWe plant

3-module
generation unit

3-unit
1200 MWe plant

Remarks

KWU/Interatorn

BBC/HRB
GAT

B&W

ASEA-AT0M

GE

[7] Learning Effects vs. Scale Economies

To investigate the competitive economies between learning effects and
scale effects, we consider the following problem:



Construction Cost per Output
(¥/MWe:relative value)

3.0

i: interest rate (%/year)

i=16%

Net Construction Cost
excluding Interest during
Construction Period/

0 1 2 3 4 5

Construction Period (n)

Figure 5-1 Construction Cost, Construction Period , and Interest Rate
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Assume nuclear market o£ P MWe,

• Supply this market with standardized reactors of their unit
capacity p MWe,

• What is the condition under which smaller standardized reactors
meet the demand at smaller total cost?

Scale economies are represented by the following equation using scaling
exponent a:

C(p)/C(p9) - (p/p6)a (1)

where G(p): base construction cost of a reactor unit with electric
output p (MWe)

p9: reference unit capacity

a: scaling exponent

Learning effects are represented by the following equation:

Cn(p) - Cx(p)n"
B (2)

where Cn(p): base construction cost of n-th reactor unit with unit
capacity p (MWe)

_ a

($: learning e l a s t i c i t y , y =• 2 : learning curve slope

The number of standardized reactors to meet the market i s :

N = F/p (3)

where P: market for nuclear power plants (MWe)

N: number of reactor units

Then, the total base construction cost to meet the demand is given in the
following equation:

TC(p) - J[ Cn(p) = C^pe) ( J- ) I n"B ....(4)
n=l P9 n=l

where TC(p): total construction cost to meet market (P) with reactors
of unit capacity p
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Assuming the following numerical examples:

size of nuclear power market : P = 20,480 MWe

unit capacity of standardized reactor: p = 80-1,280 MWe,

functional patterns of the total base construction cost TC(p) are plotted in
Figures 7-1 and 7-2 for scaling exponent of a = 0.7 and 0.5 respectively.
As shown in these figures, at the scaling exponent (a) of 0.7, smaller
standardized reactors have eonomic advantage over larger ones if learning
curve slope is less chan 80 percent; and at a = 0.5, learning curve slope
must be less than 70 percent for smaller reactors to keep economic advantage
over larger otes. Figure 7-3 shows these conditions represented by the
combination of scaling exponent (a) and learning curve slope (y) as shaded
area. The figure also shows the area will be enlarged when interest during
construction and smaller reactor premium are considered.
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XI. A CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF INTRINSICALLY SAFE
AND ECONOMICAL REACTOR (ISER)

Junro Oda
Engineering kcninistration and Development Department

Nuclear Power Division
Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries Coo, Ltd.

Tokyo 100, Japan

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to describe the reference conceptual
designs of the ISER which were prepared for the ISER development forum in
Japan. At the forum, participants from influential utilities, academia, as
well as companies in the nuclear industry, discussed the development of the
inherently safe reactor over the last two years.

The conceptual designs described in this paper are preliminary trial
designs at an early stage and essentially versions of the PIUS reactor
developed by ASEA-ATOM. A notable feature of the ISER which is different
from the original PIUS is its use of a steel reactor pressure vessel for
reducing plant construction costs and Improving plant performance.

Some of the participants of the forum are at present endeavoring to
design a more unique and innovative ISER. But these designs are still in a
stage of formation.

PIUS REACTORS (INHERENTLY SAFE SECURE REACTORS)

ASEA-ATOM, Sweden, has been developing inherently safe light water
reactors which are called SECURE. SECURE, which is called PIUS in Japan, is
well-known through several published papers as one of the prospective
medium- and small-sized inherently safe reactors. SECURE, which is designed
in several versions, is based on the PIUS principle (Process Inherent Ulti-
mate Safety). With the PIUS principle, ultimate safety is obtained by guar-
anteeing core integrity under all credible conditions. This is accomplished
on the basis of the laws of gravity and thermo-hydraulics alone, interacting
with the heat extraction process in an intact or damaged primary circuit,
without recourse to engineered safety systems that may fail or depend on
error-prone human intervention - K. Hannerz.

Secure-P is a version for the production of electric power. In this
version, all components of the primary system are placed in a huge pre-
stressed concrete vessel. This vessel is then filled with boric acid water.
The core is placed at the bottom of and in this water pool where the water
inventory is great enough for one week of decay heat removal.

The dimensions of the vessel for the 500 MWe SECURE-P are 13 m inside
diameter, 7.8 - 8.5 m thickness, 30 m outside diameter and 62.5 m total
height. The weight of the vessel is assumed to be about 135,000 tons.
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ISER MK-I, ISER MK-II

The ISER MK-I and ISER MK-II are modified versions of the PIUS reactor
(SECURE-P). Both the ISER and PIUS are essentially LWRs, which employ the
PIUS principle. The most important difference between the PIUS and ISER is
the reactor vessel. The PIUS uses a prestressed concrete pressure vessel
(PCRV), while the ISER uses a conventional steel vessel for the sake of
economy and versatility. The preliminary conceptual design of the ISER MK-I
aims mainly at ensuring the feasibility of use of steel reactor vessels.
The conceptual design of the ISER MK-II aims at the improvement of economi-
cal competitiveness by increasing thermal efficiency and refining of the
arrangement of internals in the reactor pressure vessel.

Figure 1. This shows the preliminary reference design of the 200 MWe ISER
MK-I. The main features which are different from the original PIUS are:

• Steel Reactor Pressure Vessel (SRPV). The size of this vessel is
similar to that of the reactor pressure vessel for the conventional
1100-1300 MWe BWR.

• The Location of the Main Circulation Pumps. The main circulation
pumps are located at the upper part of the vessel and the motors of
the pumps are placed outside of the vessel for easier maintenance..

Figure 2. This shows the 200 MWe and 500 MWe ISER MK-I. Both reactors are
of similar configuration, and have the same features. SRPV of 500 MWe ISER
MK-I (9.0 m inside diameter, 0.24 m thickness, 32 m height, 2100 ton weight)
contains about 1850 m3 water, which is 43 percent of the original PIUS.
This vessel can be fabricated at shop, but considering the cost of transpor-
tation from shop to site and installation at site, it may be more economical
to fabricate the vessel as two blocks at shop and to fabricate it completely
at site.

Figure 3. This shows an example of the configuration of the 200 MWe ISER
MK-I steam supply system. The steam generators and riser can be removed
from the operating place and placed in the pit for inspection and mainte-
nance. The wall of the reactor pit functions as a biological shield wall,
and the clearance between the wall and the reactor is used as an access
place for in-service inspection of the reactor vessel.

Figure 4. This shows dimensional comparisons of the 200 MWe and 500 MWe
ISER MK-I and the 500 MWe PIUS. The compactness of ISER is evident.

Figure 5. This shows an example of a floating nuclear power plant.

Figure 6. This shows 200 MWe ISER MK-II. This is another version of the
PIUS. The main features which are different from the original PIUS are:
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High thermal efficiency (32.5 percent).
This thermal efficiency is competitive with that of a conventional
LWR and higher than 30.9 percent for the original PIUS.

The design pressure of this SRPV is 125 kg/cm2a (93.9 kg/cm2a for
Steel reactor pressure vessel.
The design pressure of this SRI
PCRV of the original PIUS, and SRPV of the ISER MK-I).

• Simplification of primary cooling water circuit.

• New density lock mechanism. "Float check" at upper and/or lower
interface (elimination of gas lock arrangement at lower interface
for startup).

The new components of ISER MK-II, which require further investigation
and verification through mock-up tests, are the density lock mechanism and
the water-filled thermal insulation (material and method of placing and
replacing).

Table 1. This shows summary of characteristics of the ISER MK-I, the ISER
MK-II and PIUS.

SUMMARY

(1) A conceptual design of the new nuclear power reactor ISER
(Intrinsically Safe and Economical Reactor) is introduced.

(2) The ISER introduced here is at an early stage, and is a modified
version of the PIUS, developed by ASEA-ATOM, which employs the PIUS
principle.

(3) The main feature which is different from the original PIUS is the
use of a conventional steel reactor pressure vessel instead of a prestressed
concrete reactor vessel, for reducing the period necessary for plant
construction and costs, and improving plant performance.

(4) New components of the ISER which require further investigation are
the density lock mechanism between the primary cooling water and the boric
acid water in the vessel, and water-filled insulation in the vessel. The
steel reactor vessel requires no development work.

(5) By using the ateel reactor pressure vessel, thermal efficiency is
improved up to 32.5 percent which is competitive with the conventional LWR,

(6) The ISER together with a steel reactor vessel is a simple and
compact nuclear plant; thus, it may be a prospective small- or medium-sized
reactor both for utilities in the industrialized countries and developing
countries.



Table 1 Characteristics of IBEX MK-I, ISEB NX-II and PIUS

Reactor Pressure Vessel

Material

Design Prescwe

Inside Diameter

Thickness

Outside Diaaeter

Might
(Bottoa v Top Bead
Flange)

Total Height

Internal Volume

weight

System Data

Thermal Power

Electrical Power

Thermal Efficiency

Core Outlet
Teaperature

Con Inlet
Temperature

Core Outlet
Pressure

Mass Flow

Pool Water
Teaperature

Steaa Pressure at
S.C. Outlet

Steaa Teaperature at
S.G. Outlet

Steaa Flow

Feed Water
Teaperature

Tarblne Inlet
Teaperature

Turbine Inlet
Pressure

PIUS (500 MWe)

ASEA-ATOM

PS concrete and
steel lining

93.9 kg/ea2a

13.4) a

7.8 t 8.5 a

30.0 a

34.5 a

62.5 a

4300 a3

* 135,000 t

Stael Vessel
Version
(for -reference)

Steel

93.9 kg/ca2a

13.0 a

0.35 a

13.7 a

34.5 a

41.0 a

4300 a 3

* 5,400 t

1616 MW

500 MW

30.9%

294 »C

263 *C

93.9 kg/ca2a

9975 kg/s

50 *C

41 kg/ea2a

263 'C

2990 t/h

210*C

ISER HX-I

(500 MWe)

Steel

93.9 kg/ca2a

9.0 a

O.;:4 a

9.4B a

32.0 a

37.0 a

1B50 a 3

* 2,100 t

1616 HW

500 HW

30.9%

294 *C

263*C

93/9 kg/ca2a

9975 kg/s

50 »C

41 kg/ca2a

263'C

2990 t/h

210»C

257»C

38 kg/ea2a

ISER MK-I

(200 MWe)

Steel

93.9 kg/ca2a

6.6 a

0.18 a

6.96 a

24.0 a

27.0 a

BSO a3

•v 75C t

645 MW

200 KM

30.9%

294*C

263*C

93.9 kg/ea2a

3990 kg/s

30 *C

41 kg/ca2a

263*C

1190 t/h

210*C

237'C ,

3B kg/ea2a

ISER MK-II

(210 MWe)

Stael

12S kg/ca2&

6.6 a

0.24 a

7.08 a

24.0 a

27.0 a

BSO a 3

•v 1,000 t i

64S MW

210 MW

32. St

314*C J

283»C

123 kg/ca2a

3990 kg/s

•v 70'C

55 kg/ca^a

280'C

1230 t/h

230*C

275-C

SI kg/ca2a
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XII. BARGE MOUNTED ISER

Shin-ichi Kuwahara
Nuclear Engineering Department
Hitachi Zosen Corporation

Tokyo, Japan

SUMMARY

A forum in Japan has developed a new nuclear power plane ISER, a modi-
fied version of PIUS.

ISER employs a conventional steel pressure vessel instead of PCRV used
in the PIUS, thus allows the barge-mounted plant.

This document introduces the concept of the barge-mounted ISER with its
construction and siting.

CONTENTS

Introduction
ISER Nuclear Power Plant
Barge Mounted Plant
Construction Works
Conclus ion

INTRODUCTION

A forum chaired by Professor Hiroaki Wakabayashi of the University of
Tokyo with participation of government agencies, utilities and vendors in
Japan has developed ISER (Intrinsically Safe and Economical Reactor) since
mid-1984.

ISER is a modified version of PIUS (Process Inherent Ultimate Safe
Reactor) developed by ASEA-ATOM, Sweden, and employs a conventional steel
pressure vessel instead of PCRV (Prestressed Concrete Reactor Vessel) used
in the PIUS.

Employing of the steel vessel reduces the weight of the plant compared
to the PIUS and allows the concept of a barge-mounted plant.

The barge-mounted plant brings about the following advantages.

• Constructing the plant in a shipyard can utilize an experienced,
skilled labor force under expert supervision with fully equipped
machinery, resulting in high quality and reliability of the plant,
and making the plant possible in series production and with wide-
spread standardization.
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Construction works of the plant In a shipyard and for site prepara-
tion can proceed in parallel, which may rsult in shorter construc-
tion and delivery time than on-land plants because of a large
reduction in on-site work.

Attractiveness of the nuclear option in a developing country may
increase by reducing of the most complex and difficult parts of the
nuclear plant construction works on the site of installation.

Decommissioning works become easier by towing out the Barge Mounted
Plant from the installation site and disassembling it at a proper
shipyard where necessary tools and machines are fully equipped.

This document introduces the concept of barge mounted ISEA 200 plant
with iea construction and siting.

ISER NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
Figure 1 shows a reference design of 200 MWe ISER. The major differ-

ences from PIUS are as follows.

• The inventory of the borated pool water used for passive cooling is
relatively smaller compared to the PIUS, which resulted from the
employment of a conventional steel pressure vessel.

• The motor part of the main circulation pumps are located outside,
at the top of the pressure vessel instead of inside the vessel as
in the case of PIUS, for easier maintenance and inspection.

Table 1. shows the major characteristics of ISER compared to the PIUS
500 MWe. ISER MK-I has the same operating pressure and temperature as PIUS;
on the other hand, ISER MK-II adopts rather higher operating pressure and
temperature to Improve ths thermal efficiency of the plant.

Table 2 shows the design features and aims of ISER especially of the
ISER MK-II. Adopting the steel pressure vessel leads to a smaller inventory
of the pool water for passive cooling; however, decay heat could be removed
by introducing the sea water into the outside of the pressure vessel.

Locating the main circulation pumps on the tops of the pressure vessel
and also in hot legs causes required low NPSH (Net Positive Suction Head) of
the pumps, but this problem, is solved by adopting jet pumps used in BWR
systems and pressurizetion of the primary system.

All other problems seem to be somble in the detailed design stage.
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T a b l e 1 . C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s o f
t h e P I U S 5 0 0MW

Parameters

General

Thermal power

Electrical power

Thermal efficiency

Core outlet temp.

Core inlet temp.

Pressure at core outlet

Core pressure drop(dynamic)

Mass flow

Pool water temp.

Secondary system ma.41

Steam press.at S.G.outlet

Steam temp.

Steam flow

Feed water temp.

Pressure at turbine inlet

Temperature at turbine inlet

Pressure Vessel fFia.11

Material

Pressure

Inside diametr

Height

Thickness

Outside diameter

Inside volume

Height

and ISER R e a c t o r

PI US

500MWe

16 16MW

500MW

3 0. 9
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I S E R

Mk. I

6

p I a

I
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%

9 3. 9Kg/da
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5C)°C

4 IKS/da
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29 9 0ton/h 1
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Table 2. Specific Features of the ISER

Features

Steel Pressure Vessel

Higher operational

temperature of the pool

water

Aims

• Reduction of weight

• Compactness of the nuclear island

• Shop fabrication

• Applicability to the barge mounted plant

• Easier ISKat outside the pressure

vessel)

'Simplified structure of the thermal

insulation for primary system

•Reduced effect of thermal shock to the

core internals when entering the pool

water into primary system

Problems to be solved

• Smaller inventory of the pool

water for passive cooling

Additional cooling the out-

side surface of the pressure

vessel

* Smaller head for natural cir-

culation

Decreasing the core pressure

drop

• Increase of the heat loss

through the pressure vessel wall

Additional insulation outside

the pressure vessel

• Optimal design of the upper and

lower density locks



Table 2.(continued) Specific Features of the ISER

Features

The main circulation

pumps located outside

part of the pressure

vessel

Higher steam temp.

Aims

• Easier maintenance and inspection

• Reduction of the cost

•Enhancement of the thermal efficiency

1
Problems to be solved

• Optimal design of the pumps

• Optimal design of the steam

generators

• Higher pressure of the primary

system
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BARGE MOUNTED PLANT

Figure 2 shows the ISER 200 barge mounted plant. The barge configura-
tion and dimensions are so designed, steel construction, 150 m length, 50 m
breadth, 18 m depth and about 6 m draft, that existing shipyards can con-
struct at their present dockyard without new investment for manufacturing
machinery.

The barge mounted plant enclosed steel made hull structures consists of
reactor compartment, turbine-generator compartment, switch yard, and service
accommodation compartment.

Reactor Compartment

The reactor compartment with cylindrical shape is contained in a
specially designed shield material to protect it from an outer attack.

The pressure vessel containing the primary system and SGs is located on
the axis of the reactor compartment at low level, and surrounded by concrete
substructure. This substructure supports the weight of pressure vessel and
is closed with a steelcover at about the elevation of operating floor.

To reduce heat losses from the primary system during normal operation,
the thermal insulation covers directly the pressure vessel upper part above
the weight support and for the lower part of the pressure vessel; thermal
insulation covers the inner surface of the concrete substructure.

Thus, there exists a space to be used for in-service Inspection of the
pressure vessel and decay heat removal in case of accident, by introducing
ballast water.

Heated water is vaporized to the atmosphere or transported into the
hull structure of the barge and through the hull outer surface, then dissi-
pating its heat to the surroundings.

This space also plays a role of barrier to limit the radioactivity
release in case of a LOCA.

Spent fuels are stored for 20 to 30 years in the storage pool just
below the operating floor. SGs and riser, removed from the vessel, are
transported to SG and riser pit for their inspection and maintenance before
refuelling which is planned for every 2 to 3 years.

Other spaces in the reactor compartment are used for reactor auxiliary
systems of purification and control of both the primary and borated pool
water, of radioactive waste disposal and of others carrying radioactivity.
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Turbine-generator compartment

The turbine-generator compartment contains the main turbine-generator
with moisture separator, reheator, main condenser, feedwater heaters, circu-
lating pumps and circulating system connections as on-land turbine building
of a PWR.

Service accommodation compartment

This compartment contains the plant control room, plant stores and the
non-radioactive auxiliary systems.

CONSTRUCTION WORKS

Construction works of the barge mounted plant are divided into plant
construction works and site preparation works; the latter is limited mainly
to civil engineering works, and each runs parallel.

Plant construction works

The barge mounted plant is constructed in shipyard. Figure 3 shows a
rough sketch of the plant construction shipyard and Table 3 shows the main
equipment and facilities of the shipyard.

The construction works are divided into two lines. One Is to fabricate
components, e.g. presure vessel, SGs, internals, steam turbine, etc., and
then to assemble the components into machinery unit blocks, including hull
blocks fabrication, at a side workshop.

The other is to assemble the unit blocks transported from the side
workshop at the assembly yard.

At the assembly yard, the barge blocks are assembled and then the
machinery unit blocks are integrated into the barge.

After completion of the barge mounted plant, a series of functional
tests are carried out without nuclear fuel, then the plant is towed to the
installation site.

Site preparation works

Many concepts of siting are possible for a barge mounted nuclear power
plant. Offshore siting away from coast may be applicable to the large
plants more than 1000 MWe, taking into account the construction costs of
caissons, break waters, mooring systems, and power transmission, etc.; how-
ever, it is not proper siting for such a small power plant like ISER 200 for
economical reason.

Moreover, the readiness of the installation and withdrawal of the barge
plant, especially for decommissioning should be considered.
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Table 3. Main Equipment and Facilities of the Shipyard

Assembly yard

Gantry crane

Floating crane

Mobile Multi-wheel
equipment

Trailer

Maximum In
fabrication/assembly

at

620m(L)

dolly

x 85m(B)

700

3000

750

50

the side workshop

the assembly yard

x 12.8m(D)

tons

tons

tons

tons

700 tons

3,00Q tons
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Therefore, inshore siting and coastal or river siting are considered
for ISER 200 barge mounted plant as shown in Figure 4.

Inshore siting is adequate to the installation site where deep water
approaches close to shore, however constriction of a breakwater may be
necessary to protect from ship collisions.

Coastal or river siting is appropriate where excavation of ground is
easy and economical, however, the dredging works may be necessary in the
access way to the site.

Both siting concepts allow options concerning installation systems of
the barge plant to the site. The options are for a floating or a grounding
system.

In the floating system, the barge plant must be moored or anchored, and
is subject to movement and vibration loads by wave and wind forces, however
seismic loads are reduced.

In the grounding system, the barge plant is settled on the seabed or
riverbed, thus the bed properties determine the seismic loads to the barge
plant.

Works of the grounding system are as follows.

1) Preparation of concrete foundation.

2) Settling the barge above concrete foundation.

3) Introducing ballast water into the hull structure of the barge.

The amount of the ballast water should be determined considering site
natural conditions, e.g. tidal wave height and horizontal forces caused by
wave, wind and earthquake.

Figure 5 summarizes the construction works, and the construction time
is roughly estimated at 3 years.

CONCLUSION

This document introduced the concept of the barge mounted ISER 200.

Construction of the barge mounted plant Itself is feasible using the
present state of technology, and existing shipyard facilities.

Installation systems must be carefully selected considering the site
conditions.
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XIII. NUCLEAR DESIGN OF ISER

Naoki Yamano and Takashi Yokoyama
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ABSTRACT

A preliminary core design work on ISER (Intrinsically Safe and Econom-
ical Reactor) based on the concept of Che PIUS reactor of ASEA-ATOM is
performed in order Co grasp the characteristics of Che reactor core and the
fuel management scheme. Certain relations between the fuel specifications
and Che cycle length are estimated. Items of improvement on the ISER core
characteristics and problems to be considered on the nuclear design are
presented. Experiments to be considered are also discussed in conjunction
with the development of experimental reactor (ISER-E).

INTRODUCTION

The ISER has a feature that the reactor core is very simple compared
with Che commercial LWR which has a number of control rods and a complicated
drive mechanism. The core active height is about one half of LWR, so Chat
the fuel rod design will satisfy various conditions under the thermal-
hydraulic restriction. The reactivity of the reactor core is controlled
only by borated water. The moderator temperature coefficient may be posi-
tive when the high-concentration borated water is present in the reactor
core aC emergency scram. Consequently, the nuclear safety must be consid-
ered in all circumstances of the reactor core.

The purpose of this paper is to estimate the fuel specifications of
ISER and the uranium demands during its lifetime, so that the problem des-
cribed above may not arise. The nuclear safety of ISER should be discussed
in future studies relating to the development of an experimental reactor.

The core design concept of ISER is quite similar Co that of the PIUS
module developed by ASEA-ATOH as shown in Table 1. The power distribution
in the reactor core becomes more flat compared with that of the commercial
LWR, because of the absence of control rods in the core. Consequently,
safety analyses concerning control rods are cot tiecessary.

Dimensions of the fuel rod and assembly were assumed to be the same as
Chose employed in Che PIUS. However, the thermal-hydraulic conditions were
sec based on the 500 MWe ISER previously studied in the Tokyo Forum of ISER.
The core characteristics are expected to show the same trend as those of the
PIUS.



Table 1. Core design concept of ISER.

Spec i f i ca t i ons

Core theraal power (NWt)

Core outlet teaperature (*C)

Core inlet teaperature (*C)

Core outlet pressure (MPa)

Core pressure drop (MPa)

Core flow rate (kg/s)

Core equivalent diaceter (a)

Core active hight (m)

Number of fuel assemblies

Number of fuel rods per assy.

Fuel rod diameter (as)

Fuel rod pitch (aa)

Average power density (KW/»)

Loded Uraniua (tonne)

Equilibrium enrichment (wtJ)

Equilibrium burnup (HWd/t)

Cycle length (EFPM)

200 MWe-ISER

645

294

263

9.2

0.019

3990

2.80

1.71

89

232

12.3

15.2

17.9

27.0

3. 10

30000

10

500 HWe-ISER

1616

294

263

9.2

0.027

9975

3.84

1.97

193

232

12.3

15.2

17.9

67.5

2.82

30000

10

200 NWe-PIUS

670

290

261

9.2

0.042

4535

2.60

1.97

8*9

232

12.3

15.2

16.1

31.3

3.15

35000
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The core thermal power, the loaded uranium and the core flow rate were
estimated by scaling down the concept from 500 MWe to 200 MWe. The system
pressure, the core inlet/outlet temperatures and the average power density
were assumed to be the same as those of the 500 MWe ISER. The core active
height was determined using these parameters and the axial peaking factor
was also checked by one-dimensional neutron diffusion calculation.

On these conditions, several burnup calculations up to 15 EFPM were
performed to estimate relations between the fuel specification and the cycle
length. The fuel assembly contains gadolinia burnable absorber to prevent
the increase of radwaste and to reduce the radial power peaking. Figure 1
shows a typical fuel assembly. The black square shows that the fuel rod
contains 6 w/o Gd2O3. The large square hole indicates a gray rod used as a
mechanical spectrum shift described below. A typical refueling scheme of
4.5 batches is shown in Figure 2.

ISER CHARACTERISTICS

Figure 3 shows the axial power distribution of ISER calculated by using
a one-dimensional diffusion code with OL and HFP conditions. The axial
peaking factor Fz is estimated to be 1.40, within the limit value determined
by the thermal-hydraulic condition for PWR design.

Figure 4 shows the relations between the U enrichment and the cycle
length with 4 and 4.5 batch refuelings. The 2 3 5U enrichment of 3.1 W o is
required for the cycle length of 10 EFPM (Effective Full Power Month) in the
case of 4 batch refueling. The enrichment increases approximately 0.3 per-
cent when the number of batches increases from 4 to 4.5. The enrichment
reaches approximately 4.7 w/o for 15 EFPM with a 4.5 batch refueling.

Figure 5 shows the relations between the discharged burnup and the
cycle length with 4 and 4.5 batch refuelings. The average burnup is approx-
imately 30 GWd/t at the cycle length of 10 EFPM with a 4 batch refueling.
The maximum burnup reaches approximately 55 GWd/t at 15 EFPM with a
4.5 batch refueling.

To estimate the total uranium inventory in the lifetime of ISER, total
spent fuel weights were calculated and are shown in Figure 6. The lifetime
of ISER was assumed 30 years. The amount of spent fuel decreases as the
cycle length and the number of batches increase. A case of the 500 MWe ISER
with a 4 batch refueling is also shown in this figure. The rate of decrease
of the 500 MWe ISER is higher compared with that of the 200 MWe ISER. The
refueling of ISER is considered to be of the once-through concept, there-
fore, the high-burnup core with the 4.5 batch refueling is recommended.

DISCUSSIONS

We now discuss the items of improvement on the core characteristics of
ISER and on the uranium utilization.
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Introducing Gd?O^ Burnable Absorber

In this study, the Gadolinia-bearing fuel was used to estimate the ISER
core characteristics. The large amount of burnable absorber is uecessary to
operate an LWR for a long cycle. However, the burnable poison rod such as
boron plexiglas turns to radwaste after irradiation. The Gadolinia-bearing
fuel does not have the problem above and can be made capable of improving
radial and axial power distributions by adjusting the Gadolinla contents in
the fuel pellet.

Axially Graded Enrichment in Fuel Rod

The fuel rod should take an adequate gradation of 235U enrichment to
improve the axial power distribution.

Optlmizad Enrichment Distribution in Fuel Assembly

235
An optimum design of the U enrichment distribution should be

employed in order to Improve power distribution in a fuel assembly.

High-Burnup Design

In order to improve the uranium utilization and reduce the volume of
spent fuel, a long-cycle operation should be proposed. The fuel should be
designed up to 55 GWd/t for 15 EFPM.

Optimized Lattice Design

In this study, the fuel rod and assembly were assumed to be the same as
those adopted in PIUS. However, the optimum design of H/U ratio should be
needed for given cycle lengths.

Low Leakage Loading Pattern

In order to prevent neutron leakage from the reactor core, an In-Out
reloading scheme should be adopted. The axial blanket fuel may be effec-
tive. The Zircaloy grid should also be employed to reduce neutron absorp-
tion in the fuel assembly.

Spectrum Shift Operation

The fuel assembly of ISER has four holes to insert gray rods. The gray
rod can be used to shift neutron spectrum mechanically, and the effective
utilization of plutonlum product will be achieved in the reactor core.

Next, we discuss significant problems associated with the nuclear
safety of ISER. As mentioned before, the moderator temperature coefficient
may be positive when the high-concentration borated water is filled into the
reactor core at emergency scram. The behavior of the high-concentration
borated water should be investigated by using a three-dimensional neutron
kinetics code coupled with the thermal-hydraulic calculation. The
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reliability of the method of analyzing nuclear safety should be confirmed by
experiment. In order to perform the experiment effectively, the following
instruments should be developed.

• Movable/Fixed Neutron Monitoring System
• On-line Monitoring System of Boron Concentration in the Primary

Coolant
• Neutron and Gamma-Ray Spectrometer in the Reactor Vessel

The movable, neutron monitoring system is similar to the In-Core Monitor
currently Installed in PWR. The fixed detector should also be installed on
the inside and outside of the reactor core to measure the neutron transient
behavior.

An automated sampling system of boron concentration should be located
at certain positions in the primary loop. Since the time-dependent varia-
tion of boron concentration is particularly important, a short-time sampling
technique should be developed with an accuracy of approximately 10 ppm. The
system must be provided with a computer for automatic data processing.

The ISER has a feature that its principal equipments are contained in
the reactor vessel, therefore, the evaluation of radiation damage and heat-
ing is very Important. In order to study the radiation damage and heating
for a period of ISER lifetime, detailed neutron and gamma-ray transport
analyses will be needed.

The neutron and gamma-ray spectrometer should be installed around the
steam generators and the biological shield. The detector can be made mov-
able around these equipments and the system should be provided with a compu-
ter for automatic data processing. A high-resolution discrimination tech-
nique between neutron and gamma-ray will be needed in the high radiation
field.

The experimental items using the new instrumentations above are pre-
sented when the development of experimental reactor (ISER-E) is discussed.

Experiments on Reactor Core Characteristics

• Critical boron concentration.
(BOL - EOL at HZP and HFP)

• Moderator temperature coefficients,
1: at normal operations,
2: at operational transients,
3: at emergency scram.

• Radial and axial power distributions.
• Power peaking in fuel assemblies.

(BOL - EOL at HZP and HFP)
• Operability of load following (AFC operation).
• Feroti oscillation.
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Experiments on Radiation Damage and Shielding

• Neutron and gamma-ray distributions in the reactor vessel.
• Radiation heating distributions in the reactor vessel.

CONCLUSION

Basic considerations were given to the nuclear design of the ISER
reactor* Certain relations between fuel specifications and cycle length
were estimated. Basic core characteristics of ISER and problems to be^
considered on the nuclear design were presented in this study. Experimental
items on the development of an experimental reactor were also discussed.

The design concept of ISER is very significant not only for thermal-
hydraulic engineer but also for nuclear engineer. One of the important
points is that the problem of three-dimensional neutron kinetics is neces-
sary to evaluate nuclear safety when the high-concentration borated water is
injected la the,reactor core. A combined effort will be desired between
those working on thermal-hydraulic dynamics and nuclear kinetics. The other
point is that the ISER design can be achieved by using the state-of-the-art.
The most advanced and suitable techniques should be applied to the ISER
design, and its evaluation should be performed for the ISER development.
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ABSTRACT

The pump trip accident of a PIUS (process inherent ultimate safety)
reactor with a secondary system was investigated by using the plant dynamics
analysis code THYDE-W. The calculation yielded basically the same results
as the previous one without the detailed secondary system simulation. This
work shows one of the very few examples of a transient calculation of a
secondary system.

INTRODUCTION

1 2
In the previous paper, inherent safety of PIUS was confirmed to some

extent by analyzing3 the several severe accidents with the THYDE-W code.1*
In the work, however, the secondary system was not included in the analysis,
but instead the temperature at the secondary side wall of the SG (steam
generator) tubes was simply set equal to 180°C.

In the present work, we try to Include a secondary system in the calcu-
lation in order to compare the calculated results with and without the
secondary system simulation. Due to the PCLF (phase change at low pressure)
problems, e.g., the famous "water packing" problem in LOCA, it is not an
easy task to include the secondary system in the analysis, since its steady
state is already two-phase at low pressure. In view of the fact that
THYDE-W is capable of the through analysis5 of LOCA, there will be a reason-
able hope for our trial to be successful. But, the present paper should be
regarded as preliminary, because in the present calculation, (1) the initial
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enthalpy distribution of the secondary system is not finalized, and (2) the
SG secondary system is recirculating.

PIUS REACTOR DESCRIPTION

Figure I3 shows the schematic figure of PIUS. Among the key features
of the PIUS concept are:

(1) the primary system submerged in the cold pool filled with pressur-
ized borated water enclosed by a large PCRV (prestressed concrete reactor
vessel); the hot primary system is hydraulically coupled to the pool at two
fluid interfaces (6 and 7 in Fig. 1), while the remainder of the primary
system is separated from the cold pool by low pressure ducting and special
steel gauze insulation, and

(2) the hydraulic condition given by Eq. (1) to show the balance
between the buoyancy force on the primary coolant and the friction force in
the core without interface flow.

(Ppool " primary)gLriser = Apcore (1>

Thus, the PIUS reactor hydraulic network is different from the conven-
tional ones in that its steady state contains a chain (namely the pool), (1)
which has a large stagnant cold water inventory with a high boron content,
and (2) which is not hydraulically isolated from the rest of the network,
for example, by closed valves. If such a large external disturbance as to
violate Eq. (1) is introduced to the system, then each part of the system
will respond to it respectively. Especially, the cold borated pool water
will no longer be stagnant, but enter the primary loop, thereby shutting the
reactor down.

MODELLING OF PIUS AND STEADY STATE CHARACTERISTICS

The PIUS primary system was nodalized as shown in Fig. 2. The dimen-
sions of the primary system are shown in Table 1. Among the junctions,
junctions 1 to 12, 26 to 31 and 43 to 45 are the normal junctions, the mix-
ing junctions and the boundary junctions, respectively. The hot/cold inter-
faces are nodes 16, 18 and 20. The core is regarded as a collection of the
average channels, represented by nodes 7 to 11. The valves are placed at
nodes 6, 52, 53 and 54. All of them are closed at the steady state except
the one at node 6 that is a fictitious valve to simulate the flow blockage.

The secondary system was nodalized as shown in Fig. 3. The dimensions
of the secondary system are also shown in Table 1. Among the junctions,
junctions 13 to 25, 32 to 42, and 46 are the normal junctions, the mixing
junctions and the boundary juncti6ns, respectively. Valve 5 is the bypass
valve, while valve 6 the governor valve. Junctions 34 and 42 are the



Figure 1 Schematic Figure of PIUS
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moisture and steam separators, whose separation efficiency is 0.78 and 0.98,
respectively. The high pressure turbine is represented by nodes 23 and 25,
while the -e pressure turbine by nodes 30, 31 and 36. The condensate pump
and the feedwacer pump are represented by nodes 41 and 45, respectively.

The auxiliary heat exchanger submerged in the pool, which is designed
as the ultimate heat sink, is not included in the analysis. The positive
direction of a flow is indicated in Figs. 2 and 3 by the arrow in accordance
with that of the steady state flow. In THYDE-W noding, superscripts A and E
are used to refer to the inlet and the outlet of a node, respectively.

The input data required by THYDE-W to determine the steady state dis-
tributions for G, h and Cg are the branching ratios at all the mixing
junctions in addition to (G, h, Cg) at point A of a certain node of each
loop. The former is given in Table 2, while the latter is given such that
(G, h, Cg) - (2,212 kg/m2/sec, 289 kcal/kg, 600 ppm) at point A of node 1
and (G» h, Cg) - (860 kg/m2/sec, 657 kcal/kg, 0 ppm) at point A of
node 22.

The boron concentration in the pool is assumed to be 2,200 ppm. The
pump parameters are shown in Table 3 except the characteristic curves, for
which a typical set is used.

The steady state pressure distribution (see Figs. 4 and 5) Is obtained
by giving the pressure at point A of each node so as to yield a reasonable
loss coefficient for each node. The requirement of pressure drop 2.5 ata
for the SG primary flow is satisfied by giving loss coefficient 4.0 and
hydraulic diameter 0.011 m for the SG primary flow.

For reactor kinetics, the four kinds of feedback reactivities are
accounted for; i.e., (1) the void effect ra, (2) the fuel temperature
effect Tp, (3) the coolant temperature effect Ty, and (4) the boron
effect Tg, I.e.,

r = yn a(t) , (2)Ya

(t) - TF (0)) , ' (3)

rw = Ywi (Tw (t) " Tw

+ Yw2 (Tw (t) - Tw (0))
2

and

(CB ( t ) " CB



junction number

25
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

node/branching

1/1.0
4/0.999
6/1.0
17/0.0
14/1.0
20/0.0
22/1.0
24/0.107
27/0.123
31/0.803
33/0.085
39/1.0
41/1.0
43/1.0
44/1.0
47/1.0
49/0.763

15/0.0
13/0.001
52/0.0

19/0.0
54/0.0
38/0.0
25/0.893
28/0.877
32/0.197
36/0.915

55/0.0
50/0.237

53/0.0

Table 2 Branching Ratios



primary pump
rated speed
rated volumetric
rated density

condensate pump
rated speed
rated volumetric
rated density

FW pump
rated speed
rated volumetric
rated density

HP turbine
rated speed
rated volumetric
rated density

LP turbine
rated speed
rated volumetric
rated density

flow

flow

flow

flow

flow

rate

rate

rate

rate

rate

1.450
3.3
500

1.450
0,25
993

1,450
19.6
20

1.450
25.1

10

1.450
73.3
5.5

rjpm
nr/sec
kg/m3

rpm
nr/sec
kg/nf

rjpm
nr/sec
kg/m3

rpm
nr/sec
kg/m3

rjpm
nr/sec
kg/m3

Table 3 Pump Characteristics
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where Che reaccivicy coefficients Ya, Yp» Ywl• YW2 and Y B are given in

Ref. (1). Equations (2) co (5) with the coefficients ct co cg in Ref. (1)
will be used throughout this work, although their applicability might be
limited to the neighborhood of the initial steady state.

TRANSIENT BEHAVIORS

As shown in Fig. 6, the transient is assumed to start at 0.1 sec when
the primary pump begins to coast down. It is assumed that at 5 sec the
governor valve closes, the turbine bypass valve opens, the feedwater and
condensate pumps start to coast down and the turbine shaft gets locked. The
primary pump trip will violate the hydraulic condition given by Eq. (1) for
the steady state, resulting in ingress of the high boron content pool water
to the primary loop. Consequently, the reactor will be shut down.

Responses of Primary System

With the start of coastdown, the pool water enters the primary loop as
shown in Fig. 7 through the lower hot/cold interface (node 13)> leading to
the establishment of the natural circulation flowing out of the pool through
the lower hot/cold interface and through the core and the riser and back,
into the pool through the upper hot/cold interface (note 16). In the
previous calculation, without the detailed SG secondary system simulation,
bubbles were calculated to be formed, whose negative reactivity effect even
more accelerated the power decrease. In the present calculation, however,
bubbles were not calculated to be formed. Figure 8 shows the reactor power,
which decreases very rapidly due to the large negative boron reactivity
immediately after the start of the transient. But with the decrease of the
coolant temperature as the natural circulation evolves, the power again
rises as much as the positive temperature reactivity effect given by Eq. (4)
balances the boron poisoning (see Fig. 9). Figure 8 shows, however, that
the boron poisoning eventually overrides the positive feedback..

Figure 10 shows the fuel center temperature of node 9, to be compared
to Fig. 8. Figure 11 shows the heat transfer coefficient at node 9, which
does not Indicate occurrence of nucleate boiling.

As shown in Fig. 12, the coolant temperature of the lower plenum
(node 6) very rapidly decreases due to the ingress of the cold water through
the lower hot/cold interface, thereby presenting a possible problem of
thermal shock. Figures 13 and 14 show the pool temperature and the pressure
at the riser (node 12), respectively.

Responses of Secondary System

Figure 15 shows that after 100 sec the secondary system behaves as a
heat source for the primary system. Figure 16 showt: the mass fluxes through
the turbine bypass valve and the governor valve. Figures 17 and 18
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how Che mass fluxes through the feedwaCer and condensate pumps, respec-
tively, both of which are assumed to stop at 5 sec. Figure 19 shows that
after 15 sec the moisture separator loses Its function due to the negative
flow in node 27. Comparing Figure 20 with 21, it will be seen that the
extraction flow out of the HP turbine is always negative after 15 sec. while
the extraction flow out of the LP turbine frequently changes its direction.
As a result, the condensate pump is rather oscillatory (see Fig. 18). These
oscillatory behaviors should be compared to the very monotonous behaviors of
the primary system except just after the start of the transient.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is found that safety of PIUS is not influenced by the secondary
system. For example, ingress of pool water with a high boron concent to the
primary loop takes place in much the same manner, leading to the natural
circulation. Nevertheless, as compared to the analysis without the second-
ary system simulation, we found several items interesting, which Include
(1) in the later period of the transient, the secondary system acts as a
heat source to the primary system, (2) voids are not generated in the core
and the reactor shutdown takes place solely due to boron poisoning, (3) the
amplitute of the power oscillation is smaller, and (4) the power decay is
more rapid.

In the course of this work, THYDE-W was improved so that it was made
possible to simulate PWR secondary system. It should be noted that the
present work is one of the very few examples of transient calculation of
secondary system.
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APPENDIX A. NOMENCLATURE

A crosssect ional area (m2 )
eg boron concentration (ppm) ^
g gravi ta t iona l accelerat ion (m/sec- )
G mass flux (kg/ra2/sec)
h speci f ic enthalpy (kcalAg)
t time (sec)
L« node h e i g h t (m)
Uiier riser height (m)
Tfr fuel temperature (°c)
TV coolant temperature (°c)
Apfcore pressure drop along core (pascal)
Q heat input (kcal/nr* /sec)
a void fraction (-)
7B reactivity coefficient for boron concentration

(Ak/k/ppm)
7T- reactivity coefficient for fuel temperature (AkA/°c)
TV reactivity coefficient for coolant temperature

ya void reactivity coefficient (AkA)
Fg boron reactivity (Ak/k)
I> fuel temperature reactivity (AkA)
rv coolant temperature reactivity (AkA)

density of pool water (kg/m3 )
density of primary loop water (kg/m3 )
time constant (sec)
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XV. WATER TREATMENT FOR THE ISER PLANT

Dr. I c h i r o Sugawara
JGC Corporat ion

Japan

INTRODUCTION

The ISER reactor assures inherent safety by causing the core, which is
submerged in pool water containing a high boric acid concentration, to
quickly shut down the nuclear reaction when overheating, pump trip or other
problems occur. However, large quantities of pool water may cause diffi-
culties in water quality control and waste management, resulting in higher
costs.

Therefore, t!̂ e ISER as a total plant would not be publicly acceptable
unless the water treatment and waste management systems offer both safety
balanced with reactor inherent safety, and economy counterbalanced by large
quantities of pool water. This report clarifies the passive safety concept
of possible waste treatment and management systems, and the ways to econom-
ically construct such facilities.

Areas related to water treatment are the:

(1) primary coolant system
(2) pool water
(3) spent fuel storage pool water
(4) fuel exchange water
(5) waste management system
(6) secondary system
(7) pure water production system

This paper focuses on the pool water and primary coolant, and waste
management systems since they treat higher concentrations of radioactivity
than do other systems, thereby increasing environmental impact.

SAFETY IN THE WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM

A fundamental principle for protection against radioactivity release,
is to verify the path of radionudide migration and assure proper barriers
along those paths at positions as close as possible to the sources.

The protection function is enhanced by increasing the number of
barriers, known as the multi-barrier concept. In the ISER, there are two
kinds of radioactivity sources. One is fission products (F.P.) generated in
the nuclear material; the other is corrosion products (C.P.) formed by
neutron irradiation around the core. These radioactive materials are trans-
ferred in the form of ions, or suspension solids to the primary coolant.
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They are Chen transported through the primary water cleaning system into Che
wasCe management system.

During this course, radioactive materials must be prevented from
diffusing by several barriers, and then concentrated and solidified between
these barriers to minimize their release to the environment.

In the ISER as well as other LWRs, to reduce radioactivity release to
the ^vironment, high integrity of the fuel element cladding is the first
and most vital barrier. Measures to prevent diffusion and generation from
these radioactive sources have been satisfactorily attained through advanced
technologies in the fuel element fabrication and water chemistry.

Based on these techniques, this paper proposes additional barriers in
the water treatment and waste management systems which combine both passive
safety and cost-effectiveness.

Passive safety in these water treatment waste management systems can be
accomplished in the following ways:

(1) setting up multi-barriers around the radioactive processing
equipment,

(2) simplifying and shortening the piping between systems.

Cos ts can be reduced by:

(1) adopting standardized, mobile modular type processing equipment,
(2) using more cost-efficient materials such as glass or carbon fiber

reinforced plastics.
(3) maintenance of processing equipment is carried out in a location

provided for the exclusive use of maintenance with special remote
handling devices.

ISER WATER TREATMENT

Water Chemistry

Since conventional PWR water chemistry insures the integrity and reli-
ability of the primary circuit and fuel element cladding, this science can
be successfully applied to the water chemistry of the ISER reactor.
Examples of such water chemistry in Japan and the USSR are shown in Table I.

The major differences in water chemistry applications between Japan and
the USSR consists in the latter's use of potassium for pH control and
ammonium for oxygen removal.

Activity concentrations of conventional PWRs, though not formally docu-
mented, are estimated at 10~2 Ci/ml.
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Table I. Coolant Chemistry Specification

H3BO3

pE at 25°C

pH at 260°C

Dissolved H2

NH3

Chloride

Fluoride

Dissolved Oxygen

Li

Activity

USSR
WWER-440 PWR

0 to 12 g per kg

9.5 to 10.5

7.1 to 7.3

30 to 50 cm3 (NTP)
per kg H20

5 ppm

0.1 ppm

0.1 ppm

10 ppb

2.5 to 18 ppm
(K+ + L+)

Japan
Mitsubishi PWR

0 - 12 g

4.2 to 10.5

—

25 to 35

—

0.1

0.1

100

0.22 - 2.2

10"2 Ci/cm3

In the ISER plant, this figure should be the minimum goal.

The ISER plant will adopt the Japanese water chemistry.

Water Chemistry of ISER Primary Coolant System

The ISER plant primary coolant system is similar to that of the conven-
tional PWR in quantity, conditions and objectives. Since the specification
for the conventional PWR water coolant, as shown In Table I, has been
successfully adopted to water chemistry in the ISER plant, it follows that
the chemical and volume control systems (CVCS) can also be directly applied
to the ISER plant.

B-10 concentrated boric acid effectively improves control of the
nuclear reaction; however, since it is the primary controller factor in the
ISER plant, this concentration must be more strictly monitored than in
conventional PWRs. B-10 concentrated boric acid can additionally reduce the
final volume of waste.
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Table II. ISER Water Treatment System

1. Treatment

(1) Primary coolant 200 m 3

(2) Pool water 600 m 3

2. Design specification

(1) Cleaning unit x 2

(i) back-washable filter 20 m3/hr x 1

(ii) mixed bed demineralizer 20 m3/hr x 1

(iii) cation exchange resin 10 ra3/hr x 1

(2) Charging pump unit x 2

(i) mixer 20 m3/hr x 1

(ii) charging pump 20 m3/hr x 1

(3) Receiver tank 1,000 m3 x 2

(4) Evaporator unit 5 m3/hr x 2

* Cleaning and charging units have standby units.
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Water Chemistry of Pool Water

The ISER plant's pool water is uniquely characterized by its large
quantity, conductivity and irradiation, especially by neutrons, from the
core.

The specification for the pool water would be the same as that for the
primary coolant with which it mixes. The ISER uses steel gauze or ceramics
as a thermal insulator, which may, however, be the contamination source for
the pool water.

Outline of the ISER Water Treatment System

The basic flow of the water treatment system is shown in Fig. 1; basic
specifications are shown in Table II.

Primary coolant is extracted at the cold leg of the primary loop and
transferred through a regenerative heat exchanger, extraction orifice, and
then a valve to the outside of the pressure vessel.

The degassed primary coolant is sent to the mobile cleaning unit. The
primary coolant is cleaned with a backwashable filter and mixed bed of ion-
exchange resins in the cleaning unit. After purification the coolant Is
treated to achieve a specified pH value and B-10 and hydrogen concentra-
tions, then returned to the primary coolant system by the charging pump.

Pool water is treated in almost the same way as the primary coolant.
The pool water treatment system, however, doesn't have a regenerative heat
exchanger or hydrogen injection equipment.

The primary coolant and pool water are treated at 10 ra /hr .nd 18 m /Ir-
respectively, representing 5 percent of the amount of the primary coolant
and 3 percent of the amount of the pool water. Standardized 20 m /hr clean-
ing units are used for both the wa. " treatment of the primary coolant and
pool water.

At the start of operation, the primary coolant is diluted with pure
water, resulting in a large quantity of surplus diluted primary coolant,
which is temporarily stored in the receiver tank. Later, this surplus is
sent to the boric acid recovery system (evaporator), where the water is
separated by evaporation into a high concentration of boric acid and pure
water.

Passive Safety and Economical Features of the ISER Water Treatment Systems

Passive safety and economical features incorporating the shrinking
safety envelope concept are discussed in detail.

Safety measures at the interface between the reactor and the water
treatment system. There are several small diameter pipe penetrations in
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the ISER pressure vessel: the extraction and injection pipes of the primary
coolant and the pool water; pipes for the pool cooler; and others. Since
destruction of these pipes leads to loss of the primary coolant, preventive
measures against accidents must be established to avoid threatening the ISER
plant's inherent safety. The primary coolant extraction pipe contains a
small hole positioned just below the pool water surface as shown in Fig. 2.
If, in an accident, the pool water level drops below the hole location, high
pressure gas in the top of the pressure vessel will enter the pipe, and stop
the primary coolant leak.

Valves, a regenerative heat exchanger and extraction orifices, which
Includes the pressure radioactive liquid, are contained inside the pressure
vessel.

By providing a pressure valve in the extraction valve outside the
pressure vessel, the extraction pipe can then use a flexible—that is,
seismic-free—tube.

In the primary coolant injection pipe, double check valves prevent
primary coolant release to the outside of the pressure vessel.

The pool water extraction pipe inlet is positioned just below the pool
water surface. In this arrangement, extra release of pool water is easily
deterred. The preventive measure for the pool water injection pipe is the
same as that for the primary coolant.

Safety measures for the water treatment system. Passive safety in the
water treatment system is established by adopting the multi-barrier concept.

Radioactive materials in the system encounter at least two barriers
against the outer environment. For radioactive materials in the tank, the
tank wall and the building form double barriers.

All of the filter and demineralizer units are contained in a confine-
ment of the mobile unit which form another kind of barrier. Radioactive
materials in the mobile unit, therefore, meet triple barrier resistance.

Pipings are simplified as much as practical. For example, radioactive
material release from a pipe between processing units can be eliminated by
using a seismic-free flexible pipe without valves or pumps.

Mobilized process units are transported to the maintenance area and
repaired and decontaminated with special automatic remote-control devices.
In this way radioactive material diffusion, radiation exposure to personnel
and equipment damage are minimized.

Receiver tanks accept steam from the release valve in the worst
possible accident scenario in an ISER plant.
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At the same time, these safety features result in cost-effectiveness as
follows:

1) Mobilfe modular standardized processing units can be assembled
economically in the factory.

2) Small mobile units are space-savers which can be housed in smaller
size buildings.

3) Organic structural materials such as fiberglass reinforced flexible
tubes are less expensive than metals and can be easily volume-
reduced by incineration.

WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

During normal operation, it is clear that the ISER and its water treat-
ment system produce little liquid waste. Therefore, the main radioactive
wastes in the ISER plant consist of spent ion-exchange resin.

Gaseous radioactive wastes are similar in types and quantity to those
in conventional PWRs. The PWR's gaseous waste treatment system, which
comprises a hydrogen recombiner and gas decay tanks, can also be applied to
the ISER plant.

Liquid wastes, of course, generate during regular inspection or mainte-
nance of water treatment processing units. However, the ISER liquid waste
quantity is expected to be much less than in conventional PWRs, since drain
effluents from pumps are minimized in the ISER plant, and is treated by a
small evaporator. Distillation is reused and concentration is solidified
with plastics or cement. Therefore, radionuclides in liquid waste can be
thoroughly confined In the ISER plant.

In the ISER plane, a larger amount of spent resins than in conventional
PWRs is expected to be produced. Treatment methods for these spent resins
have been undergoing research and development; the most effective volume-
reduction technique is a combination of hydrogen peroxide use and plastic
solidification. These processes are easily assembled in a mobile unit. In
this system, radioactive materials in resins are stabilized in the plastic
medium.

For ISER miscellaneous solid wastes, which are similar to those in
conventional PWRs, incineration and compaction are effective and economical
volume-reduction techniques. In using a high temperature slagging incinera-
tor, radioactive materials in miscellaneous organic solid wastes are con-
verted to inorganic materials, concentrated and then confined in a stable
glass medium. This type of Incinerator can easily treat nonflammable
plastics such as glass fiber-reinforced materials.

Liquid wastes and solid wastes are finally packaged in a form suitable
for storage or final disposal in ISER's radwaste management system.
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CONCLUSION

From this discussion, it is evident that maintaining superior quality
of coolant water and effective radwaste reduction can be attained without
the need for developing new technology, despite the fact that the quantity
of water in the ISER is much larger than in conventional PWRs.
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XVI. STRATEGIES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF INTRINSICALLY SAFE
AND ECONOMICAL REACTORS

Dr. Hiroaki Wakabayashi
Nuclear Engineering Research Laboratory

Faculty of Engineering
- U n i v e r s i t y of Tokyo

Tokyo, Japan

ABSTRACT

ISER (Intrinsically Safe and Economical Reactors) is chosen as an
sample of Intrinsically Safe Reactor to find a prospective way for smooth
javelopment through International cooperation. For thi3, a specific Forum
> d/or Consortium is proposed to be created during the course of the execu-
tive meeting to be held at IEA (ORAU) Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 1985. Drawing
from the experiences held In the past year In Tokyo, expansion of the Tokyo
Forum into the International Forum is proposed.

CONTENTS
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APPENDIX A Agreement for a Forum on the Development of Intrinsically Safe
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INTRODUCTION

To meet power demands for the next century in the Asia-Pacific region,
an intrinsically safe, economical power source using fission reactors must
be developed. Examples of such systems are PIUS, ISER, the pebble-bed HTGR,
the modular small LMR and others currently being advocated,'

These systems, however, require critical examination of their safety
ir*argins, which can be best accomplished by examining the test results of
aach design basis accident simulated during Che early design stages.

An intrinsically safe and economical reactor (ISER) is envisioned as a
standard reactor for international use.1'2 Its basic design is to be
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shared by all the parties gathered in a consortium specifically formed for
this purpose. These parties would consist of vendors, architect engineers,
utilities, and government agencies from all interested countries.

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FORUM AND CONSORTIUM FOR ISER

It is widely recognized that nuclear power system developments have
been gradually moving towards the leadership of the industry: this is an
indication that nuclear technology could become a conventional technology
after a certain amount of experience has been obtained. LWR technology is
certainly more or less such a kind of technology. I believe ISER could be
designed and tested through private industry leadership consisting of a
consortium of International vendors, architect-engineers and utilities.

Since a nuclear power plant is, however, too large a project for a
single vendor or single utility development, an International forum and/or
consortium is necessary. A general description of a forum in Tokyo is
provided in Appendix A. Let me emphasize that it is not merely a theory
discussion assembly; rather it is an action group dedicated to building a
first experimental ISER power reactor, to be followed by the ISER itself.

Eventually, an international cooperative body or enterprise is expected
to be formed for vending cheap electricity worldwide. This venture is to be
controlled along the lines of INTERSAT3 and other similar systems of inter-
national cooperatives. Actual ISER operations are proposed to be on a LEASE
basis which includes operational and maintenance personnel. The customer
will be charged for the power on a rate base which includes a fixsd fee.
The leased system, however, could be purchased by a customer country or
utility after several year3 use, for the sake of security against interrup-
tion by the supplier if so desired.

Since 1985, Issues, conditions and criteria for ISER-200 (200 MWe ISER)
development have been and are being analyzed by a Tokyo consortium to deter-
mine the necessary requirements for the external and internal issues for
ISER nuclear power plant specifics. Details are provided in Appendix B.

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION OF ISER

The ideal support base and a model enterprise that comes to mind is the
IAEA, whose statute clarifies along this line its existence and objectives
in terms of the interests and benefits of its member states. Several inter-
nationally established special power companies can operate for IAEA tens or
even hundreds of ISERs for the utilities of member states.

Another possibility for forming joint ISER development is the creation
of several international utility companies which either lease or sell a
system to a customer country.
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Internationally agreed codes, standards, regulatory systems and their
enforcement are keys to this development. The internal state system of a
government combined with the international network, of IAEA would provide a
harmonious approach for licensing and regulation.

Thus ISER development, including the experimental reactor, is envi-
sioned to be undertaken by specific consortium members from the inter-
national community, such as vendors, architect-engineers, utilities and
federal and municipal government agencies.

IAEA's role is, however, additionally important during and after ISER
development. To the extent IAEA feels it interesting and Important, ISER is
planned to be offered, if it is appropriate, as a reference small power
reactor to be developed by the agency widely according to the coordination
and leadership of IAEA into the developing member states, as well as the
other member states. A special working group for this may be requested to
be created."*

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF ISER

The international joint ISER development concept was first presented
publicly by the author at the "2nd Workshop on Nuclear Power in the Asia-
Pacific Region," as a preconference activity of the 5th Pacific Basin
Nuclear Conference held on May 16-17, 1985 in Seoul, Korea. The general
description and rationale of ISER are presented in his paper.

ISER is designed differently from the well-known PIUS of ASEA-ATOM in
many respects (e.g., steel vessel instead of PCRV, etc.) though they both
share the same safety philosophy: Forgivingly Intrinsic Safety. ISER was
also planned to be producible even in the newly developing nations like
Korea. Thus it seems pertinent to have international dialogue from the
early beginnings of its development.

Early development stages for ISER will probably include an experimental
reactor for looking into the transient behavior (time constants) and the
long term stability as well as the operability and maintainability of ISER.
A consortium of only Japanese and Korean industrial sectors is considered
unwise because unfortunately (a) the cost for the development ($100-200M)
will be hard for the Asian participants to raise by themselves, since we
visualize ISER as being developed basically by the interested industry with
little government intervention. (Government participation and financing
support are, of course, welcome.); (b) an experimental ISER could be tested
more easily in a U.S. proving ground either at Idaho, New Mexico, or
Tennessee, perhaps with the support of DOE and NRC. Oak Ridge, Tennessee
looks favorable if the Clinch River site can be employed for that purpose.

Under these circumstances, a call has bsen made for participation by
the U.S. vendors, architect-engineers, and utilities for an inquiry Into the
joint development of intrinsically safe reactors, probably in positive
collaboration with ASEA-ATOM.
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As to financing of the development activities, cost sharing by the
partners seems a reasonable strategy. Other fund raising ideas are expected
to emerge at the workshop.

It is also pertinent to note that if various intrinsically safe reac-
tors such as ISER, PIUS and pebble-bed reactors are developed, they may find
different markets because each has its unique advantages and disadvantages
but all are important nuclear power systems to be deployed worldwide. On
the other hand, in view of the relatively small but capital-intensive
markets for the reactors, cooperation seems a better path to take than does
competition. This ISER workshop will surely present a good opportunity for
discussion on this special topic.

Prior to an experimental reactor, I feel we first need a small seala
model to specifically look into the nuclear-hydrodynamicaliy coupled dynam-
ics of the ISER in terms of several key design parameters, such as the
interfaces, maintainability and repairability of the reactor. These are
delineated separately in Appendix C,

The cost-sharing formula for ISER development is very difficult to
propose. But a conventional means of fund raising through a consortium is
feasible. In this case, $5-10 M as a share may be needed in order that a
limited number of shareholders should be stably organized. Profits or reve-
nues accruing from either the vended ISER plants or the ISER supplied elec-
tricity will be returned to the consortium members proportionately against
their investment, which includes their actual cash contribution during the
development stage.

You may be interested, in this connection, to know the attitude of
Japanese electric utilities toward ISER, because it is relevant to its use
in Japan in the future.

The Japanese electric utility industry remains, in fact, unclear about
how to use ISER appropriately in their power systems. However, they are
keenly interested In all types of intrinsically safe reactors, in their hope
to discover a more economically advantageous reactor than the existing ones.
Japanese utilities are, therefore, interested in the ongoing PIUS develop-
ment, for example. Their consortium participation may be delayed, but
Instead active participation of CRIEPI is expected.

Nevertheless, a spectra of the consortium members is important in its
success. As many utilities as possible need to be invited and welcomed from
the beginning.

CONCLUSION

In our efforts to develop ISR In general and ISER in particular, It is
very important to examine our goal-reaching strategies. There is actually a
potential vicious circle in the development and marketlag of any new and/or
historically missed power reactor, in terms of development and purchase,
investment, testing, tentative use,'and full utilization.
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The best scracegy is, to me, to collaborate with the public. Since any
nuclear activity seems to have a proclivity for being associated with a
bomb, public acceptance is essential. The advantage!- of ISR, however, are
less regulation, and the opportunity to prove, once and for all, that
nuclear power is safe. In fact, as Dr. Weinberg suggests, it would be
dramatically convincing if actress Jane Fonda spent an afternoon indiscrimi-
nately pushing ISER buttons to no adverse effect.

In summary, I advocate a non-governmental effort for development among
industries drawn widely from the Asia-Pacific region. Its success will
promise a new world in the next century that is more mutually interdependent
for energy and other resources, in a peaceful atmosphere of trade and
cooperation.
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APPENDIX A. AGREEMENT FOR THE FORUM ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTRINSICALLY
SAFE AND ECONOMICAL REACTORS (ISER) IN TOKYO (1985)

I. Purpose of the agreement;

The Forum, aimed at the development of ISER, examines the ISER basic
designs and development plan. For this, tentatively an LWR similar to
Sweden's ASEA-ATOM PIUS, but economically more advantageous, is to be
designed and developed by Interested participants drawn from academia,
JAERI, utilities, and nuclear producers In Japan. The results are to be
shared by all Forum parties, and made available for international develop-
ment in the interests of the Forum members.

II. Forum Chairman and Representative:

Prof. Hiroaki Wakabayashi, Associate Professor, Nuclear Engineering
Research Laboratory, Faculty of Engineering, University of Tokyo, 2-22,
Shirakata Shirane Tokal, Ibaraki, 319-11, Japan Tel, 0292-82-1611.

III. Forum Members:

A Forum member is a voluntary participant who has been approved by the
Representative. Members cooperate for all the activities and action plans
of the Forum which are in line of its purpose. Withdrawal from the member-
ship is free and on the member's demand and realized when It is reported to
the Representative.

IV. Secretary:

1
Any Forum member asked by the Representative shall serve as Secretary.

The Secretary, after concurring with the Representative, drafts minutes,
files documents, and edits Forum reports.

V. Dues:

No dues shall be collected. All expenses necessary for Forum activ-
ities are to be paid by the member's organizations. However, for a special
cooperative event, the cost is shared basically by those interested indus-
trial sectors.

VI. Regular meetings;

The Forum meeting is conducted usually once a month or every two months
at a meeting room of a member organization. Missions abroad and inter-
national workshops, if they are felt to be needed, may also be conducted.

VII. Subjects to be examined:

The following tentative subjects are to be examined by the Forum:



1) Strategy planning with cost estimations for the ISEK. experimeucal
reactor and other related experiments.

2) Strategy planning with cost estimates for the ISER lead plant.

VIII. Property:

The detailed results of the Forum are proprietary to the Forum and
shall not be published. However, a summary report of Forum activities will
be made available to the public. Any Forum member is allowed to use the
detailed results, after obtaining permission from the originator and Repre-
sentative, in his or her efforts to facilitate Forum objectives.

IX. Relevant activities:

Any member's other activities related to but separate from the Forum
must not be limited by any of the Forum agreements and its activities; a
member snail be free and independent of the Forum.

X. Release from the responsibility:

Any Forum member, Including the Representative and the Secretary, shall
be absolved from any inconvenience and accidents during the course of Forum
activities. They si.^11 be claimed only by the concerned members.

XI. Organizations to be honored:

1) Domestic: Member affiliating organizations and their funding
source, JAEC, JASC, and Agencies of the Japanese, Municipal and
Tokyo metropolitan governments as well as any potential users of
ISER.

2) Abroads ASEA-ATOM (Sweden); DOE, NRC, EPRI, OTA, IEA, MIT, UNM,
ORNL, SNL, TVA, B&R, and others (USA); potential interested parties
of other countries.

XII. Inauguration:

This agreement shall be effective on the thirtieth day of the month of
January, the year one thousand, nine hundred and eighty-five A.D.

Addendum to the Agreement

Any concerns beyond the scope of this Agreement shall be resolved by
consultation among the members and due action.



APPENDIX B. JOINT EXAMINATION ON ISER-200 DEVELOPMENT, TOKYO, 1985

Basic issues, conditions, and criteria are to be examined jointly by
the Forum-members as assigned.

I. Externalities: general analysis on requirements

1) Social and international environments: the University of
Tokyo
- conditions and criteria for the wide deployment of ISER

into the international community.

2) Domestic siting conditions: JAPCO
- requirements for the near city and load center siting.

3) Siting conditions in the Kanto District (Tokyo area): TEPCO
- needs and siting potential around Tokyo.

4) General siting conditions: MHI (on-shore case) and a group of
IHI, Hitachi-Zoaen, and NKK (off-shore case)
- seismlcity, civil engineering, construction and

decommissioning.

II. Nuclear power plant details: general accounts of design
philosophy and examinations based on the particular ISER design
which each member elects to accept for examination.

1) Basic plant design (PWR, BWR) - each member.

2) Instrumentation and constrol, and engineering safety devices

- Toshiba.

3) Pressure vessel - - IHI/MHI.

4) Internal configuration, support and fixing

- Hitachi/Hltachi-Zo8en.

5) Spent fuel storage - Hitachi.

6) Steam generator tubing - Hitachi/Zosen.

7) Pump - Hitachi.

8) Riser and thermal shield - NKK.
9) Interfaces: Density lock and other schemes, mixing

process/mixing phenomena - Hitachi and Toshiba.



L0) Pressurizer
11) Core - MHI, Hitachi/Toshiba.

12) Fuel and storage - NFI.

13) Water and radioactivity treatment - JGC.

14) Secondary system - MHI, Hitachi/Toshiba=

15) Barge mounting design - IHI/Hitachi-Zosen.

16) Waste storage and transportation - JGC.

17) Failed fuel testing - JGC.
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APPENDIX C. LSER-E (EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR) AND ISER-EM (MODEL)

ISER-E is an experimental reactor version of ISER, primarily intended
for verification of the ISER principles and related system parameters with
regards to the design range of key elements such as valves and interfaces.
The design of such components and parts can be fixed only through extensive
ISER operational modes which will be anticipated in its future. ISER oper-
ability and maintainability are the most important performance aspects. A
near completely programmed operation which utilizes few operating personnel
and requires minimum maintenance is incorporated into the reactor system
design which should be recognized by all concerned including developing
nations.

As one of the baseload as well as load-following members of power
stations, ISER must be able to supply long-term power under various opera-
tional conditions which should be tested.

The last experiment phase should Include a severe core test simulating
situations involving possible sabotage, terrorism, and other attacks. This
test should probably include a station blackout for days.

Through these experiments and other operational experience, a certain
degree of standardization needs to be accomplished, after which an indiv-
idual utility having volunteered, will undertake a successful ISER operation
for two to three years, acting as a pioneer for others to follow. Following
this appreciation, ISER's merits and advantages should be realized.

Decommissioning and disposal methods to be incorporated into the origi-
nal design are also Important and need to be verified within the scope of
the ISER-E project.

ISER-E is necessarily preceded by ISER-EM, which is a scale model of
ISER-E, to allow visualization of the Internals and flows as well as for
design verification for seismiclty and maintenance, which includes refuel-
ing. The model will be made of transparent plastic material for flow
visualization and other uses which are essential to the experiments. Inter-
face designs, maintenance and refueling operations will be verified on the
ISER-EM model.

All of these could be accomplished by the voluntary contributions of
the consortium-participants who will be reimbursed accordingly as ISER is
employed In the international market in general and in the Asia-Pacific
region in particular.

Tables A-l, A-2 and A-3 each show the summaries of international
cooperation for ISER development, ISER-E and ISER-EM and the development
schedule respectively.
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TABLE A - l . INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION FOR ISER DEVELOPMENT

RE: ISER EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR, ISER-E AND ISER-EM DEVELOPMENT

a. Purpose:

1. Verification of ISER transient dynamics
2. Test for ISER long-term stability
3. Verification of maintenance and repair
4. Standardization of the system design
5. Severe core condition test (last phase)
6. Others

b. Participants (international contingency);

Vendors, Architect-Engineers, Utilities, and Governments (National
Laboratories)

c. Strategy:

Cost sharing (the most significant contributor should take the lead)

d. Experiment Locations:

ORNL, INEL, Sandia National Lab., JAERI, KAERI, etc.

e. Period:

1987-1995 (See Table A-3).
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TABLE A-2. ISER-E AND ISER-EM

ISER-E

1. Core: PWR type, half height

2. Power: 200 MWth

3. Control: Boric acid and recirculation flow

4. Safety: Intrinsic safety design

5. Safeguardability: Spent fuel storage

6. Experimental parameters: Interfaces

7. System parameters: Pressure, flow, and temperature; stress-strain
and vibration of various key points inside and outside of the
reactor

8. Nuclear parameters: Power distributions, boron worth, reactivity
coefficient, radiation and radioactivity

ISER-EM

Provides a detailed scale model for design verifications for seismiclty
and maintenance including refueling.

This also includes the flow tests for the ISER-E design.

The model will be made of plastic transparent material for flow visual-
ization and other uses which are essential to the experiments.
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TABLE A - 3 . SCHEDULE FOR THE ISER DEVELOPMENT (TENTATI"E)

84 ' 8 5 ' 8 6 ' 8 7 ' 8 3 ' 8 9 ' 9 0 ' 91 ' 9 2 ' 9 3 ' 9 4 ' 9 5 ' 9 6 ' 97

Concept

Design /
(Basic) (Detailed)

Simulation

ISER-EM

ISER-fi

(prototype) (Licensing) (Construction) (Experiment)

Demonstration
(lead plant)


